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Preface

Part of these notes were developed for a course of the Dutch Network on Systems and Control
with the title “Robust control andH∞ optimization,” which was taught in the Spring of 1991.
These first notes were adapted and much expanded for a course with the title “Design Methods
for Control Systems,” first taught in the Spring of 1994. They were thoroughly revised for the
Winter 1995–1996 course. For the Winter 1996–1997 course Chapter 4 was extensively revised
and expanded, and a number of corrections and small additions were made to the other chapters.
In the Winter 1997–1998 edition some material was added to Chapter 4 but otherwise there were
minor changes only. The changes in the 1999–2000 version were limited to a number of minor
corrections. In the 2000-2001 version an index and an appendix are added and Chapter 4 is
revised.

The aim of the course is to present a mature overview of several important design techniques
for linear control systems, varying from classical to “post-modern.” The emphasis is on ideas,
methodology, results, and strong and weak points, not on proof techniques.

All the numerical examples were prepared using MATLAB . For many examples and exercises
the Control Toolbox is needed. For Chapter 6 the Robust Control Toolbox or the¼-Tools toolbox
is indispensable.
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1

Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

Overview– Feedback is an essential element of automatic control sys-
tems. The primary requirements for feedback control systems are stabil-
ity, performance and robustness.

The design targets for linear time-invariant feedback systems may be
phrased in terms of frequency response design goals and loop shaping.
The design targets need to be consistent with the limits of performance
imposed by physical realizability.

Extra degrees of freedom in the feedback system configuration intro-
duce more flexibility.

1.1 Introduction

Designing a control system is a creative process involving a number of choices and decisions.
These choices depend on the properties of the system that is to be controlled and on the re-
quirements that are to be satisfied by the controlled system. The decisions imply compromises
between conflicting requirements. The design of a control system involves the following steps:

1. Characterize the system boundary, that is, specify the scope of the control problem and of
the system to be controlled.

2. Establish the type and the placement of actuators in the system, and thus specify the inputs
that control the system.

3. Formulate a model for the dynamic behavior of the system, possibly including a descrip-
tion of its uncertainty.

4. Decide on the type and the placement of sensors in the system, and thus specify the vari-
ables that are available for feedforward or feedback.

5. Formulate a model for the disturbances and noise signals that affect the system.

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

6. Specify or choose the class of command signals that are to be followed by certain outputs.

7. Decide upon the functional structure and the character of the controller, also in dependence
on its technical implementation.

8. Specify the desirable or required properties and qualities of the control system.

In several of these steps it is crucial to derive useful mathematical models of systems, signals and
performance requirements. For the success of a control system design the depth of understanding
of the dynamical properties of the system and the signals often is more important than thea priori
qualifications of the particular design method.

The models of systems we consider are in general linear and time-invariant. Sometimes they
are the result of physical modelling obtained by application of first principles and basic laws.
On other occasions they follow from experimental or empirical modelling involving experimen-
tation on a real plant or process, data gathering, and fitting models using methods for system
identification.

Some of the steps may need to be performed repeatedly. The reason is that they involve de-
sign decisions whose consequences only become clear at later steps. It may then be necessary
or useful to revise an earlier decision. Design thus is a process of gaining experience and devel-
oping understanding and expertise that leads to a proper balance between conflicting targets and
requirements.

The functional specifications for control systems depend on the application. We distinguish
different types of control systems:

Regulator systems.The primary function of a regulator system is to keep a designated output
within tolerances at a predetermined value despite the effects of load changes and other
disturbances.

Servoor positioning systems.In a servo system or positioning control system the system is
designed to change the value of an output as commanded by a reference input signal, and
in addition is required to act as a regulator system.

Tracking systems.In this case the reference signal is not predetermined but presents itself as a
measured or observed signal to be tracked by an output.

Feedback is an essential element of automatic control. This is why§ 1.2 presents an elemen-
tary survey of a number of basic issues in feedback control theory. These includerobustness,
linearity andbandwidth improvement,anddisturbance reduction.

Stability is a primary requirement for automatic control systems. After recalling in§ 1.3 vari-
ous definitions of stability we review several well known ways of determining stability, including
the Nyquist criterion.

In view of the importance of stability we elaborate in§ 1.4 on the notion of stability ro-
bustness. First we recall several classical and more recent notions of stability margin. More
refined results follow by using the Nyquist criterion to establish conditions for robust stability
with respect to loop gain perturbations and inverse loop gain perturbations.

For single-input single-output feedback systems realizing the most important design targets
may be viewed as a process of loop shaping of a one-degree-of-freedom feedback loop. The
targets include

targets

 • closed-loop stability,
• disturbance attenuation,
• stability robustness,
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1.2. Basic feedback theory 3

within the limitations set by

limitations

{ • plant capacity,
• corruption by measurement noise.

Further design targets, which may require a two-degree-of-freedom configuration, are

further targets

{ • satisfactory closed-loop response,
• robustness of the closed-loop response.

Loop shaping and prefilter design are discussed in§ 1.5. This section introduces various impor-
tant closed-loop system functions such as the sensitivity function, the complementary sensitivity
function, and the input sensitivity function.

Certain properties of the plant, in particular its pole-zero pattern, impose inherent restrictions
on the closed-loop performance. In§ 1.7 the limitations that right-half plane poles and zeros
imply are reviewed. Ignoring these limitations may well lead to unrealistic design specifications.
These results deserve more attention than they generally receive.

11
2 and 2-degree-of-freedom feedback systems, designed for positioning and tracking, are

discussed in Section 1.8.

1.2 Basic feedback theory

1.2.1 Introduction

In this section feedback theory is introduced at a low conceptual level1. It is shown how the
simple idea of feedback has far-reaching technical implications.

Example 1.2.1 (Cruise control system).Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of an automobile
cruise control system, which is used to maintain the speed of a vehicle automatically at a constant
level. The speedv of the car depends on the throttle openingu. The throttle opening is controlled
by the cruise controller in such a way that the throttle opening isincreasedif the differencevr − v
between the reference speedvr and the actual speed is positive, anddecreasedif the difference
is negative.

This feedback mechanism is meant to correct automatically any deviations of the actual ve-
hicle speed from the desired cruise speed.

vr vr − v u

throttle
opening

reference
speed

vcruise
controller

car

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of the cruise control system

For later use we set up a simple model of the cruising vehicle that accounts for the major
physical effects. By Newton’s law

mv̇.t/ = Ftotal.t/; t ≥ 0; (1.1)
1This section has been adapted from Section 11.2 of Kwakernaak and Sivan (1991).
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

wherem is the mass of the car, the derivativev̇ of the speedv its acceleration, andFtotal the total
force exerted on the car in forward direction. The total force may be expressed as

Ftotal.t/ = cu.t/− ²v2.t/: (1.2)

The first termcu.t/ represents the propulsion force of the engine, and is proportional to the
throttle openingu.t/, with proportionality constantc. The throttle opening varies between 0
(shut) and 1 (fully open). The second term²v2.t/ is caused by air resistance. The friction force
is proportional to the square of the speed of the car, with² the friction coefficient. Substitution
of Ftotal into Newton’s law results in

mv̇.t/ = cu.t/− ²v2.t/; t ≥ 0: (1.3)

If u.t/ = 1, t ≥ 0, then the speed has a corresponding steady-state valuevmax, which satisfies
0= c− ²v2

max. Hence,vmax=
√

c=². Defining

w = v

vmax
(1.4)

as the speed expressed as a fraction of the top speed, the differential equation reduces to

Tẇ.t/ = u.t/−w2.t/; t ≥ 0; (1.5)

whereT = m=
√
²c. A typical practical value forT is T = 10 [s].

We linearize the differential equation (1.5). To a constant throttle settingu0 corresponds a
steady-state cruise speedw0 such that 0= u0 − w2

0. Let u = u0 + ũ andw = w0 + w̃, with
|w̃| � w0. Substitution into (1.5) while neglecting second-order terms yields

T ˙̃w.t/ = ũ.t/− 2w0w̃.t/: (1.6)

Omitting the circumflexes we thus have the first-order linear differential equation

ẇ = −1
�
w+ 1

T
u; t ≥ 0; (1.7)

with

� = T
2w0

: (1.8)

The time constant� strongly depends on the operating conditions. If the cruise speed increases
from 25% to 75% of the top speed then� decreases from 20 [s] to 6.7 [s]. �

Exercise 1.2.2 (Acceleration curve).Show that the solution of the scaled differential equation
(1.5) for a constant maximal throttle position

u.t/ = 1; t ≥ 0; (1.9)

and initial conditionw.0/ = 0 is given by

w.t/ = tanh.
t
T
/; t ≥ 0: (1.10)

Plot the scaled speedw as a function oft for T = 10 [s]. Is this a powerful car? �
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1.2. Basic feedback theory 5

1.2.2 Feedback configurations

To understand and analyze feedback we first consider the configuration of Fig. 1.2(a). The signalr
is an external control input. The “plant” is a given system, whose output is to be controlled. Often
the function of this part of the feedback system is to provide power, and its dynamical properties
are not always favorable. The outputy of the plant is fed back via thereturn compensatorand
subtracted from the external inputr . The differencee is called theerror signaland is fed to the
plant via theforward compensator.

The system of Fig. 1.2(b), in which the return compensator is a unit gain, is said to haveunit
feedback.

r

r

e

e

u

u

forward
compensator

forward
compensator

return
compensator

y

y
plant

plant

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Feedback configurations: (a) General. (b) Unit feedback.

yr re e
�

 



plant

(a) (b)
return compensator

Figure 1.3: (a) Feedback configuration with input-output maps. (b) Equiva-
lent unit feedback configuration.

Example 1.2.3 (Unit feedback system).The cruise control system of Fig. 1.1 is a unit feedback
system. �

For the purposes of this subsection we reduce the configuration of Fig. 1.2(a) to that of
Fig. 1.3(a), where the forward compensator has been absorbed into the plant. The plant is repre-
sented as an input-output-mapping system with input-output (IO) map�, while the return com-
pensator has the IO map . The control inputr , the error signale and the output signaly usually
all are time signals. Correspondingly,� and are IO maps of dynamical systems, mapping time
signals to time signals.
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6 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

The feedback system is represented by the equations

y= �.e/; e= r − .y/: (1.11)

These equations may or may not have a solutioneandy for any given control inputr . If a solution
exists, the error signale satisfies the equatione = r − .�.e//, or

e+ .e/ = r: (1.12)

Here =  ◦ �, with ◦ denoting map composition, is the IO map of the series connection of the
plant followed by the return compensator, and is called theloop IO map. Equation (1.12) reduces
the feedback system to a unit feedback system as in Fig. 1.3(b). Note that because maps time
functions into time functions, (1.12) is afunctionalequation for the time signale. We refer to it
as thefeedback equation.

1.2.3 High-gain feedback

Feedback is most effective if the loop IO map has “large gain.” We shall see that one of
the important consequences of this is that the map from the external inputr to the outputy is
approximately the inverse −1 of the IO map of the return compensator. Hence, the IO map
from the control inputr to the control system outputy is almost independent of the plant IO map.

Suppose that for a given class of external input signalsr the feedback equation

e+ .e/ = r (1.13)

has a solutione. Suppose also that for this class of signals the “gain” of the map is large, that
is,

‖.e/‖ � ‖e‖; (1.14)

with ‖ · ‖ some norm on the signal space in whiche is defined. This class of signals generally
consists of signals that are limited in bandwidth and in amplitude. Then in (1.13) we may neglect
the first term on the left, so that

.e/ ≈ r: (1.15)

Since by assumption‖e‖ � ‖.e/‖ this implies that

‖e‖ � ‖r‖: (1.16)

In words: If the gain is large then the errore is small compared with the control inputr . Going
back to the configuration of Fig. 1.3(a), we see that this implies that .y/ ≈ r , or

y≈  −1.r /; (1.17)

where −1 is theinverseof the map (assuming that it exists).
Note that it is assumed that the feedback equation has a bounded solution2 efor every bounded

r . This is not necessarily always the case. Ife is bounded for every boundedr then the closed-
loop system by definition is BIBO stable3. Hence, the existence of solutions to the feedback
equation is equivalent to the (BIBO) stability of the closed-loop system.

Note also that generally the gain may only be expected to be large for aclassof error signals,
denotedE . The class usually consists of band- and amplitude-limited signals, and depends on
the “capacity” of the plant.

2A signal is bounded if its norm is finite. Norms of signals are discussed in§ 5.4.4. See also§ 1.3.
3A system is BIBO (bounded-input bounded-output) stable if every bounded input results in a bounded output (see

§ 1.3).
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1.2. Basic feedback theory 7

Example 1.2.4 (Proportional control of the cruise control system).A simple form of feedback
that works reasonably well but not more than that for the cruise control system of Example 1.2.1
is proportional feedback. This means that the throttle opening is controlled according to

u.t/− u0 = g[r.t/−w.t/]; (1.18)

with the gain g a constant andu0 a nominal throttle setting. Denotew0 as the steady-state
cruising speed corresponding to the nominal throttle settingu0, and writew.t/ = w0+ w̃.t/ as
in Example 1.2.1. Setting̃r.t/ = r.t/−w0 we have

ũ.t/ = g[r̃.t/− w̃.t/]: (1.19)

Substituting this into the linearized equation (1.7) (once again omitting the circumflexes) we have

ẇ = −1
�
w+ g

T
.r −w/; (1.20)

that is,

ẇ = −
(

1
�
+ g

T

)
w+ g

T
r: (1.21)

Stability is ensured as long as

1
�
+ g

T
> 0: (1.22)

After Laplace transformation of (1.21) and solving for the Laplace transform ofw we identify
the closed-loop transfer functionHcl from

w =
g
T

s+ 1
�
+ g

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hcl.s/

r: (1.23)

We follow the custom of operational calculus not to distinguish between a time signal and its
Laplace transform.

Figure 1.4 gives Bode magnitude plots of the closed-loop frequency responseHcl.j!/, ! ∈R,
for different values of the gaing. If the gaing is large thenHcl.j!/ ≈ 1 for low frequencies. The
larger the gain, the larger the frequency region is over which this holds. �

1.2.4 Robustness of feedback systems

The approximate identityy≈  −1.r / (1.17)remainsvalid as long as the feedback equation has
a bounded solutione for everyr and the gain is large. The IO map of the return compensator
may often be implemented with good accuracy. This results in a matching accuracy for the IO
map of the feedback system as long as the gain is large, even if the IO map of the plant is poorly
defined or has unfavorable properties. The fact that

y≈  −1.r / (1.24)

in spite of uncertainty about the plant dynamics is calledrobustnessof the feedback system with
respect to plant uncertainty.
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8 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

|Hcl|
(log scale)

1

g1

g2
g3

! (log scale)
1
�
+ g

T

Figure 1.4: Magnitude plots of the closed-loop frequency response function
for three values of the gain withg1 < g2 < g3.

Example 1.2.5 (Cruise control system).The proportional cruise feedback control system of
Example 1.2.4 is a first-order system, like the open-loop system. The closed-loop time constant
�cl follows by inspection of (1.23) as

1
�cl
= 1
�
+ g

T
: (1.25)

As long asg� T
�

the closed-loop time constant�cl approximately equalsTg . Hence,�cl does
not depend much on the open-loop time constant�, which is quite variable with the speed of the
vehicle. Forg� T

�
we have

Hcl.j!/ ≈
g
T

j!+ g
T

≈ 1 for |!| ≤ g
T
: (1.26)

Hence, up to the frequencygT the closed-loop frequency response is very nearly equal to the unit
gain. The frequency response of the open-loop system is

H.j!/ =
1
T

j!+ 1
�

≈ �

T
for |!| < 1

�
: (1.27)

The open-loop frequency response function obviously is much more sensitive to variations in the
time constant� than the closed-loop frequency response. �

1.2.5 Linearity and bandwidth improvement by feedback

Besides robustness, several other favorable effects may be achieved by feedback. They include
linearity improvement, bandwidth improvement, and disturbance reduction.

Linearity improvementis a consequence of the fact that if the loop gain is large enough,
the IO map of the feedback system approximately equals the inverse −1 of the IO map of the
return compensator. If this IO map is linear, so is the IO map of the feedback system, with good
approximation, no matter how nonlinear the plant IO map� is.

Also bandwidthimprovement is a result of the high gain property. If the return compensator
is a unit gain, the IO map of the feedback system is close to unity over those frequencies for
which the feedback gain is large. This increases the bandwidth.
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1.2. Basic feedback theory 9

r e z z
�

 

Ž

d

dy

disturbance

plant

return compenator (a) (b)

Figure 1.5: (a) Feedback system with disturbance. (b) Equivalent unit feed-
back configuration in the absence of the control inputr .

Example 1.2.6 (Bandwidth improvement of the cruise control system).In Example 1.2.5 the
time constant of the closed-loop proportional cruise control system is

�cl = �

1+ g�
T

: (1.28)

For positive gaing the closed-loop time constant is smaller than the open-loop time constant�

and, hence, the closed-loop bandwidth is greater than the open-loop bandwidth. �

Exercise 1.2.7 (Steady-state linearity improvement of the proportional cruise control sys-
tem). The dynamics of the vehicle are given by

Tẇ = u−w2: (1.29)

For a given steady-state solution.u0; w0/, with w0 = √u0, consider the proportional feedback
scheme

u− u0 = g.r −w/: (1.30)

Calculate the steady-state dependence ofw−w0 on r − w0 (assuming thatr is constant). Plot
this dependence forw0 = 0:5 andg= 10.

To assess the linearity improvement by feedback compare this plot with a plot ofw − w0

versusu− u0 for the open-loop system. Comment on the two plots. �

1.2.6 Disturbance reduction

A further useful property of feedback is that the effect of (external)disturbancesis reduced. It
frequently happens that in the configuration of Fig. 1.2(a) external disturbances affect the output
y. These disturbances are usually caused by environmental effects.

The effect of disturbances may often be modeled by adding adisturbance signal dat the
output of the plant as in Fig. 1.5(a). For simplicity we study the effect of the disturbance in the
absence of any external control input, that is, we assumer = 0. The feedback system then is
described by the equationsz= d+ y, y= �.e/, ande= − .z/. Eliminating the outputy and
the error signale we havez = d+ �.e/ = d+ �.− .z//, or

z= d− Ž.z/; (1.31)
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10 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

whereŽ = .−�/ ◦ .− /. The mapŽ is also called aloop IO map,but it is obtained by “breaking
the loop” at a different point compared with when constructing the loop IO map =  ◦ �.

The equation (1.31) is a feedback equation for the configuration of Fig. 1.5(b). By analogy
with the configuration of Fig. 1.3(b) it follows that if the gain islarge in the sense that‖Ž.z/‖ �
‖z‖ then we have

‖z‖ � ‖d‖: (1.32)

This means that the outputzof the feedback system is small compared with the disturbanced, so
that the effect of the disturbance is much reduced. All this holds provided the feedback equation
(1.31) has at all a bounded solutionz for any boundedd, that is, provided the closed-loop system
is BIBO stable.

Example 1.2.8 (Disturbance reduction in the proportional cruise control system).The
progress of the cruising vehicle of Example 1.2.1 may be affected by head or tail winds and
up- or downhill grades. These effects may be represented by modifying the dynamical equation
(1.3) to mv̇ = cu− ²v2 + d, with d the disturbing force. After scaling and linearization as in
Example 1.2.1 this leads to the modification

ẇ = −1
�
w− 1

T
u+ d (1.33)

of (1.7). Under the effect of the proportional feedback scheme (1.18) this results in the modifi-
cation

ẇ = −
(

1
�
+ g

T

)
w+ g

T
r + d (1.34)

of (1.21). Laplace transformation and solution forw (while settingr = 0) shows that the effect
of the disturbance on the closed-loop system is represented by

wcl = 1

s+ 1
�cl

d: (1.35)

From (1.33) we see that in the open-loop system the effect of the disturbance on the output is

wol = 1

s+ 1
�

d: (1.36)

This signalwol actually is the “equivalent disturbance at the output” of Fig. 1.6(a). Comparison
of (1.34) and (1.35) shows that

wcl =
s+ 1

�

s+ 1
�cl︸ ︷︷ ︸

S.s/

wol: (1.37)

S is known as thesensitivity functionof the closed-loop system. Figure 1.6 shows the Bode
magnitude plot of the frequency response functionS.j!/. The plot shows that the open-loop
disturbances are attenuated by a factor

�cl

�
= 1

1+ g�
T

(1.38)
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1.3. Closed-loop stability 11

until the angular frequency 1=�. After a gradual rise of the magnitude there is no attenuation or
amplification of the disturbances for frequencies over 1=�cl.

The disturbance attenuation is not satisfactory at very low frequencies. In particular, constant
disturbances (that is, zero-frequency disturbances) are not completely eliminated becauseS.0/ 6=
0. This means that a steady head wind or a long uphill grade slow the car down. In§ 2.3 it is
explained how this effect may be overcome by applyingintegral control. �

1.2.7 Pitfalls of feedback

As we have shown in this section, feedback may achieve very useful effects. It also has pitfalls:

1. Naı̈vely making the gain of the system large may easily result in anunstablefeedback
system. If the feedback system is unstable then the feedback equation has no bounded
solutions and the beneficial effects of feedback are nonexistent.

2. Even if the feedback system is stable then high gain may result in overly large inputs to the
plant, which the plant cannot absorb. The result is reduction of the gain and an associated
loss of performance.

3. Feedback implies measuring the output by means of an output sensor. The associated
measurement errorsandmeasurement noisemay cause loss of accuracy.

We return to these points in§ 1.5.

1.3 Closed-loop stability

1.3.1 Introduction

In the remainder of this chapter we elaborate some of the ideas of Section 1.2 for linear time-
invariant feedback systems. Most of the results are stated for single-input single-output (SISO)
systems but from time to time also multi-input multi-output (MIMO) results are discussed.

We consider thetwo-degree-of-freedomconfiguration of Fig. 1.7. A MIMO or SISO plant
with transfer matrixP is connected in feedback with a forward compensator with transfer matrix
C. The function of the feedback loop is to provide stability, robustness, and disturbance atten-
uation. The feedback loop is connected in series with a prefilter with transfer matrixF. The
function of the prefilter is to improve the closed-loop response to command inputs.

The configuration of Fig. 1.7 is said to have two degrees of freedom because both the com-
pensatorC and the prefilterF are free to be chosen by the designer. When the prefilter is replaced

|S.j!/|
(log scale)

1

1=� 1=�cl

�cl=�

! (log scale)

Figure 1.6: Magnitude plot of the sensitivity function of the proportional
cruise control system
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12 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

prefilter
F

compensator
C

plant
P

reference
input

plant
input

error
signal

output
r zue

Figure 1.7: Two-degree-of-freedom feedback system configuration

(a) (b)

rr zz uue

C

C PP

Figure 1.8: Single-degree-of-freedom feedback system configurations

with the unit system as in Fig. 1.8(a) the system is called asingle-degree-of-freedomfeedback
system. Also the configuration of Fig. 1.8(b), with a return compensator instead of a forward
compensator, is called a single-degree-of-freedom system.

In § 1.8 we consider alternative two-degree-of-freedom configurations, and study which is
the most effective configuration.

1.3.2 Stability

In the rest of this section we discuss the stability of the closed-loop control system of Fig. 1.7.
We assume that the overall system, including the plant, the compensator and the prefilter, has a
state representation

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Br.t/; (1.39)z.t/
u.t/
e.t/

 = Cx.t/+ Dr.t/: (1.40)

The command signalr is the external input to the overall system, while the control system output
z, the plant inputu and the error signale jointly form the output. The signalx is the state of the
overall system.A, B, C, andD are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions.

The state representation of the overall system is formed by combining the state space repre-
sentations of the component systems. We assume that these state space representations include
all the important dynamic aspects of the systems. They may be uncontrollable or unobservable.
Besides the reference inputr the external input to the overall system may include other exogenous
signals such as disturbances and measurement noise.

Definition 1.3.1 (Stability of a closed-loop system).The feedback system of Fig. 1.7 (or any
other control system) isstableif the state representation (1.39–1.40) isasymptotically stable,that
is, if for a zero input and any initial state the state of the system asymptotically approaches the
zero state as time increases. �
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1.3. Closed-loop stability 13

Given the state representation (1.39–1.40), the overall system is asymptotically stable if and
only if all the eigenvalues of the matrixA have strictly negative real part.

There is another important form of stability.

Definition 1.3.2 (BIBO stability). The system of Fig. 1.7 is calledBIBO stable(bounded-input-
bounded-output stable) if every bounded inputr results in bounded outputsz, u, ande for any
initial condition on the state. �

To know what “bounded” means we need a norm for the input and output signals. A signal
is said to be bounded if its norm is finite. We discuss the notion of the norm of a signal at some
length in§ 4.3.5. For the time being we say that a (vector-valued) signalv.t/ is bounded if there
exists a constantM such that|vi.t/| ≤ M for all t and for each componentvi of v.

Exercise 1.3.3 (Stability and BIBO stability).

1. Prove that if the closed-loop system is stable in the sense of Definition 1.3.1 then it is also
BIBO stable.

2. Conversely, prove that if the system is BIBO stable and has no unstable unobservable
modes4 then it is stable in the sense of Definition 1.3.1.

3. Often BIBO stability is defined so that bounded input signals are required to result in
bounded output signals forzeroinitial conditions of the state. With this definition, Part (1)
of this exercise obviously still holds. Conversely, prove that if the system is BIBO stable
in this sense and has no unstable unobservable and uncontrollable modes5 then it is stable
in the sense of Definition 1.3.1.

�

We introduce a further form of stability. It deals with the stability of interconnected systems,
of which the various one- and two-degree-of-freedom feedback systems we encountered are ex-
amples. Stability in the sense of Definition 1.3.1 is independent of the presence or absence of
inputs and outputs. BIBO stability, on the other hand, is strongly related to the presence and
choice of input and output signals.Internalstability is BIBO stability but decoupled from a par-
ticular choice of inputs and outputs. We define the notion of internal stability of an interconnected
systems in the following manner.

Definition 1.3.4 (Internal stability of an interconnected system).In each “exposed intercon-
nection” of the interconnected system, inject an “internal” input signalvi (with i an index), and
define an additional “internal” output signalwi just after the injection point. Then the system is
said to beinternally stableif the system whose input consists of the joint (external and internal)
inputs and whose output is formed by the joint (external and internal) outputs is BIBO stable.�

To illustrate the definition of internal stability we consider the two-degree-of-freedom feed-
back configuration of Fig. 1.9. The system has the external inputr , and the external outputz.
Identifying five exposed interconnections, we include five internal input-output signal pairs as
shown in Fig. 1.10. The system is internally stable if the system with input (r , v1, v2, v3, v4, v5)
and output (z, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5) is BIBO stable.

Exercise 1.3.5 (Stability and internal stability).
4A state systeṁx= Ax+ Bu, y= Cx+ Du has an unobservable mode if the homogeneous equationẋ= Ax has a

nontrivial solutionx such thatCx= 0. The mode is unstable if this solutionx.t/ does not approach 0 ast→∞.
5The state systeṁx = Ax+ Bu, y = Cx+ Du has an uncontrollable mode if the state differential equationẋ =

Ax+ Buhas a solutionx that is independent ofu.
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14 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

r z
C PF

Figure 1.9: Two-degree-of-freedom feedback system

r z
C PF

v1
w1

v2
w2

v3
w3

v4
w4

v5
w5

Figure 1.10: Two-degree-of-freedomsystem with internal inputs and outputs
added

1. Prove that if the system of Fig. 1.9 is stable then it is internally stable.

2. Conversely, prove that if the system is internally stable and none of the component sys-
tems has any unstable unobservable modes then the system is stable in the sense of Defi-
nition 1.3.1.Hint: This follows from Exercise 1.3.3(b).

�

When using input-output descriptions, such as transfer functions, then internal stability is
usually easier to check than stability in the sense of Definition 1.3.1. If no unstable unobservable
and uncontrollable modes are present then internal stability is equivalent to stability in the sense
of Definition 1.3.1.

1.3.3 Closed-loop characteristic polynomial

For later use we discuss the relation between the state and transfer functions representations of
the closed-loop configuration of Fig. 1.9.

The characteristic polynomial� of a system with state space representation

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/; (1.41)

y.t/ = Cx.t/+ Du.t/; (1.42)

is the characteristic polynomial of itssystem matrix A,

�.s/ = det.sI− A/: (1.43)

The roots of the characteristic polynomial� are the eigenvalues of the system. The system is
stable if and only if the eigenvalues all have strictly negative real parts, that is, all lie in the open
left-half complex plane.

The configuration of Fig. 1.9 consists of the series connection of the prefilterF with the
feedback loop of Fig. 1.11(a).
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1.3. Closed-loop stability 15

Exercise 1.3.6 (Stability of a series connection).Consider two systems, one with statex and
one with statez and let�1 and�2 denote their respective characteristic polynomials. Prove that
the characteristic polynomial of the series connection of the two systems with state

[ x
z

]
is �1�2.

From this it follows that the eigenvalues of the series connection consist of the eigenvalues of the
first system together with the eigenvalues of the second system. �

We conclude that the configuration of Fig. 1.9 is stable if and only if both the prefilter and
the feedback loop are stable. To study the stability of the MIMO or SISO feedback loop of

C P
e u y

L

Figure 1.11: MIMO or SISO feedback systems

Fig. 1.11(a) represent it as in Fig. 1.11(b).L = PC is the transfer matrix of the series connection
of the compensator and the plant.L is called theloop transfer matrix. We assume thatL is
proper, that is,L.∞/ is finite.

Suppose that the series connectionL has the characteristic polynomial�. We call� theopen-
loop characteristic polynomial. It is proved in§ 1.10 that the characteristic polynomial of the
closed-loop system of Fig. 1.11 is

�cl.s/ = �.s/ det[I + L.s/]
det[I + L.∞/] : (1.44)

We call�cl theclosed-loop characteristic polynomial.
In the SISO case we may write the loop transfer function as

L.s/ = R.s/
Q.s/

; (1.45)

with R andQ polynomials, whereQ= � is the open-loop characteristic polynomial. Note that
we allownocancellation between the numerator polynomial and the characteristic polynomial in
the denominator. It follows from (1.44) that within the constant factor 1+ L.∞/ the closed-loop
characteristic polynomial is

�.s/.1+ L.s// = Q.s/[1+ R.s/
Q.s/

] = Q.s/+ R.s/: (1.46)

We return to the configuration of Fig. 1.11(a) and write the transfer functions of the plant and the
compensator as

P.s/ = N.s/
D.s/

; C.s/ = Y.s/
X.s/

: (1.47)

D and X are the open-loop characteristic polynomials of the plant and the compensator, re-
spectively. N and Y are their numerator polynomials. Again we allow no cancellation be-
tween the numerator polynomials and the characteristic polynomials in the denominators. Since
R.s/= N.s/Y.s/ andQ.s/= D.s/X.s/we obtain from (1.46) the well-known result that within
a constant factor the closed-loop characteristic polynomial of the configuration of Fig. 1.11(a) is

D.s/X.s/+ N.s/Y.s/: (1.48)
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16 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

With a slight abuse of terminology this polynomial is often referred to as the closed-loop char-
acteristic polynomial. The actual characteristic polynomial is obtained by dividing (1.48) by its
leading coefficient6.

Exercise 1.3.7 (Hidden modes).Suppose that the polynomialsN andD have a common poly-
nomial factor. This factor corresponds to one or several unobservable or uncontrollable modes of
the plant. Show that the closed-loop characteristic polynomial also contains this factor. Hence,
the eigenvalues corresponding to unobservable or uncontrollable modes cannot be changed by
feedback. In particular, any unstable uncontrollable or unobservable modes cannot be stabilized.

The same observation holds for any unobservable and uncontrollable poles of the compen-
sator. �

The stability of a feedback system may be tested by calculating the roots of its characteristic
polynomial. The system is stable if and only if each root has strictly negative real part. The
Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion,which is reviewed in Section 5.2, allows to test for stability
without explicitly computing the roots. Anecessarybut not sufficient condition for stability is
that all the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial have the same sign. This condition is
known asDescartes’ rule of signs.

1.3.4 Pole assignment

The relation

� = DX+ NY (1.49)

for the characteristic polynomial (possibly within a constant) may be used for what is known as
pole assignmentor pole placement. If the plant numerator and denominator polynomialsN and
D are known, and� is specified, then (1.49) may be considered as an equation in the unknown
polynomialsX andY. This equation is known as theBézoutequation. If the polynomialsN and
D have a common nontrivial polynomial factor that is not a factor of� then obviously no solution
exists. Otherwise, a solution always exists.

The Bézout equation (1.49) may be solved by expanding the various polynomials as powers
of the undeterminate variable and equate coefficients of like powers. This leads to a set of linear
equations in the coefficients of the unknown polynomialsX andY, which may easily be solved.
The equations are known as theSylvesterequations (Kailath 1980a).

To set up the Sylvester equations we need to know the degrees of the polynomialsX and
Y. Suppose thatP= N=D is strictly proper7, with degD = n and degN < n given. We try to
find a strictly proper compensatorC = Y=X with degrees degX = m and degY = m− 1 to be
determined. The degree of�= DX+ NY is n+m, so that by equating coefficients of like powers
we obtainn+m+ 1 equations. Setting this number equal to the number 2m+ 1 of unknown
coefficients of the polynomialsY andX it follows thatm= n. Thus, we expect to solve the pole
assignment problem with a compensator of the same order as the plant.

Example 1.3.8 (Pole assignment).Consider a second-order plant with transfer function

P.s/ = 1
s2
: (1.50)

6That is, the coefficient of the highest-order term.
7A rational function or matrixP is strictly properif lim |s|→∞ P.s/= 0. A rational functionP is strictly proper if and

only if the degree of its numerator is less than the degree of its denominator.
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1.3. Closed-loop stability 17

Because the compensator is expected to have order two we need to assign four closed-loop poles.
We aim at a dominant pole pair at1

2

√
2.−1± j/ to obtain a closed-loop bandwidth of 1 [rad/s],

and place a non-dominant pair at 5
√

2.−1± j/. Hence,

�.s/ = .s2+ s
√

2+ 1/.s2+ 10
√

2s+ 100/

= s4+ 11
√

2s3+ 121s2+ 110
√

2s+ 100: (1.51)

Write X.s/ = x2s2+ x1s+ x0 andY.s/ = y1s+ y0. Then

D.s/X.s/+ N.s/Y.s/ = s2.x2s2+ x1s+ x0/+ .y1s+ y0/

= x2s4+ x1s3+ x0s2+ y1s+ y0: (1.52)

Comparing (1.51) and (1.52) the unknown coefficients follow by inspection, and we see that

X.s/ = s2+ 11
√

2s+ 121; (1.53)

Y.s/ = 110
√

2s+ 100: (1.54)

�

Exercise 1.3.9 (Sylvester equations).More generally, suppose that

P.s/ = bn−1sn−1+ bn−2sn−2+ · · · + b0

ansn+ an−1sn−1+ · · · + a0
; (1.55)

C.s/ = yn−1sn−1+ yn−2sn−2+ · · · + y0

xnsn+ xn−1sn−1+ · · · + x0
; (1.56)

�.s/ = �2ns2n+ �2n−1s2n−1+ · · · + �0: (1.57)

Show that the equation� = DX+ NY may be arranged as

an 0 · · · · · · 0
an−1 an 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
a0 a1 · · · · · · an

0 a0 a1 · · · an−1

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 · · · · · · 0 a0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A



xn

xn−1

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
x0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

+



0 · · · · · · · · · 0
0 · · · · · · · · · 0

bn−1 0 0 · · · 0
bn−2 bn−1 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
b0 b1 · · · · · · bn−1

0 b0 b1 · · · bn−2

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 · · · · · · 0 b0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B



yn−1

yn−2

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
y0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

=



�2n

�2n−1

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
�0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

c

(1.58)
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18 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory
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Figure 1.12: Nyquist plot of the loop gain transfer functionL.s/ = k=.1+ s�/

This in turn may be represented as[
A B

] [x
y

]
= c (1.59)

and solved forx andy. If the polynomialsD andN are coprime8 then the square matrix
[
A B

]
is nonsingular. �

1.3.5 Nyquist criterion

In classical control theory closed-loop stability is often studied with the help of theNyquist
stability criterion,which is a well-known graphical test. Consider the simple MIMO feedback
loop of Fig. 1.11. The block marked “L” is the series connection of the compensatorK and the
plant P. The transfer matrixL = PK is called theloop gain matrix— or loop gain,for short —
of the feedback loop.

For a SISO system,L is a scalar function. Define theNyquist plot9 of the scalar loop gainL
as the curve traced in the complex plane by

L.j!/; ! ∈ R: (1.60)

Because for finite-dimensional systemsL is a rational function with real coefficients, the Nyquist
plot is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Associated with increasing! we may define a
positive direction along the locus. IfL is proper10 and has no poles on the imaginary axis then
the locus is a closed curve. By way of example, Fig. 1.12 shows the Nyquist plot of the loop gain
transfer function

L.s/ = k
1+ s�

; (1.61)

with k and� positive constants. This is the loop gain of the cruise control system of Example 1.2.5
with k= g�=T.

We first state the best known version of the Nyquist criterion.

Summary 1.3.10 (Nyquist stability criterion for SISO open-loop stable systems).Assume
that in the feedback configuration of Fig. 1.11 the SISO systemL is open-loop stable. Then
the closed-loop system is stable if and only if the Nyquist plot ofL does not encircle the point
−1. �

8That is, they have no nontrivial common factors.
9The Nyquist plot is discussed at more length in§ 2.4.3.

10A rational matrix functionL is proper if lim |s|→∞ L.s/ exists. For a rational functionL this means that the degree
of its numerator is not greater than that of its denominator.
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1.3. Closed-loop stability 19

It follows immediately from the Nyquist criterion and Fig. 1.12 that ifL.s/ = k=.1+ s�/ and
the block “L” is stable then the closed-loop system is stable for all positivek and�.

Exercise 1.3.11 (Nyquist plot).Verify the Nyquist plot of Fig. 1.12. �

Exercise 1.3.12 (Stability of compensated feedback system).Consider a SISO single-degree-
of-freedom system as in Fig. 1.8(a) or (b), and define the loop gainL = PK. Prove that if both
the compensator and the plant are stable andL satisfies the Nyquist criterion then the feedback
system is stable. �

The result of Summary 1.3.10 is a special case of thegeneralized Nyquist criterion. The
generalized Nyquist principle applies to a MIMO unit feedback system of the form of Fig. 1.11,
and may be phrased as follows:

Summary 1.3.13 (Generalized Nyquist criterion).Suppose that the loop gain transfer function
L of the MIMO feedback system of Fig. 1.11 is proper such thatI + L.j∞/ is nonsingular (this
guarantees the feedback system to be well-defined) and has no poles on the imaginary axis.
Assume also that the Nyquist plot of det. I + L/ does not pass through the origin. Then

the number of unstable closed-loop poles
=

the number of times the Nyquist plot of det. I + L/ encircles the origin clockwise
+

the number of unstable open-loop poles.

It follows that the closed-loop system is stable if and only if the number of encirclements of
det. I + L/ equals the negative of the number of unstable open-loop poles. �

Similarly, the “unstable open-loop poles” are the right-half plane eigenvalues of the system
matrix of the state space representation of the open-loop system. This includes any uncontrollable
or unobservable eigenvalues. The “unstable closed-loop poles” similarly are the right-half plane
eigenvalues of the system matrix of the closed-loop system.

In particular, it follows from the generalized Nyquist criterion that if the open-loop system
is stable then the closed-loop system is stable if and only if the number of encirclements is zero
(i.e., the Nyquist plot of det. I + L/ doesnotencircle the origin).

For SISO systems the loop gainL is scalar, so that the number of times the Nyquist plot of
det. I + L/= 1+ L encircles the origin equals the number of times the Nyquist plot ofL encircles
the point−1.

The condition that det. I + L/ has no poles on the imaginary axis and does not pass through
the origin may be relaxed, at the expense of making the analysis more complicated (see for
instance Dorf (1992)).

The proof of the Nyquist criterion is given in§ 1.10. More about Nyquist plots may be found
in § 2.4.3.

1.3.6 Existence of a stable stabilizing compensator

A compensator that stabilizes the closed-loop system but by itself is unstable is difficult to handle
in start-up, open-loop, input saturating or testing situations. There are unstable plants for which
a stable stabilizing controller does not exist. The following result was formulated and proved by
Youla, Bongiorno, and Lu (1974); see also Anderson and Jury (1976) and Blondel (1994).
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20 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

e u y
C P

Figure 1.13: Feedback system configuration

Summary 1.3.14 (Existence of stable stabilizing controller).Consider the unit feedback sys-
tem of Fig. 1.11(a) with plantP and compensatorC.

The plant possesses theparity interlacing propertyif it has an even number of poles (counted
according to multiplicity) between each pair of zeros on the positive real axis (including zeros at
infinity.)

There exists a stable compensatorC that makes the closed-loop stable if and only if the plant
P has the parity interlacing property. �

If the denominator of the plant transfer functionP has degreen and its numerator degreem
then the plant hasn poles andm (finite) zeros. Ifm< n then the plant is said to haven−mzeros
at infinity.

Exercise 1.3.15 (Parity interlacing property). Check that the plant

P.s/ = s
.s− 1/2

(1.62)

possesses the parity interlacing property while

P.s/ = .s− 1/.s− 3/
s.s− 2/

(1.63)

does not. Find a stabilizing compensator for each of these two plants (which for the first plant is
itself stable.) �

1.4 Stability robustness

1.4.1 Introduction

In this section we consider SISO feedback systems with the configuration of Fig. 1.13. We discuss
their stability robustness,that is, the property that the closed-loop system remains stable under
changes of the plant and the compensator. This discussion focusses on theloop gain L= PC,
with P the plant transfer function, andC the compensator transfer function. For simplicity we
assume that the system isopen-loop stable,that is, bothP andC represent the transfer function
of a stable system.

We also assume the existence of anominalfeedback loop with loop gainL0, which is the
loop gain that is supposed to be valid under nominal circumstances.

1.4.2 Stability margins

The closed-loop system of Fig. 1.13 remains stable under perturbations of the loop gainL as long
as the Nyquist plot of the perturbed loop gain does not encircle the point−1. Intuitively, this
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1.4. Stability robustness 21

may be accomplished by “keeping the Nyquist plot of the nominal feedback system away from
the point−1.”

The classicgain marginandphase marginare well-known indicators for how closely the
Nyquist plot approaches the point−1.

Gain margin The gain margin is the smallest positive numberkm by which the Nyquist plot
must be multiplied so that it passes through the point−1. We have

km= 1
|L.j!r /| ; (1.64)

where!r is the angular frequency for which the Nyquist plot intersects the negative real
axis furthest from the origin (see Fig. 1.14).

Phase margin The phase margin is the extra phase�m that must be added to make the Nyquist
plot pass through the point−1. The phase margin�m is the angle between the negative
real axis andL.j!m/, where!m is the angular frequency where the Nyquist plot intersects
the unit circle closest to the point−1 (see again Fig. 1.14).

1-1

L

!

Im

Re

reciprocal of the
gain margin

modulus margin

phase margin

Figure 1.14: Robustness margins

In classical feedback system design, robustness is often specified by establishing minimum values
for the gain and phase margin. Practical requirements arekm > 2 for the gain margin and 30◦ <
�m< 60◦ for the phase margin.

The gain and phase margin do not necessarily adequately characterize the robustness. Fig-
ure 1.15 shows an example of a Nyquist plot with excellent gain and phase margins but where a
relatively smalljoint perturbation of gain and phase suffices to destabilize the system. For this
reason Landau, Rolland, Cyrot, and Voda (1993) introduced two more margins.

Modulus margin 11 The modulus marginsm is the radius of the smallest circle with center−1
that is tangent to the Nyquist plot. Figure 1.14 illustrates this. The modulus margin very
directly expresses how far the Nyquist plot stays away from−1.

Delay margin 12 The delay margin−m is the smallest extra delay that may be introduced in the
loop that destabilizes the system. The delay margin is linked to the phase margin�m by
the relation

−m= �m

!m
; (1.65)

11French:marge de module.
12French:marge de retard.
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!

-1
0

Im

Re

L

Figure 1.15: This Nyquist plot has good gain and phase margins but a small
simultaneous perturbation of gain and phase destabilizes the system

with !m the frequency at which the Nyquist plot intersects the unit circle.

A practical specification for the modulus margin issm> 0:5. The delay margin should be at least
of the order of 1

2B , whereB is the bandwidth (in terms of angular frequency) of the closed-loop
system.

Adequate margins of these types are not only needed for robustness, but also to achieve a
satisfactory time response of the closed-loop system. If the margins are small, the Nyquist plot
approaches the point−1 closely. This means that the stability boundary is approached closely,
manifesting itself by closed-loop poles that are very near to the imaginary axis. These closed-
loop poles may cause an oscillatory response (called “ringing” if the resonance frequency is high
and the damping small.)

Exercise 1.4.1 (Relation between robustness margins).Prove that the gain marginkm and the
phase margin�m are related to the modulus marginsm by the inequalities

km≥ 1
1− sm

; �m≥ 2 arcsin
sm

2
: (1.66)

This means that ifsm ≥ 1
2 thenkm ≥ 2 and�m ≥ 2 arcsin1

4 ≈ 28:96◦ (Landau, Rolland, Cyrot,
and Voda 1993). The converse is not true in general. �

1.4.3 Robustness for loop gain perturbations

The robustness specifications discussed so far are all rather qualitative. They break down when
the system is not open-loop stable, and, even more spectacularly, for MIMO systems. We intro-
duce a more refined measure of stability robustness by considering the effect of plant perturba-
tions on the Nyquist plot more in detail. For the time being the assumptions that the feedback
system is SISO and open-loop stable are upheld. Both are relaxed later.

Naturally, we suppose the nominal feedback system to be well-designed so that it is closed-
loop stable. We investigate whether the feedback systemremainsstable when the loop gain is
perturbed from the nominal loop gainL0 to the actual loop gainL.

By the Nyquist criterion, the Nyquist plot of the nominal loop gainL0 does not encircle the
point−1, as shown in Fig. 1.16. The actual closed-loop system is stable if also the Nyquist plot
of the actual loop gainL does not encircle−1.

It is easy to see by inspection of Fig. 1.16 that the Nyquist plot ofL definitely does not
encircle the point−1 if for all ! ∈ R the distance|L.j!/− L0.j!/| between any pointL.j!/ and
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−1 0 Re

Im

L.j!/
L0.j!/

L

L0

Figure 1.16: Nominal and perturbed Nyquist plots

the corresponding pointL0.j!/ is lessthan the distance|L0.j!/+ 1| of the pointL0.j!/ and the
point−1, that is, if

|L.j!/− L0.j!/| < |L0.j!/+ 1| for all ! ∈ R: (1.67)

This is equivalent to

|L.j!/− L0.j!/|
|L0.j!/| · |L0.j!/|

|L0.j!/+ 1| < 1 for all ! ∈ R: (1.68)

Define thecomplementary sensitivity function T0 of the nominal closed-loop system as

T0 = L0

1+ L0
: (1.69)

T0 bears its name because its complement

1− T0 = 1
1+ L0

= S0 (1.70)

is thesensitivity function. The sensitivity function plays an important role in assessing the effect
of disturbances on the feedback system, and is discussed in Section 1.5.

GivenT0, it follows from (1.68) that if

|L.j!/− L0.j!/|
|L0.j!/| · |T0.j!/| < 1 for all! ∈ R (1.71)

then the perturbed closed-loop system is stable.
The factor|L.j!/− L0.j!/|=|L0.j!/| in this expression is therelativesize of the perturbation

of the loop gainL from its nominal valueL0. The relation (1.71) shows that the closed-loop
system is guaranteed to be stable as long as the relative perturbations satisfy

|L.j!/− L0.j!/|
|L0.j!/| <

1
|T0.j!/| for all ! ∈ R: (1.72)

The larger the magnitude of the complementary sensitivity function is, the smaller is the allowable
perturbation.

This result is discussed more extensively in Section 5.6, where also its MIMO version is de-
scribed. It originates from Doyle (1979). The stability robustness condition has been obtained
under the assumption that the open-loop system is stable. In fact, it also holds for open-loop
unstable systems,providedthe number of right-half plane poles remains invariant under pertur-
bation.
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24 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

Summary 1.4.2 (Doyle’s stability robustness criterion).Suppose that the closed-loop system
of Fig. 1.13 is nominally stable. Then it remains stable under perturbations that do not affect the
number of open-loop unstable poles if

|L.j!/− L0.j!/|
|L0.j!/| <

1
|T0.j!/| for all ! ∈ R; (1.73)

with T0 the nominal complementary sensitivity function of the closed-loop system. �

Exercise 1.4.3 (No poles may cross the imaginary axis).Use the general form of the Nyquist
stability criterion of Summary 1.3.13 to prove the result of Summary 1.4.2. �

Doyle’s stability robustness condition is asufficientcondition. This means that there may
well exist perturbations that do not satisfy (1.73) but nevertheless do not destabilize the closed-
loop system. This limits the applicability of the result. With a suitable modification the condition
is also necessary, however. Suppose that the relative perturbations are known to bounded in the
form

|L.j!/− L0.j!/|
|L0.j!/| ≤ |W.j!/| for all ! ∈ R; (1.74)

with W a given function. Then the condition (1.73) is implied by the inequality

|T0.j!/| < 1
|W.j!/| for all ! ∈ R: (1.75)

Thus, if the latter condition holds, robust stability is guaranteed for all perturbations satisfying
(1.74). Moreover, (1.75) is not only sufficient but alsonecessaryto guarantee stability forall per-
turbations satisfying (1.74) (Vidysagar 1985). Such perturbations are said to “fill the uncertainty
envelope.”

Summary 1.4.4 (Stability robustness).Suppose that the closed-loop system of Fig. 1.13 is
nominally stable. It remains stable under all perturbations that do not affect the number of open-
loop unstable poles satisfying the bound

|L.j!/− L0.j!/|
|L0.j!/| ≤ |W.j!/| for all ! ∈ R; (1.76)

with W a given function, if and only if

|T0.j!/| < 1
|W.j!/| for all ! ∈ R: (1.77)

�

Again, the MIMO version is presented in Section 5.6. The result is further discussed in§ 1.5.

1.4.4 Inverse loop gain perturbations

According to the Nyquist criterion, the closed-loop system remains stable under perturbation
as long as under perturbation the Nyquist plot of the loop gain does not cross the point−1.
Equivalently, the closed-loop system remains stable under perturbation as long as theinverse
1=L of the loop gain does not cross the point−1. Thus, the sufficient condition (1.67) may be
replaced with the sufficient condition∣∣∣∣ 1

L.j!/
− 1

L0.j!/

∣∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∣ 1
L0.j!/

+ 1

∣∣∣∣ for all ! ∈ R: (1.78)
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Dividing by the inverse 1=L0 of the nominal loop gain we find that a sufficient condition for
robust stability is that∣∣∣∣∣

1
L.j!/ − 1

L0.j!/
1

L0.j!/

∣∣∣∣∣ <
∣∣∣∣∣

1
L0.j!/

+ 1
1

L0.j!/

∣∣∣∣∣ = |1+ L0.j!/| = 1
|S0.j!/| (1.79)

for all ! ∈ R. This in turn leads to the following conclusions.

Summary 1.4.5 (Inverse loop gain stability robustness criterion).Suppose that the closed-
loop system of Fig. 1.13 is nominally stable. It remains stable under perturbations that do not
affect the number of open-loop right-half plane zeros of the loop gain if∣∣∣∣∣

1
L.j!/ − 1

L0.j!/
1

L0.j!/

∣∣∣∣∣ < 1
|S0.j!/| for all ! ∈ R; (1.80)

with S0 the nominal sensitivity function of the closed-loop system. �

Exercise 1.4.6 (Reversal of the role of the right half plane poles and the right-half plane
zeros). Note that the role of the right-half plane poles has been taken by the right-half plane
zeros. Explain this by deriving a stability condition based on theinverseNyquist plot, that is, the
polar plot of 1=L. �

Again the result may be generalized to a sufficient and necessary condition.

Summary 1.4.7 (Stability robustness under inverse perturbation).Suppose that the closed-
loop system of Fig. 1.13 is nominally stable. It remains stable under all perturbations that do not
affect the number of right-half plane zeros satisfying the bound∣∣∣∣∣

1
L.j!/ − 1

L0.j!/
1

L0.j!/

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |W.j!/| for all ! ∈ R; (1.81)

with W a given function, if and only if

|S0.j!/| < 1
|W.j!/| for all ! ∈ R: (1.82)

�

Thus, for robustnessboth the sensitivity functionS and its complementT are important.
Later it is seen that for practical feedback design the complementary functionsSandT need to
be made small in complementary frequency regions (for low frequencies and for high frequencies,
respectively).

We illustrate these results by an example.

Example 1.4.8 (Frequency dependent robustness bounds).Consider a SISO feedback loop
with loop gain

L.s/ = k
1+ s�

; (1.83)

with k and� positive constants. The nominal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions
S0 andT0 are

S0.s/ = 1
1+ L0.s/

= 1+ s�0

1+ k0+ s�0
; (1.84)
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26 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

T0.s/ = L0.s/
1+ L0.s/

= k0

1+ k0+ s�0
: (1.85)

with k0 and�0 the nominal values ofk and�, respectively. Figure 1.17 displays doubly logarith-
mic magnitude plots of 1=S0 and 1=T0.

! (log scale)

! (log scale)
1+k0
�0

1+k0
�0

1+k0
k0

1+ k0

1

1

1
�0

1
|T0|

(log scale)

1
|S0|

(log scale)

Figure 1.17: Magnitude plots of 1=T0 and 1=S0.

By the result of Summary 1.4.4 we conclude from the magnitude plot of 1=T0 that for low
frequencies (up to the bandwidth.k0+ 1/=�0) relative perturbations of the loop gainL of relative
size up to 1 and slightly larger are permitted while for higher frequencies increasingly larger
perturbations are allowed without danger of destabilization of the closed-loop system.

By the result of Summary 1.4.7, on the other hand, we conclude from the magnitude plot
of 1=S0, that for low frequencies (up to the frequency 1=�0) relative perturbations of the loop
gain up to 1+ k0 are permitted. For high frequencies (greater than the bandwidth) the allowable
relative size of the perturbations drops to the value 1. �

Exercise 1.4.9 (Landau’s modulus margin and the sensitivity function).

1. In Subsection 1.4.2 the modulus marginsm is defined as the distance from the point−1 to
the Nyquist plot of the loop gainL:

sm= inf
!∈R
|1+ L.j!/|: (1.86)

Prove that 1=sm is the peak value of the magnitude of the sensitivity functionS.

2. If the Nyquist plot of the loop gainL approaches the point−1 closely then so does that of
the inverse loop gain 1=L. Therefore, the number

rm= inf
!∈R

∣∣∣∣1+ 1
L.j!/

∣∣∣∣ (1.87)

may also be viewed as a robustness margin. Prove that 1=rm is the peak value of the
magnitude of the complementary sensitivity functionT.

�
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1.5. Frequency response design goals 27

1.5 Frequency response design goals

1.5.1 Introduction

In this section we translate the design targets for a linear time-invariant two-degree-of-freedom
feedback system as in Fig. 1.18 into requirements on various closed-loop frequency response
functions. The design goals are

r e u z
PCF

Figure 1.18: Two-degree-of-freedom feedback system

• closed-loop stability,

• disturbance attenuation,

• satisfactory closed-loop command response,

• stability robustness, and

• robustness of the closed-loop response,

within the limitations set by

• plant capacity, and

• corruption by measurement noise.

We discuss these aspects one by one for single-input-single-output feedback systems.

1.5.2 Closed-loop stability

Suppose that the feedback system of Fig. 1.13 is open-loop stable. By the Nyquist stability
criterion, for closed-loop stability the loop gain should be shaped such that the Nyquist plot ofL
does not encircle the point−1.

e

v

z
L

Figure 1.19: Feedback loop with disturbance
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28 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

1.5.3 Disturbance attenuation and bandwidth — the sensitivity function

To study disturbance attenuation, consider the block diagram of Fig. 1.19, wherev represents
the equivalent disturbance at the output of the plant. In terms of Laplace transforms, the signal
balance equation may be written asz= v− Lz. Solution forz results in

z= 1
1+ L︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

v = Sv; (1.88)

whereS is the sensitivity function of the closed-loop system. The smaller|S.j!/| is, with! ∈ R,
the more the disturbances are attenuated at the angular frequency!. |S| is small if the magnitude
of the loop gainL is large. Hence, for disturbance attenuation it is necessary to shape the loop
gain such that it is large over those frequencies where disturbance attenuation is needed.

Making the loop gainL large over a large frequency band easily results in error signalseand
resulting plant inputsu that are larger than the plant can absorb. Therefore,L can only be made
large over a limited frequency band. This is usually a low-pass band, that is, a band that ranges
from frequency zero up to a maximal frequencyB. The numberB is called thebandwidthof the
feedback loop. Effective disturbance attenuation is only achieved up to the frequencyB.

The larger the “capacity” of the plant is, that is, the larger the inputs are the plant can handle
before it saturates or otherwise fails, the larger the maximally achievable bandwidth usually
is. For plants whose transfer functions have zeros with nonnegative real parts, however, the
maximally achievable bandwidth is limited by the location of the right-half plane zero closest to
the origin. This is discussed in Section 1.5.

Figure 1.20(a) shows an “ideal” shape of the magnitude of the sensitivity function. It is small
for low frequencies and approaches the value 1 at high frequencies. Values greater than 1 and
peaking are to be avoided. Peaking easily happens near the point where the curve crosses over
the level 1 (the 0 dB line).

The desired shape for the sensitivity functionS implies a matching shape for the magnitude
of the complementary sensitivity functionT = 1− S. Figure 1.20(b) shows a possible shape13 for
the complementary sensitivityT corresponding to the sensivity function of Fig. 1.20(a). When
S is as shown in Fig. 1.20(a) thenT is close to 1 at low frequencies and decreases to 0 at high
frequencies.

It may be necessary to impose further requirements on the shape of the sensitivity function
if the disturbances have a distinct frequency profile. Consider for instance the situation that the
actual disturbances enter the plant internally, or even at the plant input, and that the plant is
highly oscillatory. Then the equivalent disturbance at the output is also oscillatory. To attenuate
these disturbances effectively the sensitivity function should be small at and near the resonance
frequency. For this reason it sometimes is useful to replace the requirement thatSbe small with
the requirement that

|S.j!/V.j!/| (1.89)

be small over a suitable low frequency range. The shape of the weighting functionV reflects the
frequency contents of the disturbances. If the actual disturbances enter the system at the plant
input then a possible choice is to letV = P.

13Note thatSandT are complementary, not|S| and|T|.
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Figure 1.20: (a) “Ideal” sensitivity function. (b) A corresponding comple-
mentary sensitivity function.

Exercise 1.5.1 (Plant input disturbance for oscillatory plant).Consider an oscillatory second-
order plant with transfer function

P.s/ = !2
0

s2+ 2�0!0s+ !2
0

: (1.90)

Choose the compensator

C.s/ = k

!2
0

s2+ 2�0!0s+ !2
0

s.s+ Þ/ : (1.91)

Show that the sensitivity functionS of the closed-loop system is independent of the resonance
frequency!0 and the relative damping�0. Selectk andÞ such that a well-behaved high-pass
sensitivity function is obtained.

Next, select the resonance frequency!0 well within the closed-loop bandwidth and take the
relative damping�0 small so that the plant is quite oscillatory. Demonstrate by simulation that
the closed-loop response to disturbances at the plant input reflects this oscillatory nature even
though the closed-loop sensitivity function is quite well behaved. Show that this oscillatory
behavior also appears in the response of the closed-loop system to a nonzero initial condition of
the plant. �

1.5.4 Command response — the complementary sensitivity function

The response of the two-degree-of-freedom configuration of Fig. 1.21 to the command signalr
follows from the signal balance equationz= PC.−z+ Fr /. Solution forz results in

z= PC
1+ PC

F︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

r: (1.92)

Theclosed-loop transfer function Hmay be expressed as

H = L
1+ L︸ ︷︷ ︸

T

F = T F; (1.93)
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with L = PC the loop gain andT the complementary sensitivity function.
Adequate loop shaping ideally results in a complementary sensitivity functionT that is close

to 1 up to the bandwidth, and transits smoothly to zero above this frequency. Thus, without a
prefilter F (that is, withF = 1), the closed-loop transfer functionH ideally is low-pass with the
same bandwidth as the frequency band for disturbance attenuation.

Like for the sensitivity function, the plant dynamics impose limitations on the shape thatT
may assume. In particular, right-half plane plant poles constrain the frequency above whichT
may be made to roll off. This is discussed in Section 1.5.

If the shape and bandwidth ofT are satisfactory then no prefilterF is needed. If the closed-
loop bandwidth isgreaterthan necessary for adequate command signal response then the prefilter
F may be used to reduce the bandwidth of the closed-loop transfer functionH to prevent overly
large plant inputs. If the bandwidth islessthan required for good command signal response the
prefilter may be used to compensate for this. A better solution may be to increase the closed-loop
bandwidth. If this is not possible then probably the plant capacity is too small.

1.5.5 Plant capacity — the input sensitivity function

Any physical plant has limited “capacity,” that is, can absorb inputs of limited magnitude only.
The configuration of Fig. 1.21 includes both the disturbancesv and the measurement noisem. In
terms of Laplace transforms we have the signal balanceu= C.Fr −m− v− Pu/. This may be
solved foru as

u= C
I +CP︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

.Fr −m− v/: (1.94)

The functionM determines the sensitivity of the plant input to disturbances and the command
signal. It is sometimes known as theinput sensitivity function.

If the loop gainL= CP is large then the input sensitivityM approximately equals theinverse
1=P of the plant transfer function. If the open-loop plant has zeros in the right-half complex
plane then 1=P is unstable. For this reason the right-half plane open-loop plant zeros limit the
closed-loop bandwidth. The input sensitivity functionM may only be made equal to 1=P up
to the frequency which equals the magnitude of the right-half plane plant zero with the smallest
magnitude.

The input sensitivity functionM is connected to the complementary sensitivity functionT by
the relation

T = M P: (1.95)

By this connection, for a fixed plant transfer functionP design requirements on the input sen-
sitivity function M may be translated into corresponding requirements on the complementary
sensitivityT, and vice-versa.

To prevent overly large inputs, generallyM should not be too large. At low frequencies a high
loop gain and correspondingly large values ofM are prerequisites for low sensitivity. If these
large values are not acceptable, the plant capacity is inadequate, and either the plant needs to be
replaced with a more powerful one, or the specifications need to be relaxed. At high frequencies
— that is, at frequencies above the bandwidth —M should decrease as fast as possible. This is
consistent with the robustness requirement thatT decrease fast.

Except by Horowitz (Horowitz 1963) the term “plant capacity” does not appear to be used
widely in the control literature. Nevertheless it is an important notion. The maximum bandwidth
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Figure 1.21: Two-degree-of-freedomsystem with disturbances and measure-
ment noise

determined by the plant capacity may roughly be estimated as follows. Consider the response of
the plant to the step inputa1.t/, t ∈ R, with a the largest amplitude the plant can handle before
it saturates or otherwise fails, and1 the unit step function. Let� be half the time needed until the
output either reaches

1. 85% of its steady-state value, or

2. 85% of the largest feasible output amplitude,

whichever is less. Then the angular frequency 1=� may be taken as an indication of the largest
possible bandwidth of the system.

This rule of thumb is based on the observation that the first-order step response 1− e−t=�,
t ≥ 0, reaches the value 0.865 at time 2�.

Exercise 1.5.2 (Input sensitivity function for oscillatory plant). Consider a stabilizing feed-
back compensator of the form (1.91) for the plant (1.90), withk andÞ selected as suggested
in Exercise 1.5.1. Compute and plot the resulting input sensitivity functionM and discuss its
behavior. �

1.5.6 Measurement noise

To study the effect of measurement noise on the closed-loop output we again consider the con-
figuration of Fig. 1.21. By solving the signal balancez= v+ PC.Fr −m− z/ for the outputz
we find

z= 1
1+ PC︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

v+ PC
1+ PC︸ ︷︷ ︸

T

Fr − PC
1+ PC︸ ︷︷ ︸

T

m: (1.96)

This shows that the influence of the measurement noisem on the control system output is de-
termined by the complementary sensitivity functionT. For low frequencies, where by the other
design requirementsT is close to 1, the measurement noise fully affects the output. This empha-
sizes the need for good, low-noise sensors.

1.5.7 Stability robustness

In Section 1.4 it is seen that for stability robustness it is necessary to keep the Nyquist plot “away
from the point−1.” The target is to achieve satisfactory gain, phase, and modulus margins.

Alternatively, as also seen in Section 1.4, robustness for loop gain perturbations requires the
complementary sensitivity functionT to be small. For robustness for inverse loop gain perturba-
tions, on the other hand, the sensitivity functionSneeds to be small.
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By complementarityT and S cannot be simultaneously small, at least notvery small. The
solution is to makeT andS small in different frequency ranges. It is consistent with the other
design targets to have the sensitivityS small in thelow frequencyrange, andT small in the
complementary high frequency range.

The fasterT decreases with frequency — this is calledroll-off — the more protection the
closed-loop system has against high-frequency loop perturbations. This is important because
owing to neglected dynamics — also known asparasitic effects— high frequency uncertainty is
ever-present.

Small values of the sensitivity function for low frequencies, which are required for adequate
disturbance attenuation, ensure protection against perturbations of the inverse loop gain at low
frequencies. Such perturbations are often caused by load variations and environmental changes.

In thecrossover regionneitherSnor T can be small. The crossover region is the frequency
region where the loop gainL crosses the value 1 (the zero dB line.) It is the region that is most
critical for robustness. Peaking ofSandT in this frequency region is to be avoided. Good gain,
phase and modulus margins help to ensure this.

1.5.8 Performance robustness

Feedback system performance is determined by the sensitivity functionS, the complementary
sensitivity functionT, the input sensitivity functionM, and the closed-loop transfer functionH,
successively given by

S= 1
1+ L

; T = L
1+ L

; (1.97)

M = C
1+ L

= SC; H = L
1+ L

F = T F: (1.98)

We consider the extent to which each of these functions is affected by plant variations. For sim-
plicity we suppose that the system environment is sufficiently controlled so that the compensator
transfer functionC and the prefilter transfer functionF are not subject to perturbation. Inspection
of (1.97–1.98) shows that under this assumption we only need to study the effect of perturbations
on S and T: The variations inM are proportional to those inS, and the variations inH are
proportional to those inT.

Denote byL0 thenominalloop gain, that is, the loop gain that is believed to be representative
and is used in the design calculations. Correspondingly,S0 andT0 are the nominal sensitivity
function and complementary sensitivity function.

It is not difficult to establish that when the loop gain changes from its nominal valueL0 to
its actual valueL the correspondingrelative changeof the reciprocal of the sensitivity function
Smay be expressed as

1
S− 1

S0

1
S0

= S0− S
S
= T0

L− L0

L0
: (1.99)

Similarly, the relative change of the reciprocal of the complementary sensitivity function may be
written as

1
T − 1

T0

1
T0

= T0− T
T
= S0

L0− L
L
= S0

1
L − 1

L0

1
L0

: (1.100)

These relations show that for the sensitivity functionSto be robust with respect to changes in the
loop gain we desire the nominal complementary sensitivity functionT0 to be small. On the other
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1.5. Frequency response design goals 33

hand, for the complementary sensitivity functionT to be robust we wish the nominal sensitivity
function S0 to be small. These requirements are conflicting, becauseS0 andT0 add up to 1 and
therefore cannot simultaneously be small.

The solution is again to have each small in a different frequency range. As seen before,
normal control system design specifications requireS0 to be small at low frequencies (below the
bandwidth). This causesT to be robust at low frequencies, which is precisely the region where its
values are significant. Complementarily,T0 is required to be small at high frequencies, causing
S to be robust in the high frequency range.

Exercise 1.5.3 (Formulas for relative changes).Prove (1.99–1.100). �

Exercise 1.5.4 (MIMO systems).Suppose that the configuration of Fig. 1.21 represents a
MIMO rather than a SISO feedback system. Show that the various closed-loop system func-
tions encountered in this section generalize to the following matrix system functions:

• thesensitivity matrix S= . I + L/−1, with L = PC the loop gain matrixand I an identity
matrix of suitable dimensions;

• thecomplementary sensitivity matrix T= I − S= L. I + L/−1 = . I + L/−1L;

• the input sensitivity matrix M= . I +CP/−1C= C. I + PC/−1;

• theclosed-loop transfer matrix H= . I + L/−1LF = T F.

�

1.5.9 Review of the design requirements

We summarize the conclusions of this section as follows:

• The sensitivitySshould be small at low frequencies to achieve

– disturbance attenuation,

– good command response, and

– robustness at low frequencies.

• The complementary sensitivityT should be small at high frequencies to prevent

– exceeding the plant capacity,

– adverse effects of measurement noise, and

– loss of robustness at high frequencies.

• In the intermediate (crossover) frequency region peaking of bothS and T should be
avoided to prevent

– overly large sensitivity to disturbances,

– excessive influence of the measurement noise, and

– loss of robustness.
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34 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

1.6 Loop shaping

1.6.1 Introduction

The design of a feedback control system may be viewed as a process ofloop shaping. The
problem is to determine the feedback compensatorC as in Fig. 1.18 such that the loop gain
frequency response functionL.j!/, ! ∈R, has a suitable shape. The design goals of the previous
section may be summarized as follows.

Low frequencies.At low frequencies we needSsmall andT close to 1. Inspection of

S= 1
1+ L

; T = L
1+ L

(1.101)

shows that these targets may be achieved simultaneously by making the loop gainL large,
that is, by making|L.j!/| � 1 in the low-frequency region.

High frequencies. At high frequencies we needT small andS close to 1. This may be ac-
complished by making the loop gainL small, that is, by making|L.j!/| � 1 in the high-
frequency region.

Figure 1.22 shows how specifications on the magnitude ofS in the low-frequency region and that
of T in the high-frequency region result in bounds on the loop gainL.

(log
scale)

!
(log scale)

L.j!/

0 dB

upper bound for
high frequencies

lower bound for
low frequencies

Figure 1.22: Robustness bounds onL in the Bode magnitude plot

Crossover region.In the crossover region we have|L.j!/| ≈ 1. In this frequency region it
is not sufficient to consider the behavior of the magnitude ofL alone. The behavior of
the magnitude and phase ofL in this frequency region together determine how closely the
Nyquist plot approaches the critical point−1.

The more closely the Nyquist plot ofL approaches the point−1 the more

S= 1
1+ L

(1.102)

peaks. If the Nyquist plot ofL comes very near the point−1, so does the inverse Nyquist
plot, that is, the Nyquist plot of 1=L. Hence, the more closely the Nyquist plot ofL
approaches−1 the more

T = L
1+ L

= 1

1+ 1
L

(1.103)
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1.6. Loop shaping 35

peaks.

Gain and phase of the loop gain are not independent. This is clarified in the next subsection.

1.6.2 Relations between phase and gain

A well-known and classical result of Bode (1940) is that the magnitude|L.j!/|, ! ∈ R, and the
phase argL.j!/, ! ∈ R, of a minimum phase14 linear time-invariant system with real-rational15

transfer functionL are uniquely related. If on a log-log scale the plot of the magnitude|L| versus
! has an approximately constant slopen [decade/decade] then

argL.j!/ ≈ n× ³
2
: (1.104)

Thus, if |L.j!/| behaves like 1=! then we have a phase of approximately−³=2 [rad] = −90◦,
while if |L.j!/| behaves like 1=!2 then the phase is approximately−³ [rad] = −180◦.

Exercise 1.6.1 (Bode’s gain-phase relationship).Why (1.104) holds may be understood from
the way asymptotic Bode magnitude and phase plots are constructed (see§ 2.4.2). Make it
plausible that between any two break points of the Bode plot the loop gain behaves as

L.j!/ ≈ c.j!/n; (1.105)

with c a real constant. Show thatn follows from the numbers of poles and zeros ofL whose
magnitude is less than the frequency corresponding to the lower break point. What isc? �

More precisely Bode’s gain-phase relationship may be phrased as follows (Bode 1945).

Summary 1.6.2 (Bode’s gain-phase relationship).Let L be a minimum phase real-rational
proper transfer function. Then magnitude and phase of the corresponding frequency response
function are related by

argL.j!0/ = 1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

d log|L!0.ju/|
du

W.u/ du; !0 ∈ R; (1.106)

with log denoting the natural logarithm. The intermediate variableu is defined by

u= log
!

!0
: (1.107)

W is the function

W.u/ = logcoth
|u|
2
= log

∣∣∣∣∣
!
!0
+ 1

!
!0
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ : (1.108)

L!0, finally, is given by

L!0.ju/ = L.j!/; u= log
!

!0
: (1.109)

L!0 is the frequency response functionL defined on the logaritmically transformed and scaled
frequency axisu= log!=!0. �
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u

W

4

2

0
0−1

1

1

1=e !=!0 e

Figure 1.23: Weighting functionW in Bode’s gain-phase relationship

In (1.106) the first factor under the integral sign is the slope of the magnitude Bode plot (in
[decades/decade]) as previously expressed by the variablen. W is a weighting function of the
form shown in Fig. 1.23.W has most of it weight near 0, so that argL.j!0/ is determined by the
behavior ofL!0 near 0, that is, by the behavior ofL near!0. If log |L!0| would have a constant
slope then (1.104) would be recovered exactly, and argL.j!0/ would be determined byn alone.
If the slope of log|L| varies then the behavior of|L| in neighboring frequency regions also affects
argL.j!0/.

The Bode gain-phase relationship leads to the following observation. Suppose that the general
behavior of the Nyquist plot of the loop gainL is as in Fig. 1.14, that is, the loop gain is greater
than 1 for low frequencies, and enters the unit disk once (at the frequency±!m) without leaving
it again. The frequency!m at which the Nyquist plot of the loop gainL crosses the unit circle
is at the center of the crossover region. For stability the phase of the loop gainL at this point
should be between−180◦ and 180◦. To achieve a phase margin of at least 60◦ the phase should be
between−120◦ and 120◦. Figure 1.24 (Freudenberg and Looze 1988) illustrates the bounds on
the phase in the crossover region. Since|L| decreases at the point of intersection argL generally
may be expected to be negative in the crossover region.

If at crossover the phase ofL is, say,−90◦ then by Bode’s gain-phase relationship|L| de-
creases at a rate of about 1 [decade/decade]. To avoid instability the rate of decrease cannot be
greater than 2 [decades/decade]. Hence, for robust stability in the crossover region the mag-
nitude |L| of the loop gain cannot decreases faster than at a rate somewhere between 1 and 2
[decade/decade]. This bound on the rate of decrease of|L| in turn implies that the crossover
region cannot be arbitrarily narrow.

Bode’s gain-phase relationship holds for minimum phase systems. For non-minimum phase
systems the trade-off between gain attenuation and phase lag is even more troublesome. LetL be
non-minimum phase but stable16. ThenL = Lm · Lz, whereLm is minimum phase andLz is an
all-pass function17 such that|Lz.j!/| = 1 for all !. It follows that|L.j!/| = |Lm.j!/| and

argL.j!/ = argLm.j!/+ argLz.j!/ ≤ argLm.j!/: (1.110)

As Lz only introduces phase lag, the trade-off between gain attenuation and limited phase lag
14A rational transfer function is minimum phase if all its poles and zeros have strictly negative real parts (see Exer-

cise 1.6.3).
15That is,L.s/ is a rational function ins with real coefficients.
16That is,L has right-half plane zeros but no right-half plane poles.
17That is,|Lz.j!/| is constant for all! ∈ R.
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(log
scale)

!
(log scale)

!
(log scale)

L.j!/

0 dB

180◦

−180◦
argL.j!/

allowable
phase functions

0◦

upper bound for
high frequencies

lower bound for
low frequencies

Figure 1.24: Allowable regions for gain and phase of the loop gainL

is further handicapped. Non-minimum phase behavior generally leads to reduction of the open-
loop gains — compared with the corresponding minimum phase system with loop gainLm — or
reduced crossover frequencies. The effect of right-half plane zeros — and also that of right-half
plane poles — is discussed at greater length in Section 1.7.

Exercise 1.6.3 (Minimum phase).Let

L.s/ = k
.s− z1/.s− z2/ · · · .s− zm/

.s− p1/.s− p2/ · · · .s− pn/
(1.111)

be a rational transfer function with all its polesp1, p2, · · · , pn in the left-half complex plane.
Then there exists a well-defined corresponding frequency response functionL.j!/, ! ∈ R.

Changing the sign of the real part of theith zerozi of L leaves the behavior of the magni-
tude|L.j!/|, ! ∈ R, of L unaffected, but modifies the behavior of the phase argL.j!/, ! ∈ R.
Similarly, changing the sign of the gaink does not affect the magnitude. Prove that under such
changes the phase argL.j!/, ! ∈R, isminimalfor all frequencies if all zeroszi lie in the left-half
complex plane andk is a positive gain.

This is why transfer functions whose poles and zeros are all in the left-half plane and have
positive gain are calledminimum phasetransfer functions. �

1.6.3 Bode’s sensitivity integral

Another well-known result of Bode’s pioneering work is known asBode’s sensitivity integral
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38 Chapter 1. Introduction to Feedback Control Theory

Summary 1.6.4 (Bode’s sensitivity integral).Suppose that the loop gainL has no poles in the
open right-half plane18. Then if L has at least two more poles than zeros the sensitivity function

S= 1
1+ L

(1.112)

satisfies∫ ∞
0

log|S.j!/| d! = 0: (1.113)

�

The assumption thatL is rational may be relaxed (see for instance Engell (1988)). The
statement thatL should have at least two more poles than zeros is sometimes phrased as “the
pole-zero excess ofL is at least two19.” If the pole-zero excess is one, the integral on the left-
hand side of (1.113) is finite but has a nonzero value. IfL has right-half plane poles then (1.113)
needs to be modified to∫ ∞

0
log|S.j!/| d! = ³

∑
i

Re pi : (1.114)

The right-hand side is formed from the open right-half plane polespi of L, included according
to their multiplicity. The proof of (1.114) may be found in§ 1.10.

We discuss some of the implications of Bode’s sensitivity integral. Suppose for the time
being thatL has no open right-half plane poles, so that the sensitivity integral vanishes. Then
the integral over all frequencies of log|S| is zero. This means that log|S| both assumes negative
and positive values, or, equivalently, that|S| both assumes values less than 1 and values greater
than 1.

For the feedback system to be useful,|S| needs to be less than 1 over an effective low-
frequency band. Bode’s sensitivity integral implies thatif, this can be achieved at all then it is
at the cost of disturbanceamplification(rather than attenuation) at high frequencies. Figure 1.25
illustrates this. If the open-loop system has right-half plane poles this statement still holds. If

1

0

|S|

B

! (log scale)

Figure 1.25: Low frequency disturbance attenuation may only be achieved at
the cost of high frequency disturbance amplification

the pole-zero excess of the plant is zero or one then disturbance attenuation is possible over all
frequencies.

18That is, no poles with strictly positive real part.
19In adaptive control the expression is “L has relative degree greater than or equal to 2.”
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Exercise 1.6.5 (Bode integral).

(a) Suppose that the loop gain isL.s/= k=.1+ s�/, with k and� positive constants. Calculate
the sensitivity functionSand plot its magnitude. Does Bode’s theorem apply?

(b) Repeat this for the loop gainL.s/ = k=.1+ s�/2. First check that the closed-loop system
is stable for all positivek and�.

�

Freudenberg and Looze (1988) use Bode’s sensitivity integral to derive a lower bound on
the peak value of the sensitivity function in the presence of constraints on the low-frequency
behavior ofS and the high-frequency behavior ofL. Suppose thatL is real-rational, minimum
phase and has a pole-zero excess of two or more. Let!L and!H be two frequencies such that
0< !L < !H . Assume thatSandL are bounded by

|S.j!/| ≤ Þ < 1; 0≤ ! ≤ !L; (1.115)

and

|L.j!/| ≤ "
(!H

!

)k+1
; ! ≥ !H ; (1.116)

with 0< " < 0:5 andk≥ 0. Then the peak value of the sensitivity function is bounded by

sup
!l≤!≤!H

|S.j!/| ≥ 1
!H − !L

(
!L log

1
Þ
− 3"!H

2k

)
: (1.117)

The proof is given in§ 1.10.
This result is an example of the more general phenomenon that bounds on the loop gain

in different frequency regions interact with each other. Control system design therefore involves
trade-offs between phenomena that occur in different frequency regions. The interaction becomes
more severe as the bounds become tighter. IfÞ or " decrease or if!L or k increase then the lower
bound for the peak value of the sensitivity function increases. Also if the frequencies!L and!H

are required to be closely together, that is, the crossover region is required to be small, then this
is paid for by a high peak value ofS in the crossover region.

The bounds (1.115) and (1.116) are examples of the bounds indicated in Fig. 1.24. The
inequality (1.117) demonstrates that stiff bounds in the low- and high-frequency regions may
cause serious stability robustness problems in the crossover frequency range.

The natural limitations on stability, performance and robustness as discussed in this section
are aggravated by the presence of right-half plane plant poles and zeros. This is the subject of
Section 1.7.

Exercise 1.6.6 (Bode’s integral for the complementary sensitivity).Let T be the complemen-
tary sensitivity function of a stable feedback system that has integrating action of at least order
two20. Prove that∫ ∞

0
log

∣∣∣∣T( 1
j!

)∣∣∣∣ d! = ³
∏

i

Re
1
zi
; (1.118)

with the zi the right-half plane zeros of the loop gainL (Middleton 1991; Kwakernaak 1995).
What does this equality imply for the behavior ofT? �

20This means that 1=L.s/ behaves asO.s2/ for s→ 0, (see§ 2.3).
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1.7 Limits of performance

1.7.1 Introduction

In this section21 we present a brief review of several inherent limitations of the behavior of the
sensitivity functionSand its complementT which result from the pole-zero pattern of the plant.

In particular, right-half plane zeros and poles play an important role. The reason is that if the
the plant has right-half plane poles, it is unstable, which imposes extra requirements on the loop
gain. If the plant has right-half plane zeros, its inverse is unstable, which imposes limitations on
the way the dynamics of the plant may be compensated.

More extensive discussions on limits of performance may be found in Engell (1988) for the
SISO case and Freudenberg and Looze (1988) for both the SISO and the MIMO case.

1.7.2 Freudenberg-Looze equality

A central result is theFreudenberg-Looze equality, which is based on the Poisson integral formula
from complex function theory. The result that follows was originally obtained by Freudenberg
and Looze (1985) and Freudenberg and Looze (1988).

C P
e u y

Figure 1.26: SISO feedback system

Summary 1.7.1 (Freudenberg-Looze equality).Suppose that the closed-loop system of
Fig. 1.26 is stable, and that the loop gain has a right-half plane zeroz= x+ jy with x > 0.
Then the sensitivity functionS= 1=.1+ L/ must satisfy∫ ∞

−∞
log.|S.j!/|/ x

x2+ .y− !/2 d! = ³ log|B−1
poles.z/|: (1.119)

Bpoles is theBlaschke product

Bpoles.s/ =
∏

i

pi − s
p̄i + s

; (1.120)

formed from the open right-half plane polespi of the loop gainL = PC. The overbar denotes
the complex conjugate. �

The proof is given in§ 1.10. It relies on the Poisson integral formula from complex function
theory.

1.7.3 Trade-offs for the sensitivity function

We discuss the consequences of the Freudenberg-Looze relation (1.119), which holds at any
right-half plane zeroz= x+ jy of the loop gain, and, hence, at any right-half plane zero of

21The title has been taken from Engell (1988) and Boyd and Barratt (1991).
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the plant. The presentation follows Freudenberg and Looze (1988) and Engell (1988). We first
rewrite the equality in the form∫ ∞

0
log.|S.j!/|/ wz.!/ d! = log|B−1

poles.z/|; (1.121)

with wz the function

wz.!/ = 1
³

(
x

x2+ .!− y/2
+ x

x2+ .!+ y/2

)
: (1.122)

We arrange (1.121) in turn as∫ ∞
0

log.|S.j!/|/ dWz.!/ = log|B−1
poles.z/|; (1.123)

with Wz the function

Wz.!/ =
∫ !

0
wz.�/ d� = 1

³
arctan

!− y
x
+ 1
³

arctan
!+ y

x
: (1.124)

The functionWz is plotted in Fig. 1.27 for different values of the ratioy=x of the imaginary part
to the real part. The plot shows thatWz increases monotonically from 0 to 1. Its steepest increase
is about the frequency! = |z|.

1

0:5

0
0 1 2 3 4 5

Wz

!=|z|

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.27: The functionWz for values of argz increasing from (a) 0 to (b)
almost³=2

Exercise 1.7.2 (Weight function).Show that the weight functionWz represents the extra phase
lag contributed to the phase of the plant by the fact that the zeroz is in the right-half plane, that
is, Wz.!/ is the phase of

z+ j!
z− j!

: (1.125)

�

Exercise 1.7.3 (Positivity of right-hand side of the Freudenberg-Looze equality).Prove that
log|B−1

poles.z/| is positive for anyz whose real part is positive. �

The comments that follow hold for plants that have at least one right-half plane zero.
The functionwz is positive and also log|B−1

poles.z/| is positive. Hence, (1.121) implies that if
log|S| is negative over some frequency range so that, equivalently,|S| is less than 1, then nec-
essarily|S| is greater than 1 over a complementary frequency range. This we already concluded
from Bode’s sensitivity integral.
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The Freudenberg-Looze equality strengthens the Bode integral because of the weighting
functionwz included in the integrand. The quantitydWz.j!/ = wz.j!/d! may be viewed as
a weighted length of the frequency interval. The weighted length equals the extra phase added by
the right-half plane zerozover the frequency interval. The larger the weighted length is, the more
the interval contributes to the right-hand side of (1.123). The weighting function determines to
what extent small values of|S| at low frequencies need to be compensated by large values at high
frequencies. We argue that if|S| is required to be small in a certain frequency band—in particu-

|S|

¼

1

"
0

!1

! (log scale)

Figure 1.28: Bounds on|S|

lar, a low-frequency band—it necessarily peaks in another band. Suppose that we wish|S.j!/|
to be less than a given small number" in the frequency band [0; !1], with !1 given. We should
like to know something about the peak value¼ of |S| in the complementary frequency range.
Figure 1.28 shows the numbers" and¼ and the desired behavior of|S|. Define the bounding
function

b.!/ =
{
" for |!| ≤ !1;

¼ for |!| > !1:
(1.126)

Then|S.j!/| ≤ b.!/ for ! ∈ R and the Freudenberg-Looze equality together imply thatb needs
to satisfy∫ ∞

0
log.b.!// dWz.!/ ≥ log|B−1

poles.z/|: (1.127)

Evaluation of the left-hand side leads to

Wz.!1/ log"+ .1−Wz.!1// log¼ ≥ log|B−1
poles.z/|: (1.128)

Resolution of (1.128) results in the inequality

¼ ≥ .1
"
/

Wz.!1 /
1−Wz.!1 / · ∣∣B−1

poles.z/
∣∣ 1

1−Wz.!1 / : (1.129)

We note this:

• For a fixed zeroz= x+ jy and fixed!1 > 0 the exponents in this expression are positive.
By 1.7.3 we have|B−1

poles.z/| ≥ 1. Hence, for" < 1 the peak value¼ is greater than 1.
Moreover, the smaller" is, the larger is the peak value. Thus, small sensitivity at low
frequencies is paid for by a large peak value at high frequencies.
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• For fixed", the two exponents increase monotonically with!1, and approach∞ as!1

goes to∞. The first exponent (that of 1=") crosses the value 1 at! =
√

x2+ y2 = |z|.
Hence, if the width of the band over which sensitivity is required to be small is greater
than the magnitude of the right-half plane zeroz, the peak value assumes excessive values.

The Freudenberg-Looze equality holds forany right-half plane zero, in particular the one with
smallest magnitude. Therefore, if excessive peak values are to be avoided, the width of the
band over which sensitivity may be made small cannot be extended beyond the magnitude of the
smallestright-half plane zero.

The number

|B−1
poles.z/| =

∏
i

∣∣∣∣ p̄i + z
pi − z

∣∣∣∣ (1.130)

is replaced with 1 if there are no right-half plane poles. Otherwise, it is greater than 1. Hence,
right-half plane poles make the plant more difficult to control.

The number (1.130) is large if the right-half plane zeroz is close to any of the right-half plane
polespi. If this situation occurs, the peak values of|S| are correspondingly large, and, as a result,
the plant is difficult to control. The Freudenberg-Looze equality holds for any right-half plane
zero. Therefore, plants with a right-half plane zero close to a right-half plane pole are difficult
to control. The situation is worst when a right-half plane zero coincides with a right-half plane
pole—then the plant has either an uncontrollable or an unobservable unstable mode.

We summarize the qualitative effects of right-half plane zeros of the plant on the shape of the
sensitivity functionS (Engell 1988).

Summary 1.7.4 (Effect of right-half plane open-loop zeros).

(a) The upper limit of the band over which effective disturbance attenuation is possible is
constrained from above by the magnitude of the smallest right-half plane zero.

(b) If the plant has unstable poles, the achievable disturbance attenuation is further impaired.
This effect is especially pronounced when one or several right-half plane pole-zero pairs
are close.

(c) If the plant has no right-half plane zeros the maximally achievable bandwidth is solely
constrained by the plant capacity. As seen in the next subsection the right-half plane pole
with largest magnitude constrains thesmallestbandwidth that is required.

The trade-off between disturbance attenuation and amplification is subject to Bode’s sen-
sitivity integral.

�

We consider an example.

Example 1.7.5 (Double inverted pendulum).To illustrate these results we consider the double
inverted pendulum system of Fig. 1.29. Two pendulums are mounted on top of each other. The
input to the system is the horizontal positionu of the pivot of the lower pendulum. The measured
output is the angle� that the lower pendulum makes with the vertical. The pendulums have equal
lengthsL, equal massesm and equal moments of inertiaJ (taken with respect to the center of
gravity).

The transfer functionP from the inputu to the angle� may be found (Kwakernaak and
Westdijk 1985) to be given by

P.s/ = 1
L

s2.−.3K + 1/s2+ 3/
.K2+ 6K + 1/s4− 4.K + 2/s2+ 3

; (1.131)
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u

�

Figure 1.29: Double inverted pendulum system

with K the ratioK = J=.mL2/. For a pendulum whose mass is homogeneously distributed along
its lengthK is 1

3. If we furthermore letL = 1 then

P.s/ = s2.−2s2+ 3/
28
9 s4− 28

3 s2+ 3
: (1.132)

This plant transfer function has zeros at 0, 0, and±1:22474, and poles at±0:60507 and
±1:62293. The plant has two right-half plane poles and one right-half plane zero.

By techniques that are explained in Chapter 6 we may calculate the transfer functionC of
the compensator that makes the transfer matricesSandT stable and at the same time minimizes
thepeak valueof sup!∈R |S.j!/| of the sensitivity functionS of the closed-loop system. This
compensator transfer function is

C.s/ = 1:6292
.s+ 1:6229/.s+ 0:6051/.s− 0:8018/

.s+ 1:2247/s2
: (1.133)

Figure 1.30 shows the magnitude plot (a) of the corresponding sensitivity functionS. This mag-
nitude does not depend on the frequency! and has the constant value 21.1178. Note that the
compensator has a double pole at 0, which in the closed loop cancels against the double zero at
0 of the plant. The corresponding double closed-loop pole at 0 actually makes the closed-loop
system unstable. It causes the plant inputu to drift.

100

10

1

10−4 10−2 100 102 104 106

40 dB

20 dB

0 dB

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

!

|S|

Figure 1.30: Sensitivity functions for the double pendulum system

The peak value 21.1178 for the magnitude of the sensitivity function is quite large (as com-
pared with 1). No compensator exists with a smaller peak value. To reduce the sensitivity of
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the feedback system to low frequency disturbances it is desirable to make|S| smaller at low
frequencies. This is achieved, for instance, by the compensator with transfer function

C.s/ = 1:6202
.s+ 1:6229/.s+ 0:6051/.s− 0:8273/

.s+ 1:2247/.s+ 0:017390/.s− 0:025715/
: (1.134)

Figure 1.30 shows the magnitude (b) of the corresponding sensitivity function. This compensator
no longer cancels the double zero at 0. As a result, the sensitivitySat zero frequency is 1, which
means that constant disturbances are not attenuated. The reason is structural: Because the plant
transfer functionP equals zero at frequency 0, the plant is unable to compensate for constant
disturbances. Actually, the zeros at 0 play the role of right-half plane zeros, except that they
bound the frequencies whereSmay be made small frombelowrather than from above.

The plot of Fig. 1.30 also shows that compared with the compensator (1.133) the compen-
sator (1.134) reduces the sensitivity to disturbances up to a frequency of about 0.01. By further
modifying the compensator this frequency may be pushed up, at the price of an increase in the
peak value of the magnitude ofS. Figure 1.30 shows two more magnitude plots (c) and (d). The
closer the magnitude 1.2247 of the right-half plane plant zero is approached the more the peak
value increases.

There exist compensators that achieve magnitudes less than 1 for the sensitivity in the fre-
quency range, say, between 0.01 and 0.1. The cost is a further increase of the peak value.

The compensators considered so far all result in sensitivity functions that do not approach
the value 1 as frequency increases to∞. The reason is that the loop gain does not approach 0.
This undesirable phenomenon, which results in large plant input amplitudes and high sensitivity
to measurement noise, is removed in Example 1.7.9. �

Exercise 1.7.6 (Interlacing property). Check that the double inverted pendulum does not have
the parity interlacing property of§ 1.3.6 (p. 19). Hence, no stabilizing compensator exists that
by itself is stable. �

Exercise 1.7.7 (Lower bound for the peak value ofS).

(a) Define‖S‖∞ as the peak value of|S|, that is,‖S‖∞ = sup!∈R |S.j!/|. Use (1.129) to
prove that if the closed-loop system is stable then

‖S‖∞ ≥
∣∣B−1

poles.z/
∣∣ ; (1.135)

whereBpoles is the Blaschke product formed from the right-half plane poles of the plant,
andz any right-half plane zero of the plant.

(b) Check that the compensator (1.133) actually achieves this lower bound.

�

1.7.4 Trade-offs for the complementary sensitivity function

Symmetrically to the results for the sensitivity function well-defined trade-offs hold for the com-
plementary sensitivity function. The role of the right-half plane zeros is now taken by the right-
half plant open-looppoles,and vice-versa. This is seen by writing the complementary sensitivity
function as

T = L
1+ L

= 1

1+ 1
L

: (1.136)
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Comparison with Freudenberg-Looze equality of 1.7.1 leads to the conclusion that for any right-
half plane open-loop polep= x+ jy we have (Freudenberg and Looze 1988)∫ ∞

−∞
log.|T.j!/|/ x

x2+ .y− !/2 d! = ³ log|B−1
zeros.p/|; (1.137)

with Bzerosthe Blaschke product

Bzeros.s/ =
∏

i

zi − s
z̄i + s

(1.138)

formed from the open right-half planezeros zi of L.
We consider the implications of the equality (1.137) on the shape ofT. Whereas the sensitivity

S is required to be small atlow frequencies,T needs to be small athigh frequencies. By an
argument that is almost dual to that for the sensitivity function it follows that if excessive peaking
of the complementary sensitivity function at low and intermediate frequencies is to be avoided,
|T|may only be made small at frequencies thatexceedthe magnitude of the open-loop right-half
planepole with largestmagnitude. Again, close right-half plane pole-zero pairs make things
worse.

We summarize the qualitative effects of right-half plane zeros of the plant on the shape achiev-
able for the complementary sensitivity functionT (Engell 1988).

Summary 1.7.8 (Effect of right-half plane open-loop poles).

(a) The lower limit of the band over which the complementary sensitivity function may be
made small is constrained from below by the magnitude of the largest right-half plane
open-loop pole. Practically, the achievable bandwidth is always greater than this magni-
tude.

(b) If the plant has right-half plane zeros, the achievable reduction ofT is further impaired.
This effect is especially pronounced when one or several right-half plane pole-zero pairs
are very close.

�

Figure 1.31 summarizes the difficulties caused by right-half plane zeros and poles of the plant
transfer functionP. Scan only be small up to the magnitude of the smallest right-half plane zero.
T can only start to roll off to zero at frequencies greater than the magnitude of the largest right-
half plane pole. The crossover region, whereSandT assume their peak values, extends over the
intermediate frequency range.

Example 1.7.9 (Double inverted pendulum).We return to the double inverted pendulum of
Example 1.7.5. For robustness to plant uncertainty and reduction of the susceptibility to mea-
surement noise it is necessary that the loop gain decreases to zero at high frequencies. Corre-
spondingly, the complementary sensitivity function also decreases to zero while the sensitivity
function approaches 1. The compensator

C.s/ = − 1:5136.s+ 1:6229/.s+ 0:60507/.s− 0:82453/
.s+ 1:2247/.s+ 0:017226/.s− 0:025394/.1+ 0:00061682s/

; (1.139)

whose transfer function is strictly proper, accomplishes this. Figure 1.32 shows that for low
frequencies the magnitude plot (e) of the corresponding sensitivity function closely follows the
magnitude plot (c) of Fig. 1.30, which is repeated in Fig. 1.32. At high frequencies the magnitude
of Sdrops off to 1, however, starting at a frequency of about 100.
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0 dB

0 dB

! (log scale)

! (log scale)
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right-half plane pole
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|S|
(log scale)

|T|
(log scale)

Figure 1.31: Right-half plane zeros and poles constrainSandT

The lowest frequency at which|S| may start to drop off to 1 coincides with the lowest fre-
quency at which the complementary sensitivity may be made to start decreasing to zero. This, in
turn, is determined by the magnitude 1.6229 of the right-half plane plant pole with largest mag-
nitude. The magnitude plot (f) in Fig. 1.32 shows that making|S| drop off at a lower frequency
than in (e) causes the peak value to increase. �
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!

|S|

Figure 1.32: More sensitivity functions for the double pendulum system

1.8 Two-degrees-of-freedom feedback systems

In § 1.3 we introduced the two-degrees-of-freedom configuration of Fig. 1.33. The function of
the precompensatorF is to improve the closed-loop response to command inputsr .

Figure 1.34 shows two other two-degrees-of-freedom configurations. In this section we study
whether it makes a difference which configuration is chosen. We restrict the discussion to SISO
systems.

In the configuration of Fig. 1.33 we write the plant and compensator transfer functions in the
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F C P
r z

Figure 1.33: Two-degrees-of-freedom feedback system configuration
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Figure 1.34: Further two-degrees-of-freedom feedback system configura-
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polynomial fraction form

P= N
D
; C= Y

X
: (1.140)

The feedback loop is stable if and only if the roots of the closed-loop characteristic polynomial
Dcl = DX+ NY are all in the open left-half complex plane.

In this same configuration, the closed-loop transfer functionH from the command signalr to
the control system outputz is

H = PC
1+ PC

F = NY
Dcl

F: (1.141)

The prefilter transfer functionF is available to compensate for any deficiencies of the uncom-
pensated closed-loop transfer function

H0 = NY
Dcl

: (1.142)

Right-half plane zeros of this uncompensated transfer function are a handicap for the compensa-
tion. Right-half plane roots ofN (that is, open-loop right-half plane zeros) and right-half plane
roots ofY may well be present. Such zeros cannot be canceled by corresponding poles ofF
because this would make the precompensator, and, hence, the whole control system, unstable.

Next consider the two-degrees-of-freedom configuration of Fig. 1.34(a). We now have for
the closed-loop transfer function

H = P
1+ PC

F = N X
Dcl︸︷︷︸
H0

F: (1.143)

Inspection shows that the open-loop plant zeros re-occur in the uncompensated closed-loop trans-
fer functionH0 but that instead of the roots ofY (the compensator zeros) now the roots ofX (the
compensator poles) appear as zeros. Hence, the precompensator design problem for this config-
uration is different from that for the configuration of Fig. 1.33. In fact, if the compensator has
right-half plane poles or zeros, or both, it is impossible to achieve identical overall closed-loop
transfer functions for the two configurations.

Comparison of (1.142) and (1.143) suggests that there may exist a configuration such that the
numerator of the uncompensated closed-loop transfer function is independent of the compensator.
To investigate this, consider the configuration of Fig. 1.34(b).C1 andC2 have the polynomial
fractional representations

C1 = Y1

X1
; C2 = Y2

X2
: (1.144)

To match the closed-loop characteristics of the configurations of Figs. 1.33 and 1.34(a) we need
C= C1C2. This implies thatX1X2 = X andY1Y2 = Y. The closed-loop transfer function now is

H = PC1

1+ PC
= N X2Y1

Dcl
: (1.145)

Inspection shows that the numerator ofH is independent of the compensator if we letX2Y1 = 1,
so that

C1 = Y1

X1
= 1

X1X2
= 1

X
; C2 = Y2

X2
= Y1Y2 = Y: (1.146)
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F
X
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Y
X
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u

Figure 1.35: 112-degrees-of-freedom control system

The closed-loop transfer function now is

H = N
Dcl
: (1.147)

The corresponding configuration of Fig. 1.34(b) has two disadvantages:

1. The configuration appears to require the implementation of a block with the purely polyno-
mial transfer functionC2.s/ = Y.s/, which is physically impossible (unlessY is of degree
zero).

2. The configuration actually has only one degree of freedom. The reason is that one de-
gree of freedom has been used to make the numerator of the closed-loop transfer function
independent of the compensator.

The first difficulty may be remedied by noticing that from the block diagram we have

u= C1r −C1C2z= 1
X

r + Y
X

e: (1.148)

This implies

Xu= r + Ye: (1.149)

This input-output relation — withr andeas inputs andu as output — may be implemented by a
state realization of order equal to the degree of the polynomialX.

The second disadvantange may be overcome by modifying (1.149) to

Xu= Fr + Ye; (1.150)

with F a polynomial of degree less than or equal to that ofX. This still allows implementation
by a state realization of order equal to the degree ofX (see Exercise 1.8.1). The compensator
is represented in the block diagram of Fig. 1.35. The combined blockC0 is jointly realized as a
single input-output-state system. The closed-loop transfer function is

H = N F
Dcl

: (1.151)
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Figure 1.36: 212-degrees-of-freedom configuration

The design of the prefilter amounts to choosing the polynomialF. This might be called a 112-
degrees-of-freedomcontrol system22. By application of a further prefilterF0 as in Fig. 1.36 the
closed-loop transfer function becomes

H = N F
Dcl

F0: (1.152)

This results in a 212-degrees-of-freedom control system.
An application is described in Example 2.9.5 in§ 2.9.5.

Exercise 1.8.1 (Realization of the11
2-degrees-of-freedom compensator).Represent the poly-

nomialsX, F andY as

X.s/ = sn+ an−1sn−1+ an−2sn−2+ · · · + a0; (1.153)

F.s/ = bns
n+ bn−1s

n−1+ bn−2sn−2+ · · · + b0; (1.154)

Y.s/ = cns
n+ cn−1sn−1+ cn−2sn−2+ · · · + c0: (1.155)

1. Show that the 112-degrees-of-freedom compensatorXu= Fr + Yemay be realized as in
Fig. 1.37.

2. Find a state representation for the compensator.

3. Prove that the feedback system of Fig. 1.35, with the dashed block realized as in Fig. 1.37,
has the closed-loop characteristic polynomialDX+ NY.

�

1.9 Conclusions

It is interesting to observe a number of “symmetries” or “dualities” in the results reviewed in
this chapter (Kwakernaak 1995). For good performance and robustness the loop gainL of a
well-designed linear feedback system should be

• large at low frequencies and

• small at high frequencies.
22Half degrees of freedom were introduced in control engineering terminology by Grimble (1994), though with a

different connotation than the one used here.
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b0
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c0 b1
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c1 bn−1
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u1
s

1
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1
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Figure 1.37: Realization of the 11
2-degrees-of-freedom compensatorXu=

Fr + Ye

As the result, the sensitivity functionS is

• small at low frequencies and

• approximately equal to 1 at high frequencies.

The complementary sensitivity functionT is

• approximately equal to 1 at low frequencies and

• small at high frequencies.

Such well-designed feedback systems are

• robust with respect to perturbations of the inverse loop gain at low frequencies, and

• robust with respect to perturbations of the loop gain at high frequencies.

Furthermore,

• right-half plane open-loop zeros limit the frequency up to whichSmay be made small at
low frequencies, and

• right-half plane open-loop poles limit the frequency from whichT may be made small at
high frequencies.

Note that to a large extent performance and robustness go hand in hand, that is, the requirements
for good performance imply good robustness, and vice-versa. This is also true for the critical
crossover region, where peaking of bothS and T is to be avoided, both for performance and
robustness.

1.10 Appendix: Proofs

In this section we collect a number of proofs for Chapter 1.
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1.10.1 Closed-loop characteristic polynomial
We first prove (1.44) in Subsection 1.3.3.

Proof 1.10.1 (Closed-loop characteristic polynomial).Let

ẋ= Ax+ Bu; y= Cx+ Du; (1.156)

be a state realization of the blockL in the closed-loop system of Fig. 1.11. It follows thatL.s/ = C.sI−
A/−1 + D. From u = −y we obtain with the output equation thatu = −Cx− Du, so thatu = −. I +
D/−1Cx. Since by assumptionI + D = I + L.j∞/ is nonsingular the closed-loop system is well-defined.
Substitution ofu into the state differential equation shows that the closed-loop system is described by the
state differential equation

ẋ= [ A− B. I + D/−1C]x: (1.157)

The characteristic polynomial�cl of the closed-loop system hence is given by

�cl.s/ = det[sI− A+ B. I + D/−1C]

= det.sI− A/ · det[I + .sI− A/−1B. I + D/−1C]: (1.158)

Using the well-known determinant equality det. I + MN/ = det. I + N M/ it follows that

�cl.s/ = det.sI− A/ · det[I + . I + D/−1C.sI− A/−1B]

= det.sI− A/ · det[. I + D/−1] · det[I + D+C.sI− A/−1B]

= det.sI− A/ · det[. I + D/−1] · det[I + L.s/]: (1.159)

Denoting the open-loop characteristic polynomial as det.sI− A/ = �.s/ we thus have

�cl.s/
�.s/

= det[I + L.s/]
det[I + L.j∞/] : (1.160)

1.10.2 The Nyquist criterion
The proof of the generalized Nyquist criterion of Summary 1.3.13 in Subsection 1.3.5 relies on theprinciple
of the argumentof complex function theory23.

Summary 1.10.2. Principle of the argument LetR be a rational function, andC a closed contour in the
complex plane as in Fig. 1.38. As the complex numbers traverses the contourC in clockwise direction, its
imageR.s/ underR traverses a closed contour that is denoted asR.C /, also shown in Fig. 1.38. Then ass
traverses the contourC exactly once in clockwise direction,

(the number of timesR.s/ encircles the origin in clockwise direction ass traversesC )
=

(the number of zeros ofR insideC ) − (the number of poles ofR insideC ).

We prove the generalized Nyquist criterion of Summary 1.3.13.

Proof of the generalized Nyquist criterion.We apply the principle of the argument to (1.160), where we
choose the contourC to be the so-calledNyquist contouror D-contourindicated in Fig. 1.39. The radius²
of the semicircle is chosen so large that the contour encloses all the right-half plane roots of both�cl and�ol.
Then by the principle of the argument the number of times that the image of det. I + L/ encircles the origin
equals the number of right-half plane roots of�cl (i.e., the number of unstable closed-loop poles) minus the
number of right-half plane roots of�ol (i.e., the number of unstable open-loop poles). The Nyquist criterion
follows by letting the radius² of the semicircle approach∞. Note that as² approaches∞ the image of the
semicircle under det. I + L/ shrinks to the single point det. I + L.j∞//.

23See Henrici (1974). The generalized form in which we state the principle may be found in Postlethwaite and
MacFarlane (1979a).
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0

ImIm

ReRe

R

R.C /C

pole of R

zero ofR

Figure 1.38: Principle of the argument. Left: a closed contourC in the com-
plex plane. Right: the imageR.C / of C under a rational functionR.

Im

Re²0

Figure 1.39: Nyquist contour

1.10.3 Bode’s sensitivity integral

The proof of Bode’s sensitivity integral is postponed until the next subsection. Accepting it as true we use
it to derive the inequality (1.117) of Subsection 1.6.3.

Proof 1.10.3 (Lower bound for peak value of sensitivity).If the open-loop system is stable then we have
according to Bode’s sensitivity integral∫ ∞

0
log|S.j!/| d! = 0: (1.161)

From the assumption that|S.j!/| ≤ Þ < 1 for 0≤ ! ≤ !L it follows that if 0< !L < !H <∞ then

0 =
∫ ∞

0
log|S.j!/| d!

=
∫ !L

0
log|S.j!/| d!+

∫ !H

!L

log|S.j!/| d!+
∫ ∞
!H

log|S.j!/| d!

≤ !L logÞ+ .!H − !L/ sup
!L≤!≤!H

log|S.j!/| +
∫ ∞
!H

log|S.j!/| d!: (1.162)

As a result,

.!H − !L/ sup
!L≤!≤!H

log|S.j!/| ≥ !L log
1
Þ
−
∫ ∞
!H

log|S.j!/| d!: (1.163)
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Next consider the following sequence of (in)equalities on the tail part of the sensitivity integral∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
!H

log|S.j!/| d!
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ ∞

!H

| log|S.j!/|| d!

≤
∫ ∞
!H

| log S.j!/| d! =
∫ ∞
!H

| log[1+ L.j!/]| d!: (1.164)

From the inequalities (4.1.38) and (4.1.35) of Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) we have for any complex
numberz such that 0≤ |z| ≤ 0:5828

| log.1+ z/| ≤ − log.1− |z|/ ≤ | log.1− |z|/| ≤ 3|z|
2
: (1.165)

The assumption that

|L.j!/| ≤ "
(!H

!

)k+1
for ! > !H (1.166)

with 0< " < 0:5, implies that|L.j!/| ≤ " < 0:5 for! > !H. With this it follows from (1.164) and (1.165)
that ∣∣∣∣∫ ∞

!H

log|S.j!/|d!
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ ∞

!H

3
2
|L.j!/| d! ≤

∫ ∞
!H

3"
2

(!H

!

)k+1
d! = 3"

2
!H

k
: (1.167)

The final step of of the proof is to conclude from (1.163) that

sup
!L≤!≤!H

log|S.j!/| ≥ 1
!H − !L

(
!L log

1
Þ
− 3"!H

2k

)
: (1.168)

This is what we set out to prove.

1.10.4 Limits of performance
The proof of the Freudenberg-Looze equality of Summary 1.7.1 relies on Poisson’s integral formula from
complex function theory.

Summary 1.10.4 (Poisson’s integral formula).Let F be a functionC → C that is analytic in the closed
right-half plane24 and is such that

lim
R→∞
|F.Rej� /|

R
= 0 (1.169)

for all � ∈ [− ³
2 ; − ³

2 ]. Then the value ofF.s/ at any points= x+ jy in the open right-half plane25 can be
recovered from the values ofF.j!/; ! ∈ R, by the integral relation

F.s/= 1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

F.j!/
x

x2+ .y− !/2 d!: (1.170)

A sketch of the proof of Poisson’s integral formula follows.

Proof of Poisson’s integral formula.We present a brief proof of Poisson’s integral formula based on ele-
mentary properties of the Laplace and Fourier transforms (see for instance Kwakernaak and Sivan (1991)).
Since by assumption the functionF is analytic in the closed right-half plane, its inverse Laplace transform
f is zero on.−∞; 0/. Hence, fors= x+ jy we may write

F.s/=
∫ ∞
−∞

f .t/e−.x+jy/t dt=
∫ ∞
−∞

f .t/e−x|t| e−jyt dt: (1.171)

24For rationalF this means thatF has no poles in Re.s/≥ 0.
25That is, for Re.s/ > 0.
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For x> 0 the function e−x|t| , t ∈ R, is the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency function

1
x− j!

+ 1
x+ j!

= 2x
x2+ !2

; ! ∈ R: (1.172)

Thus, we have

F.s/ =
∫ ∞
−∞

f .t/e−jyt

∫ ∞
−∞

2x
x2+!2

ej!t d!
2³

dt

= 1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

x
x2+ !2

∫ ∞
−∞

f .t/e−j.y−!/t dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
F.j.y− !//

d! (1.173)

By replacing the integration variable! with y− ! we obtain the desired result

F.s/= 1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

F.j!/
x

x2+ .y− !/2 d!: (1.174)

We next consider the Freudenberg-Looze equality of Summary 1.7.1.

Proof 1.10.5 (Freudenberg-Looze equality).The proof of the Freudenberg-Looze equality of Sum-
mary 1.7.1 follows that of Freudenberg and Looze (1988). We first writeL as L = N=D, with N and
D coprime polynomials26. Then

S= D
D+ N

: (1.175)

Since by assumption the closed-loop system is stable, the denominatorD+ N has all its roots in the open
left-half plane. Hence,S is analytic in the closed right-half plane. Moreover, any right-half plane polez of
L is a root ofD and, hence, a zero ofS.

We should like to apply Poisson’s formula to the logarithm of the sensitivity function. Because of the
right-half plane rootspi of D, however, logS is not analytic in the right-half plane, and Poisson’s formula
cannot be used. To remedy this wecancelthe right-half plane zeros ofSby considering

S̃= B−1
polesS: (1.176)

Application of Poisson’s formula to log̃Syields

log S̃.s/ = 1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

log.S̃.j!//
x

x2+ .y− !/2 d! (1.177)

for any open right-half plane points= x+ jy. Taking the real parts of the left- and right-hand sides we have

log|S̃.s/| = 1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

log.|S̃.j!/|/ x
x2+ .y− !/2 d! (1.178)

Now replaces with a right-half plane zeroz= x+ jy of L, that is, a right-half plane zero ofN. Then

S.z/= 1
1+ L.z/

= 1; (1.179)

so thatS̃.z/ = B−1
poles.z/. Furthermore,|Bpoles.j!/| = 1 for ! ∈ R, so that|S̃.j!/| = |S.j!/| for ! ∈ R.

Thus, after settings= z we may reduce (1.178) to

log|B−1
poles.z/| =

1
³

∫ ∞
−∞

log.|S.j!/|/ x
x2+ .y− !/2 d!; (1.180)

which is what we set out to prove.
26That is,N andD have no common factors.
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1.10. Appendix: Proofs 57

Bode’s sensitivity integral (1.114) follows from Proof 1.10.5.

Proof 1.10.6 (Bode’s sensitivity integral).The starting point for the proof of Bode’s sensitivity integral
(1.114) is (1.178). Settingy= 0, replacingS̃with B−1

polesS, and multiplying on the left and the right by³x
we obtain (exploiting the fact that|Bpoles| = 1 on the imaginary axis)∫ ∞

−∞
log.|S.j!/|/ x2

x2+ !2
d! = ³x log|S.x/| + ³x log|B−1

poles.x/|: (1.181)

Letting x approach∞, the left-hand side of this expression approaches the Bode integral, while under the
assumption thatL has pole excess two the quantityx log|S.x/| approaches 0. Finally,

lim
x→∞

x log|B−1
poles.x/| = lim

x→∞
x log

∏
i

∣∣∣∣ p̄i + x
pi − x

∣∣∣∣ = lim
x→∞

Re
∑

i

x log
1+ p̄i

x

1− pi
x

= 2
∑

i

Re pi : (1.182)

This completes the proof.
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2

Classical Control System Design

Overview– Classical criteria for the performance of feedback control
systems are the error constants and notions such as bandwidth and peak-
ing of the closed-loop frequency response, and rise time, settling time
and overshoot of the step response.

The graphical tools Bode, Nyquist, Nichols plots, andM-, N- and
root loci belong to the basic techniques of classical and modern control.

Important classical control system design methods consist of loop
shaping by lag compensation (including integral control), lead compen-
sation and lag-lead compensation. Quantitative feedback design (QFT)
allows to satisfy quantitative bounds on the performance robustness.

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we review methods for the design of control systems that are known under the
name ofclassical control theory. The main results in classical control theory emerged in the
period 1930–1950, the initial period of development of the field of feedback and control engi-
neering. The methods obtained a degree of maturity during the fifties and continue to be of great
importance for the practical design of control systems, especially for the case of single-input,
single-output linear control systems. Much of what now is called modern robust control theory
has its roots in these classical results.

The historical development of the “classical” field started with H. Nyquist’s stability criterion
(Nyquist 1932), H. S. Black’s analysis of the feedback amplifier (Black 1934), H. W. Bode’s
frequency domain analysis (Bode 1940), and W. R. Evans’ root locus method (Evans 1948). To
an extent these methods are of aheuristicnature, which both accounts for their success and for
their limitations. With these techniques a designer attempts to synthesize a compensation network
or controller that makes the closed-loop system perform as required. The terminology in use in
that era (with expressions such as “synthesize,” “compensation,” and “network”) is from the field
of amplifier circuit design (Boyd and Barratt 1991).

59
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60 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

In this chapter an impression is given of some of the classical highlights of control. The
presentation is far from comprehensive. More extensive introductions may be found in classical
and modern textbooks, together with an abundance of additional material. Well-known sources
are for instance Bode (1945), James, Nichols, and Philips (1947), Evans (1954), Truxal (1955),
Savant (1958), Horowitz (1963), Ogata (1970), Thaler (1973), Franklin, Powell, and Emami-
Naeini (1986), D’Azzo and Houpis (1988), Van de Vegte (1990), Franklin, Powell, and Emami-
Naeini (1991), and Dorf (1992).

In § 2.2 (p. 60) we discuss the steady-state error properties of feedback control systems. This
naturally leads to review of the notion of integral control in§ 2.3 (p. 64).

The main emphasis in classical control theory is on frequency domain methods. In§ 2.4
(p. 69) we review various important classical graphic representations of frequency responses:
Bode, Nyquist and Nichols plots.

The design goals and criteria of classical control theory are considered in§ 2.5 (p. 79). In§ 2.6
(p. 82) the basic classical techniques of lead, lag and lag-lead compensation are discussed. A brief
survey of root locus theory as a method for parameter selection of compensators is presented in
§ 2.7 (p. 88). The historically interesting Guillemin-Truxal design procedure is considered in§ 2.8
(p. 89). In the 1970squantitative feedback theory(QFT) was initiated by Horowitz (1982). This
powerful extension of the classical frequency domain feedback design methodology is explained
in § 2.9 (p. 93).

All the design methods aremodel-based.They rely on an underlying and explicit model
of the plant that needs to be controlled. The experimental Ziegler-Nichols rules for tuning a
PID-controller mentioned in§ 2.3 (p. 64) form an exception.

2.2 Steady state error behavior

2.2.1 Steady-state behavior

One of the fundamental reasons for adding feedback control to a system is thatsteady-state
errorsare reduced by the action of the control system. Consider the typical single-loop control
system of Fig. 2.1. We analyze the steady-state behavior of this system, that is, the asymptotic
behavior in the time domain fort→∞ when the reference inputr is a polynomial time function
of degreen. Thus,

r.t/ = tn

n!
1.t/; t ≥ 0; (2.1)

where1 is theunit stepfunction,1.t/ = 1 for t ≥ 0 and1.t/ = 0 for t < 0. Forn= 0 we have a
step of unit amplitude, forn= 1 the input is a ramp with unit slope and forn= 2 it is a parabola
with unit second derivative.

The Laplace transform of the reference input isr̂.s/ = 1=sn+1. The control error is the signal

r z
C PF

Figure 2.1: Single-loop control system configuration
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2.2. Steady state error behavior 61

" defined by

".t/ = r.t/− y.t/; t ≥ 0: (2.2)

The steady-state error,if it exists,is

"∞ = lim
t→∞ ".t/: (2.3)

The Laplace transform of the control error is

"̂.s/ = r̂.s/− ŷ.s/ = 1
sn+1
− H.s/

sn+1
= 1− H.s/

sn+1
: (2.4)

The function

H = PCF
1+ PC

= L
1+ L

F (2.5)

is the closed-loop transfer function.L = PC is the loop gain.
Assuming that the closed-loop system is stable, so that all the poles ofH are in the left-half

plane, we may apply the final value theorem of Laplace transform theory. It follows that the
steady-state error,if it exists, is given by

".n/∞ = lim
s↓0

s"̂.s/ = lim
s↓0

1− H.s/
sn

; (2.6)

with n the order of the polynomial reference input. Assume for the moment that no prefilter is
installed, that is, ifF.s/ = 1. Then

1− H.s/ = 1
1+ L.s/

; (2.7)

and the steady-state error is

".n/∞ = lim
s↓0

1
sn[1+ L.s/]

: (2.8)

This equation allows to compute the steady-state error of the response of the closed-loop system
to the polynomial reference input (2.1).

2.2.2 Typek systems

A closed-loop system with loop gainL is of type k if for some integerk the limit lims↓0 skL.s/
exists and is nonzero. The system is of typek if and only if the loop gainL has exactlyk poles
in the origin. If the system is of typek then

lim
s↓0

snL.s/

 =∞ for 0≤ n< k;
6= 0 for n= k;
= 0 for n> k:

(2.9)

Consequently, from (2.8) we have for a typek system without prefilter (that is, ifF.s/ = 1)

lim
s↓0

".n/∞

 = 0 for 0≤ n< k;
6= 0 for n= k;
=∞ for n> k:

(2.10)
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62 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

Hence, if the system is of typek and stable then it has a zero steady-state error for polynomial
reference inputs of order less thank, a nonzero finite steady-state error for an input of orderk,
and an infinite steady-state error for inputs of order greater thank.

A type 0 system has a nonzero but finite steady-state error for a step reference input, and an
infinite steady-state error for ramp and higher-order inputs.

A type 1 system has zero steady-state error for a step input, a finite steady-state error for a
ramp input, and infinite steady-state error for inputs of order two or higher.

A type 2 system has zero steady-state error for step and ramp inputs, a finite steady-state error
for a second-order input, and infinite steady-state error for inputs of order three or higher.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the relation between system type and steady-state errors.

0 10 20 30
0

0.5

1

0 10 20 30
0

0.5

1

0 5 10 15 20
0

10

20

0 5 10 15 20
0
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20

0 5 10
0

50

100

0 5 10
0

50

100

Nonzero position error Zero position error

Nonzero velocity error Zero velocity error

Nonzero acceleration error Zero acceleration error

type 0

type 1

type 1

type 2

type 2

type 3

timetime

Figure 2.2: System type and steady-state errors

Exercise 2.2.1 (Typek systems with prefilter). The results of this subsection have been proved
if no prefilter is used, that is,F.s/ = 1. What condition needs to be imposed onF in case a
prefilter is used? �

2.2.3 Error constants

If the system is of type 0 then the steady-state error for step inputs is

".0/∞ =
1

1+ L.0/
= 1

1+ Kp
: (2.11)

The numberKp = L.0/ is theposition error constant.
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2.2. Steady state error behavior 63

Table 2.1: Steady-state errors

Input

System step ramp parabola

type 0 1
1+ Kp

∞ ∞

type 1 0 1
Kv

∞

type 2 0 0 1
Ka

For a type 1 system the steady-state error for a ramp input is

".1/∞ = lim
s↓0

1
s[1+ L.s/]

= lim
s↓0

1
sL.s/

= 1
Kv
: (2.12)

The numberKv = lims↓0 sL.s/ is thevelocity constant.
The steady-state error of a type 2 system to a second-order input is

".2/∞ = lim
s↓0

1
s2L.s/

= 1
Ka
: (2.13)

The numberKa = lims↓0 s2L.s/ is theacceleration constant.
Table 2.1 summarizes the various steady-state errors. In each case, the larger the error constant

is the smaller is the corresponding steady-state error.
The position, velocity and acceleration error provide basic requirements that must be satisfied

by servomechanism systems depending upon their functional role.
The steady-state error results are robust in the sense that if the coefficients of the transfer

function of the system vary then the error constants also vary but the zero steady-state error
properties are preserved — as long as the system does not change its type. Thus, for a type 1
system the velocity error constant may vary due to parametric uncertainty in the system. As long
as the type 1 property is not destroyed the system preserves its zero steady-state position error.

Exercise 2.2.2 (Steady-state response to polynomial disturbance inputs).Consider the feed-
back loop with disturbance input of Fig. 2.3. Suppose that the closed-loop system is stable, and
that the disturbance is polynomial of the form

v.t/ = tn

n!
1.t/; t ≥ 0: (2.14)

Show that the steady-state response of the output is given by

zn
∞ = lim

t→∞ z.t/ = lim
s↓0

1
sn[1+ L.s/]

: (2.15)

This formula is identical to the expression (2.8) for the steady-state error of the response to a
polynomial reference input.

It follows that a typek system has a zero steady-state response to polynomial disturbances of
order less thank, a nonzero finite steady-state response for polynomial disturbances of orderk,
and an infinite steady-state response for polynomial disturbances of order greater thank. �
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64 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

Exercise 2.2.3 (Steady-state errors and closed-loop poles and zeros).Suppose that the closed-
loop transfer functionGcl of (2.5) is expanded in factored form as

Gcl.s/ = k
.s+ z1/.s+ z2/ · · · .s+ zm/

.s+ p1/.s+ p2/ · · · .s+ pn/
: (2.16)

1. Prove that the position error constant may be expressed as

Kp =
k
∏m

j=1 zj∏n
j=1 pj − k

∏m
j=1 zj

: (2.17)

2. Suppose thatKp =∞, that is, the system has zero position error. Prove that the velocity
and acceleration error constants may be expressed as

1
Kv
=

n∑
j=1

1
pj
−

m∑
j=1

1
zj

(2.18)

and

1
Ka
= 1

2

(
m∑

j=1

1

z2
j

−
n∑

j=1

1

p2
j

− 1
K2
v

)
; (2.19)

respectively.Hint: Prove that 1=Kv = −G′cl.0/ and 1=Ka = −G′′cl.0/=2, with the prime
denoting the derivative. Next differentiate lnGcl.s/ twice with respect tos at s= 0, with
Gcl given by (2.16).

These results originate from Truxal (1955).
The relations (2.18) and (2.19) represent the connection between the error constants and the

system response characteristics. We observe that the further the closed-loop poles are from the
origin, the larger the velocity constantKv is. The velocity constant may also be increased by
having closed-loop zeros close to the origin. �

2.3 Integral control

Integral control is a remarkably effective classical technique to achieve low-frequency disturbance
attenuation. It moreover has a useful robustness property.

Disturbance attenuation is achieved by making the loop gain large. The loop gain may be
made large at low frequencies, and indeed infinite at zero frequency, by including a factor 1=s in
the loop gainL.s/ = P.s/C.s/. If P.s/ has no “natural” factor 1=s then this is accomplished by
including the factor in the compensator transfer functionC by choosing

C.s/ = C0.s/
s

: (2.20)

The rational functionC0 remains to be selected. The compensatorC.s/ may be considered as
the series connection of a system with transfer functionC0.s/ and another with transfer function
1=s. Because a system with transfer function 1=s is an integrator, a compensator of this type is
said to haveintegrating action.

If the loop gainL.s/ has a factor 1=s then in the terminology of§ 2.2 (p. 60) the system is of
type 1. Its response to a step reference input has a zero steady-state error.
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2.3. Integral control 65

Obviously, if L0.s/ contains no factors then the loop gain

L.s/ = L0.s/
s

(2.21)

is infinite at zero frequency and very large at low frequencies. As a result, the sensitivity function
S, which is given by

S.s/ = 1
1+ L.s/

= 1

1+ L0.s/
s

= s
s+ L0.s/

; (2.22)

is zero at zero frequency and, by continuity, small at low frequencies. The fact thatS is zero
at zero frequency implies that zero frequency disturbances, that is, constant disturbances, are
completely eliminated. This is calledconstant disturbance rejection.

e

v

z
L

Figure 2.3: Feedback loop

Exercise 2.3.1 (Rejection of constant disturbances).Make the last statement clearer by prov-
ing that if the closed-loop system of Fig. 2.3 has integrating action and is stable, then its response
z (from any initial condition) to a constant disturbancev.t/ = 1, t ≥ 0, has the property

lim
t→∞z.t/ = 0: (2.23)

Hint: Use Laplace transforms and the final value property. �

The constant disturbance rejection property isrobustwith respect to plant and compensator
perturbations as long as the perturbations are such that

• the loop gain still contains the factor 1=s, and

• the closed-loop system remains stable.

In a feedback system with integrating action, the transfer function of the series connection of the
plant and compensator contains a factor 1=s. A system with transfer function 1=s is capable of
generating a constant output with zero input. Hence, the series connection may be thought of as
containing amodelof the mechanism that generates constant disturbances, which are precisely
the disturbances that the feedback system rejects. This notion has been generalized (Wonham
1979a) to what is known as theinternal model principle. This principle states that if a feedback
system is to reject certain disturbances then it should contain a model of the mechanism that
generates the disturbances.

Exercise 2.3.2 (Typek control). The loop gain of a typek system contains a factor 1=sk, with k
a positive integer. Prove that if a typek closed-loop system as in Fig. 2.3 is stable then it rejects
disturbances of the form

v.t/ = tn

n!
; t ≥ 0; (2.24)
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66 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

with n any nonnegative integer such thatn≤ k− 1. “Rejects” means that for such disturbances
lim t→∞ z.t/ = 0. �

Compensators with integrating action are easy to build. Their effectiveness in achieving low
frequency disturbance attenuation and the robustness of this property make “integral control” a
popular tool in practical control system design. The following variants are used:

• Pure integral control,with compensator transfer function

C.s/ = 1
sTi
: (2.25)

The single design parameterTi (called thereset time) does not always allow achieving
closed-loop stability or sufficient bandwidth.

• Proportional and integral control,also known asPI control, with compensator transfer
function

C.s/ = g

(
1+ 1

sTi

)
; (2.26)

gives considerably more flexibility.

• PID (proportional-integral-derivative)control, finally, is based on a compensator transfer
function of the type

C.s/ = g

(
sTd+ 1+ 1

sTi

)
: (2.27)

Td is thederivative time. The derivative action may help to speed up response but tends to
make the closed-loop system less robust for high frequency perturbations.

Derivative action technically cannot be realized. In any case it would be undesirable be-
cause it greatly amplifies noise at high frequencies. Therefore the derivative termsTd in
(2.27) in practice is replaced with a “tame” differentiator

sTd

1+ sT
; (2.28)

with T a small time constant.

Standard PID controllers are commercially widely available. In practice they are often tuned
experimentally with the help of the rules developed by Ziegler and Nichols (see for instance
Franklin, Powell, and Emami-Naeini (1991)). The Ziegler-Nichols rules (Ziegler and Nichols
1942) were developed under the assumption that the plant transfer function is of a well-damped
low-pass type. When tuning a P-, PI- or PID-controller according to the Ziegler-Nichols rules
first a P-controller is connected to the plant. The controller gaing is increased until undamped
oscillations occur. The corresponding gain is denoted as asg0 and the period of oscillation asT0.
Then the parameters of the PID-controller are given by

P-controller: g= 0:5g0, Ti =∞, Td = 0,

PI-controller: g= 0:45g0, Ti = 0:85T0, Td = 0,

PID-controller: g= 0:6g0, Ti = 0:5T0, Td = 0:125T0.
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2.3. Integral control 67

e u

v

zPID-
controller

nonlinear
plant

Figure 2.4: Nonlinear plant with integral control

The corresponding closed-loop system has a relative damping of about 0.25, and its closed-loop
step response to disturbances has a pak value of about 0.4. Normally experimental fine tuning is
needed to obtain the best results.

Integral control also works for nonlinear plants. Assume that the plant in the block diagram
of Fig. 2.4 has the reasonable property that for every constant inputu0 there is a unique constant
steady-state outputw0, and that the plant may maintain any constant outputw0. The “integral
controller” (of type I, PI or PID) has the property that it maintains a constant outputu0 if and
only if its input e is zero. Hence, if the disturbance is a constant signalv0 then the closed-loop
system is in steady-state if and only if the error signale is zero. Therefore, if the closed-loop
system is stable then it rejects constant disturbances.

Example 2.3.3 (Integral control of the cruise control system).The linearized cruise control
system of Example 1.2.1 (p. 3) has the linearized plant transfer function

P.s/ =
1
T

s+ 1
�

: (2.29)

If the system is controlled with pure integral control

C.s/ = 1
sTi

(2.30)

then the loop gain and sensitivity functions are

L.s/ = P.s/C.s/ =
1

TTi

s.s+ 1
�
/
; S.s/ = 1

1+ L.s/
= s.s+ 1

�
/

s2+ 1
�
s+ 1

TTi

: (2.31)

The roots of the denominator polynomial

s2+ 1
�

s+ 1
TTi

(2.32)

are the closed-loop poles. Since�, T andTi are all positive these roots have negative real parts,
so that the closed-loop system is stable. Figure 2.5 shows the loci of the roots asTi varies
from∞ to 0 (see also§ 2.7 (p. 88)). Write the closed-loop denominator polynomial (2.32) as
s2+ 2�0!0s+!2

0, with !0 the resonance frequency and�0 the relative damping. It easily follows
that

!0 = 1√
TTi

; �0 = 1=�
2!0
=
√

TTi

2�
: (2.33)

The best time response is obtained for�0 = 1
2

√
2, or

Ti = 2�2

T
: (2.34)
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0

Ti ↓ 0
Im

Re− 1
�

−1
2�

Figure 2.5: Root loci for the cruise control system. The×s mark the open-
loop poles

If T = � = 10 [s] (corresponding to a cruising speed of 50% of the top speed) thenTi = 20 [s].
It follows that!0 = 1=

√
200≈ 0:07 [rad/s]. Figure 2.6 shows the Bode magnitude plot of the

resulting sensitivity function. The plot indicates that constant disturbance rejection is obtained as
well as low-frequency disturbance attenuation, but that the closed-loop bandwidth is not greater
than the bandwidth of about 0.1 [rad/s] of the open-loop system.

IncreasingTi decreases the bandwidth. DecreasingTi beyond 2�2=T does not increase the
bandwidth but makes the sensitivity functionS peak. This adversely affects robustness. Band-
width improvement without peaking may be achieved by introducing proportional gain. (See
Exercise 2.6.2, p. 85.) �

101

100

10−1

10−2

10−3 10−2 10−1 100

20 dB

20 dB

-20 dB

-40 dB

|S|

angular frequency [rad/s]

Figure 2.6: Magnitude plot of the sensitivity function of the cruise control
system with integrating action

Exercise 2.3.4 (PI control of the cruise control system).Show that by PI control constant
disturbance rejection and low-frequency disturbance attenuation may be achieved for the cruise
control system with satisfactory gain and phase margins for any closed-loop bandwidth allowed
by the plant capacity. �

Exercise 2.3.5 (Integral control of a MIMO plant). Suppose that Fig. 2.3 (p. 65) represents a
stable MIMO feedback loop with rational loop gain matrixL such that alsoL−1 is a well-defined
rational matrix function. Prove that the feedback loop rejects constant disturbances if and only if
L−1.0/ = 0. �

Exercise 2.3.6 (Integral control and constant input disturbances).Not infrequently distur-
bances enter the plant at the input, as schematically indicated in Fig. 2.7. In this case the transfer
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disturbance
v

C P
y

Figure 2.7: Plant with input disturbance

function from the disturbancesv to the control system outputz is

R= P
1+ PC

: (2.35)

Suppose that the system has integrating action, that is, the loop gainL = PC has a pole at 0.
Prove that constant disturbances at the input are rejected if and only the integrating action is
localized in the compensator. �

2.4 Frequency response plots

2.4.1 Introduction

In classical as in modern control engineering the graphical representation of frequency responses
is an important tool in understanding and studying the dynamics of control systems. In this section
we review three well-known ways of presenting frequency responses: Bode plots, Nyquist plots,
and Nichols plots.

Consider a stable linear time-invariant system with inputu, outputy and transfer functionL.
A sinusoidal inputu.t/ = ûsin.!t/, t ≥ 0, results in the steady-state sinusoidal outputy.t/ =
ŷsin.!t+ �/, t ≥ 0. The amplitudêy and phase� of the output are given by

ŷ= |L.j!/| û; � = argL.j!/: (2.36)

The magnitude|L.j!/| of the frequency response functionL.j!/ is thegainat the frequency!.
Its argument argL.j!/ is thephase shift.

Write

L.s/ = k
.s− z1/.s− z2/ · · · .s− zm/

.s− p1/.s− p2/ · · · .z− pn/
; (2.37)

with k a constant,z1, z2, · · · , zm the zeros, andp1, p2, · · · , pn the poles of the system. Then for any
s= j! the magnitude and phase ofL.j!/may be determined by measuring the vector lengths and
angles from the pole-zero pattern as in Fig. 2.8. The magnitude ofL follows by appropriately
multiplying and dividing the lengths. The phase ofL follows by adding and subtracting the
angles.

A pole pi that is close to the imaginary axis leads to a short vector lengths− pi at values of
! in the neighborhood of Impi. This results in large magnitude|L.j!/| at this frequency, and
explains why a pole that is close to the imaginary axis leads to a resonance peak in the frequency
response.
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0

0

resonance peak

p1

p2

p3 z1

Im p1

Im p1

!pole
zero

Re
|L|

j!

Figure 2.8: Frequency response determined from the pole-zero pattern

2.4.2 Bode plots

A frequency response functionL.j!/,! ∈R, may be plotted in two separate graphs, magnitude as
a function of frequency, and phase as a function of frequency. When the frequency and magnitude
scales are logarithmic the combined set of the two graphs is called theBode diagramof L.
Individually, the graphs are referred to as theBode magnitude plotand theBode phase plot.
Figure 2.9 shows the Bode diagrams of a second-order frequency response function for different
values of the relative damping.
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Figure 2.9: Bode diagram of the transfer function!2
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2+ 2�0!0+!2
0/ for

various values of�0

The construction of Bode diagrams for rational transfer functions follows simple steps. Write
the frequency response function in the factored form

L.j!/ = k
.j!− z1/.j!− z2/ · · · .j!− zm/

.j!− p1/.j!− p2/ · · · .j!− pn/
: (2.38)

It follows for the logarithm of the amplitude and for the phase

log|L.j!/| = log|k| +
m∑

i=1

log|j!− zi | −
n∑

i=1

log|j!− pi|; (2.39)
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argL.j!/ = argk+
m∑

i=1

arg.j!− zi /−
n∑

i=1

arg.j!− pi/: (2.40)

The asymptotes of the individual terms of (2.39) and (2.40) may be drawn without computation.
For a first-order factors+!0 we have

log|j!+ !0| ≈
{

log|!0| for 0≤ !� |!0|;
log! for !� |!0|; (2.41)

arg.j!+ !0/ ≈
{

arg.!0/ for 0≤ !� |!0|;
90◦ for !� |!0|: (2.42)

The asymptotes for the doubly logarithmic amplitude plot are straight lines. The low frequency
asymptote is a constant. The high frequency asymptote has slope 1 decade/decade. If the ampli-
tude is plotted in decibels then the slope is 20 dB/decade. The amplitude asymptotes intersect at
the frequency|!0|. The phase moves from arg.!0/ (0◦ if !0 is positive) at low frequencies to
90◦ (³=2 rad) at high frequencies. Figure 2.10 shows the amplitude and phase curves for the first
order factor and their asymptotes (for!0 positive).
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Figure 2.10: Bode amplitude and phase plots for the factors+ !0. Dashed:
low- and high-frequency asymptotes.

Factors corresponding to complex conjugate pairs of poles or zeros are best combined to a
second-order factor of the form

s2+ 2�0!0s+ !2
0: (2.43)

Asymptotically,

log|.j!/2+ 2�0!0.j!/+ !2
0| ≈

{
2 log|!0| for 0≤ !� |!0|;
2 log! for !� |!0|; (2.44)

arg..j!/2+ 2�0!0.j!/+ !2
0/ ≈

{
0 for 0≤ !� |!0|;
180◦ for !� |!0|: (2.45)
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Figure 2.11: Bode plots for a second-order factors2+ 2�0!0s+ !2
0 for dif-

ferent values of the relative damping�0. Dashed: low- and high-frequency
asymptotes

The low frequency amplitude asymptote is again a constant. In the Bode magnitude plot the high
frequency amplitude asymptote is a straight line with slope 2 decades/decade (40 dB/decade).
The asymptotes intersect at the frequency|!0|. The phase goes from 0◦ at low frequencies to
180◦ at high frequencies. Figure 2.11 shows amplitude and phase plots for different values of the
relative damping�0 (with !0 positive).

Bode plots of high-order transfer functions, in particular asymptotic Bode plots, are obtained
by adding log magnitude and phase contributions from first- and second-order factors.

The “asymptotic Bode plots” of first- and second-order factors follow by replacing the low
frequency values of magnitude and phase by the low frequency asymptotes at frequencies below
the break frequency, and similarly using the high-frequency asymptotes above the break fre-
quency. High-order asymptotic Bode plots follow by adding and subtracting the asymptotic plots
of the first- and second-order factors that make up the transfer function.

As shown in Fig. 2.12 the gain and phase margins of a stable feedback loop may easily be
identified from the Bode diagram of the loop gain frequency response function.

Exercise 2.4.1 (Complex conjugate pole pair).Consider the factors2 + 2�0!0s+ !2
0. The

positive number!0 is the characteristic frequency and�0 the relative damping.

1. Prove that for|�0| < 1 the roots of the factor are the complex conjugate pair

!0

(
−�0± j

√
1− �2

0

)
: (2.46)

For |�0| ≥ 1 the roots are real.

2. Prove that in the diagram of Fig. 2.13 the distance of the complex conjugate pole pair to
the origin is!0, and that the angle� equals arccos�0.
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Figure 2.12: Gain and phase margins from the Bode plot of the loop gain

3. Assume that 0< �0 < 1. At which frequency has the amplitude plot of the factor.j!/2+
2�0!0.j!/+ !2

0, ! ∈ R, its minimum (and, hence, has the amplitude plot of its reciprocal
its maximum)? Note that this frequency is not precisely!0.

�

0

j!0

√
1− �2

−�!0

�

Re

Im

Figure 2.13: Complex conjugate root pair of the factors2+ 2�0!0+ !2
0

Exercise 2.4.2 (Transfer function and Bode plot).Consider the loop gainL whose Bode dia-
gram is given in Fig. 2.14.

1. Use Bode’s gain-phase relationship (§ 1.6, p. 34) to conclude from the Bode plot that the
loop gain is (probably) minimum-phase, and, hence, stable. Next argue that the corre-
sponding closed-loop system is stable.

2. Fit the Bode diagram as best as possible by a rational pole-zero representation.

The conclusion of (a) is correct as long as outside the frequency range considered the frequency
response behaves in agreement with the low- and high-frequency asymptotes inferred from the
plot. This is especially important for the low-frequency behavior. Slow dynamics that change
the number of encirclements of the Nyquist plot invalidate the result. �
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Figure 2.14: Bode diagram of a loop gainL

2.4.3 Nyquist plots

In § 1.3 (p. 11) we already encountered theNyquist plot,which is a polar plot of the frequency
response function with the frequency! as parameter. If frequency is not plotted along the locus
— a service that some packages fail to provide — then the Nyquist plot is less informative than
the Bode diagram. Figure 2.15 shows the Nyquist plots of the second-order frequency response
functions of Fig. 2.9.

Normally the Nyquist plot is only sketched for 0≤ ! <∞. The plot for negative frequencies
follows by mirroring with respect to the real axis.

If L is strictly proper then for!→∞ the Nyquist plot approaches the origin. WriteL in
terms of its poles and zeros as in (2.37). Then asymptotically

L.j!/ ≈ k
.j!/n−m

for !→∞: (2.47)

If k is positive then the Nyquist plot approaches the origin at an angle−.n−m/× 90◦. The
numbern−m is called thepole-zero excessor relative degreeof the system.

In control systems of typek the loop gainL has a pole of orderk at the origin. Hence, at low
frequencies the loop frequency response asymptotically behaves as

L.j!/ ≈ c
.j!/k

for ! ↓ 0; (2.48)

with c a real constant. Ifk = 0 then for! ↓ 0 the Nyquist plot ofL approaches a point on the
real axis. Ifk > 0 andc is positive then the Nyquist plot goes to infinity at an angle−k× 90◦.
Figure 2.16 illustrates this.

Exercise 2.4.3 (Nyquist plots).Prove the following observations.

1. The shape of the Nyquist plot ofL.s/= 1=.1+ sT/ is a circle whose center and radius are
independent ofT.
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2. The shape of the Nyquist plot ofL.s/ = 1=.1+ sT1/.1+ sT2/ only depends on the ratio
T1=T2. The shape is the same forT1=T2 = Þ andT2=T1 = Þ.

3. The shape of the Nyquist plot ofL.s/ = !2
0=.!

2
0+ 2�!0s+ s2/ is independent of!0.

�

2.4.4 M- and N-circles

Consider a simple unit feedback loop with loop gainL as in Fig. 2.17. The closed-loop transfer
function of the system equals the complementary sensitivity function

H = T = L
1+ L

: (2.49)

M- andN-circlesare a graphical tool — typical for the classical control era — to determine the
closed-loop frequency response function from the Nyquist plot of the loop gainL.

r yL

Figure 2.17: Unit feedback loop

An M-circle is the locus of pointsz in the complex plane where the magnitude of the complex
number

z
1+ z

(2.50)

is constant and equal toM. An M-circle has center and radius

center

(
M2

1− M2
;0

)
; radius

∣∣∣∣ M
1− M2

∣∣∣∣ : (2.51)

An N-circle is the locus of points in the complex plane where the argument of the number (2.50)
is constant and equal to arctanN. An N-circle has center and radius

center

(
−1

2
;

1
2N

)
; radius

1
2

√
1+ 1

N2 : (2.52)

Figure 2.18 shows the arrangement ofM- andN-circles in the complex plane.
The magnitude of the closed-loop frequency response and complementary sensitivity function

T may be found from the points of intersection of the Nyquist plot of the loop gainL with the
M-circles. Likewise, the phase ofT follows from the intersections with theN-circles.

Figure 2.18 includes a typical Nyquist plot of the loop gainL. These are some of the features
of the closed-loop response that are obtained by inspection of the intersections with theM-circles:

• The height of the resonance peak is the maximum value ofM encountered along the
Nyquist plot.

• The resonance frequency!m is the frequency where this maximum occurs.
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Figure 2.18:M- circles (left) andN-circles (right)

• The bandwidth is the frequency at which the Nyquist plot intersects the 0.707 circle (the
−3 dB circle).

These and other observations provide useful indications how to modify and shape the loop fre-
quency response to improve the closed-loop properties. TheM- and N-loci are more often in-
cluded in Nichols plots (see the next subsection) than in Nyquist plots.

Exercise 2.4.4 (M- and N-circles). Verify the formulas (2.51) and (2.52) for the centers and
radii of theM- andN-circles. �

2.4.5 Nichols plots

The linear scales of the Nyquist plot sometimes obscure the large range of values over which
the magnitude of the loop gain varies. Also, the effect of changing the compensator frequency
response functionC or the plant frequency response functionP on the Nyquist plot of the loop
gainL = PC cannot always easily be predicted.

Both difficulties may be overcome by plotting the loop gain in the form of aNichols plot
(James, Nichols, and Philips 1947). A Nichols plot is obtained by plotting the log magnitude
of the loop gain frequency response function versus its phase. In these coordinates, theM- en
N-circles transform toM- and N- loci. The phase–log magnitude plane together with a set of
M- andN-loci is called aNichols chart. In Fig. 2.19 Nichols plots are given of the second-order
frequency response functions whose Bode diagrams and Nyquist plots are shown in Figs. 2.9
(p. 70) and 2.15 (p. 75), respectively.

In a Nichols diagram, gain change corresponds to a vertical shift and phase change to a
horizontal shift. This makes it easy to assess the effect of changes of the compensator frequency
response functionC or the plant frequency response functionP on the loop gainL = PC.

Exercise 2.4.5 (Gain and phase margins in the Nichols plot).Explain how the gain margin
and phase margin of a stable feedback loop may be identified from the Nichols plot. �
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Exercise 2.4.6 (Lag-lead compensator).Consider a compensator with the second-order transfer
function

C.s/ = .1+ sT1/.1+ sT2/

.1+ sT1/.1+ sT2/+ sT12
: (2.53)

T1, T2 andT12 are time constants. The corresponding frequency response function is

C.j!/ = .1− !2T1T2/+ j!.T1+ T2/

.1− !2T1T2/+ j!.T1+ T2+ T12/
; ! ∈ R: (2.54)

By a proper choice of the time constants the network acts as a lag network (that is, subtracts
phase) in the lower frequency range and as a lead network (that is, adds phase) in the higher
frequency range.

Inspection of the frequency response function (2.54) shows that numerator and denominator
simultaneously become purely imaginary at the frequency! = 1=

√
T1T2. At this frequency

the frequency response function is real. This frequency is the point where the character of the
network changes from lag to lead, and where the magnitude of the frequency response is minimal.

1. Plot the Bode, Nyquist, and Nichols diagrams of this frequency response function.

2. Prove that the Nyquist plot ofL has the shape of a circle in the right half of the complex
plane with its center on the real axis. SinceC.0/ = C.j∞/ = 1 the plot begins and ends
in the point 1.

�

2.5 Classical control system design

2.5.1 Design goals and criteria

For SISO systems we have the following partial list of typical classical performance specifica-
tions. Consider the feedback loop of Fig. 2.20. These are the basic requirements for a well-

r
PC

y

Figure 2.20: Basic feedback system

designed control system:

1. The transient response is sufficiently fast.

2. The transient response shows satisfactory damping.

3. The transient response satisfies accuracy requirements, often expressed in terms of the
error constants of§ 2.2 (p. 60).

4. The system is sufficiently insensitive to external disturbances and variations of internal
parameters.
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Figure 2.21: Frequency-domain performance quantities

These basic requirements may be further specified in terms of both a number offrequency-domain
specificationsand certaintime-domain specifications.

Figures 2.12 (p. 73) and 2.21 illustrate several important frequency-domain quantities:

Gain margin. The gain margin — see§ 1.4 (p. 20) — measures relative stability. It is defined
as the reciprocal of the magnitude of the loop frequency responseL, evaluated at the fre-
quency!³ at which the phase angle is−180 degrees. The frequency!³ is called thephase
crossover frequency.

Phase margin.The phase margin — again see§ 1.4 — also measures relative stability. It is
defined as 180◦ plus the phase angle�1 of the loop frequency responseL at the frequency
!1 where the gain is unity. The frequency!1 is called thegain crossover frequency.

Bandwidth. The bandwidthB measures the speed of response in frequency-domain terms. It
is defined as the range of frequencies over which the closed-loop frequency responseH
has a magnitude that is at least within a factor1

2

√
2 = 0:707 (3 dB) of its value at zero

frequency.

Resonance peak. Relative stability may also be measured in terms of the peak valueM of the
magnitude of the closed-loop frequency responseH (in dB), occurring at theresonance
frequency!r .

Figure 2.22 shows five important time-domain quantities that may be used for performance spec-
ifications for the response of the control system output to a step in the reference input:
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Figure 2.22: Time-domain quantities
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Delay timeTd. The delay time measures the total average delay between reference and output.
It may for instance be defined as time where the response is at 50% of the step amplitude.

Rise timeTr . The rise time expresses the “sharpness” of the leading edge of the response.
Various definitions exist. One definesTR as the time needed to rise from 10% to 90% of
the final value.

Percentage overshoot PO.This quantity expresses the maximum difference (in % of the steady-
state value) between the transient and the steady-state response to a step input.

Settling timeTs. The settling time is often defined as time required for the response to a step
input to reach and remain within a specified percentage (typically 2 or 5%) of its final
value.

Final value of error FVE. The FVE is the steady-state position error.

This list is not exhaustive. It includes no specifications of thedisturbance attenuating properties.
These specifications can not be easily expressed in general terms. They should be considered
individually for each application.

Horowitz (1963, pp. 190–194) lists a number of quasi-empirical relations between the time
domain parametersTd, Tr , Ts and the overshoot on the one hand and the frequency domain
parametersB, M and the phase at the frequencyB on the other. The author advises to use them
with caution.

Exercise 2.5.1.Cruise control system Evaluate the various time and frequency performance
indicators for the integral cruise control system design of Example 2.3.3 (p. 67). �

2.5.2 Compensator design

In the classical control engineering era the design of feedback compensation to a great extent
relied on trial-and-error procedures. Experience and engineering sense were as important as a
thorough theoretical understanding of the tools that were employed.

In this section we consider the basic goals that may be pursued from a classical point of view.
In the classical view the following series of steps leads to a successful control system design:

• Determine the plant transfer functionP based on a (linearized) model of the plant.

• Investigate the shape of the frequency responseP.j!/, ! ∈ R, to understand the properties
of the system fully.

• Consider the desired steady-state error properties of the system (see§ 2.2, p. 60). Choose
a compensator structure — for instance by introducing integrating action or lag compen-
sation — that provides the required steady-state error characteristics of the compensated
system.

• Plot the Bode, Nyquist or Nichols diagram of the loop frequency response of the compen-
sated system. Adjust the gain to obtain a desired degree of stability of the system.M- and
N-circles are useful tools. The gain and phase margins are measures for the success of the
design.

• If the specifications are not met then determine the adjustment of the loop gain frequency
response function that is required. Use lag, lead, lag-lead or other compensation to realize
the necessary modification of the loop frequency response function. The Bode gain-phase
relation sets the limits.
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The graphic tools essential to go through these steps that were developed in former time now are
integrated in computer aided design environments.

The design sequence summarizes the main ideas of classical control theory developed in the
period 1940–1960. It is presented in terms ofshaping loop transfer functionsfor single-input,
single-output systems.

In § 2.6 (p. 82) we consider techniques for loop shaping using simple controller structures
— lead, lag, and lead-lag compensators. In§ 2.8 (p. 89) we discuss the Guillemin-Truxal design
procedure. Section 2.9 (p. 93) is devoted to Horowitz’s Quantitative Feedback Theory (Horowitz
and Sidi 1972), which allows to impose and satisfy quantitative bounds on the robustness of the
feedback system.

2.6 Lead, lag, and lag-lead compensation

2.6.1 Introduction

In this section we discuss the classical techniques of lead, lag, and lag-lead compensation. An
extensive account of these techniques is given by Dorf (1992).

2.6.2 Lead compensation

Making the loop gainL large at low frequencies — by introducing integrating action or making
the static gain large — may result in a Nyquist plot that shows unstable behavior. Even if the
closed-loop system is stable the gain and phase margins may be unacceptably small, resulting in
nearly unstable, oscillatory behavior.
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Figure 2.23: Nyquist plot of uncompensated and compensated plant

Figure 2.23 shows an instance of this. To obtain satisfactory stability we may reshape the loop
gain in such a way that its Nyquist plot remains outside anM-circle that guarantees sufficient
closed-loop damping. A minimal value ofM = 1:4 (3 dB) might be a useful choice.
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The required phase advance in the resonance frequency region may be obtained by utilizing a
phase-advance network in series with the plant. The network may be of first order with frequency
response function

C.j!/ = Þ 1+ j!T
1+ j!ÞT

: (2.55)

For 0< Þ < 1 we obtain a lead compensator and forÞ > 1 a lag compensator. In the first case the
compensator creates phase advance, in the second it creates extra phase lag. Figure 2.24 shows
the Bode diagrams.
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Figure 2.24: Log magnitude and phase of lead and lag compensatorsC.s/=
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Over the frequency interval.1=T;1=ÞT/ the phase advance compensator has the character
of a differentiating network. By makingÞ sufficiently small the compensator may be given the
character of a differentiator over a large enough frequency range.

Phase lead compensation, also used in PD control, increases the bandwidth and, hence, makes
the closed-loop system faster. Keeping the Nyquist plot away from the critical point−1 has the
effect of improving the transient response.

Phase lead compensation results in an increase of the resonance frequency. If very small
values ofÞ are used then the danger of undesired amplification of measurement noise in the loop
exists. The bandwidth increase associated with makingÞ small may aggravate the effect of high
frequency parasitic dynamics in the loop.

The characteristics of phase-lead compensation are reviewed in Table 2.2. An application of
lead compensation is described in Example 2.6.3 (p. 86).

Exercise 2.6.1 (Specifics of the first-order lead or lag compensator).Inspection of Fig. 2.24
shows that the maximum amount of phase lead or lag that may be obtained with the compensator
(2.55) is determined byÞ. Also the width of the frequency window over which significant phase
lead or lag is achieved depends onÞ. Finally, the low frequency gain loss (for lead compensation)
or gain boost (for lag compensation) depend onÞ.
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84 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

1. Prove that the peak phase lead or lag occurs at the normalized frequency

!peakT = 1=
√
Þ; (2.56)

and that the peak phase lead or lag equals

�max= arctan
1
2

∣∣∣∣ 1√
Þ
−√Þ

∣∣∣∣ : (2.57)

2. Show that the width of the window over which phase lead or lag is effected is roughly∣∣log10Þ
∣∣ decades.

3. Show that the low frequency gain loss or boost is 20
∣∣log10Þ

∣∣ dB.

Figure 2.25 shows plots of the peak phase lead or lag, the window width, and the low-frequency
gain loss or boost. �
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Figure 2.25: Peak phase lead or lag

First-order phase advance compensation is not effective against resonant modes in the plant
corresponding to second order dynamics with low damping. The rapid change of phase from 0
to −180 degrees caused by lightly damped second-order dynamics cannot adequately be coun-
tered. This requires compensation by a second order filter (called anotch filter) with zeros near
the lightly damped poles and stable poles on the real line at a considerable distance from the
imaginary axis.

2.6.3 Lag compensation

The loop gain may be increased at low frequencies by a lag compensator. If the time constantT
in

C.j!/ = Þ 1+ j!T
1+ j!ÞT

(2.58)

is chosen such that 1=T is much greater than the resonance frequency!R of the loop gain then
there is hardly any additional phase lag in the crossover region. In the limitÞ→∞ the compen-
sator frequency response function becomes

C.j!/ = 1+ 1
j!T

: (2.59)
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of lead and lag compensation design
Compensation Phase-lead Phase-lag

Method Addition of phase-lead angle near
the crossover frequency

Increase the gain at low frequencies

Purpose Improve the phase margin and the
transient response

Increase the error constants while
maintaining the phase margin and
transient response properties

Applications When a fast transient response is
desired

When error constants are specified

Results Increases the system bandwidth Decreases the system bandwidth
Advantages Yields desired response Suppresses high frequency noise

Speeds dynamic response Reduces the steady-state error
Disadvantages Increases the bandwidth and thus

the susceptibility to measurement
noise

Slows down the transient response

Not applicable If the phase decreases rapidly near
the crossover frequency

If no low frequency range exists
where the phase is equal to the
desired phase margin

This is a compensator with proportional and integral action.
Increasing the low frequency gain by lag compensation reduces the steady-state errors. It also

has the effect of decreasing the bandwidth, and, hence, making the closed-loop system slower.
On the other hand, the effect of high frequency measurement noise is reduced. Table 2.2 reviews
and summarizes the characteristics of lead and lag compensation.

Lag compensation is fully compatible with phase-lead compensation as the two compensa-
tions affect frequency regions that are widely apart.

Exercise 2.6.2 (Phase lag compensation).An example of phase lag compensation is the integral
compensation scheme for the cruise control system of Example 2.3.3 (p. 67). The first-order
plant requires a large gain boost at low frequencies for good steady-state accuracy. This gain is
provided by integral control. As we also saw in Example 2.3.3 (p. 67) pure integral control limits
the bandwidth. To speed up the response additional phase lead compensation is needed.

To accomplish this modify the pure integral compensation scheme to the PI compensator

C.s/ = k
1+ sTi

sTi
: (2.60)

This provides integrating action up to the frequency 1=Ti. At higher frequencies the associated
90◦ phase lag vanishes. A suitable choice for the frequency 1=Ti is, say, half a decade below the
desired bandwidth.

Suppose that the desired bandwidth is 0.3 [rad/s]. SelectTi as recommended, and choose the
gain k such that the loop gain crossover frequency is 0.3 [rad/s]. Check whether the resulting
design is satisfactory. �

2.6.4 Lag-lead compensation

We illustrate the design of a lag-lead compensator by an example. Note the successive design
steps.
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86 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

Example 2.6.3 (Lag-lead compensator).Consider the simple second-order plant with transfer
function

P.s/ = !2
0

s2+ 2�0!0s+ !2
0

; (2.61)

with !0 = 0:1 [rad/s] and�0 = 0:2. The system is poorly damped. The design specifications are

• Constant disturbance rejection by integral action.

• A closed-loop bandwidth of 1 [rad/s].

• Satisfactory gain and phase margins.

Step 1: Lag compensation.To achieve integral control we introduce lag compensation of the
form

C0.s/ = k0
1+ sTi

sTi
: (2.62)

The phase lag compensation may be extended to 1 decade below the desired bandwidth
by choosing 1=Ti = 0:1 [rad/s], that is,Ti = 10 [s]. Lettingk0 = 98:6 makes sure that the
crossover frequency of the loop gain is 1 [rad/s]. Figure 2.26 shows the Bode diagram of
the resulting loop gain. Inspection reveals a negative phase margin, so that the closed-loop
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Figure 2.26: Bode diagrams of the loop gain

system is unstable.

Step 2. Phase lead compensation.We stabilize the closed loop by lead compensation of the
form

C1.s/ = k1Þ
1+ sT

1+ sÞT
: (2.63)
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Phase advance is needed in the frequency region between, say, 0.1 and 10 [rad/s]. In-
spection of Fig. 2.24 or 2.25 and some experimenting leads to the choiceÞ = 0:1 and
T = 3 [rad/s]. Settingk1 = 3:3 makes the crossover frequency equal to 1 [rad/s]. The re-
sulting Bode diagram of the loop gain is included in Fig. 2.26. The closed-loop system is
stable with infinite gain margin (because the phase never goes below−180◦) and a phase
margin of more than 50◦.

Figure 2.27 shows the Bode magnitude plot of the closed-loop frequency response function
and of the closed-loop step response. They are quite adequate.
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Figure 2.27: Closed-loop frequency and step responses

Step 3. High-frequency roll-off. For measurement noise reduction and high-frequency robust-
ness we provide high-frequency roll-off of the compensator by including additional lag
compensation of the form

C2.s/ = !2
1

s2+ 2�1!1s+ !2
1

: (2.64)

Setting!1 = 10 [rad/s] and�1 = 0:5 makes the roll-off set in at 10 [rad/s] without unnec-
essary peaking and without appreciable effect in the crossover region. The corresponding
loop gain is shown in Fig. 2.26. The gain margin is now about 17 dB and the phase mar-
gin about 45◦. Figure 2.27 shows the extra roll-off of the closed-loop frequency response.
Enhancing high-frequency roll-off slightly increases the overshoot of the closed-loop step
response.

�
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88 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

2.7 The root locus approach to parameter selection

2.7.1 Introduction

The root locus technique was conceived by Evans (1950) — see also Evans (1954). It consists of
plotting the loci of the roots of the characteristic equation of the closed-loop system as a function
of a proportional gain factor in the loop transfer function. This graphical approach yields a clear
picture of the stability properties of the system as a function of the gain. It leads to a design
decision about the value of the gain.

The root locus method is not a complete design procedure. First the controller structure,
including its pole and zero locations, should be chosen. The root locus method then allows to
adjust the gain. Inspection of the loci often provides useful indications how to revise the choice
of the compensator poles and zeros.

2.7.2 Root loci rules

We review the basic construction rules for root loci. Let the loop transfer function of a feedback
system be given in the form

L.s/ = k
.s− z1/.s− z2/ · · · .s− zm/

.s− p1/.s− p2/ · · · .s− pn/
: (2.65)

For physically realizable systems the loop transfer functionL is proper, that is,m≤ n. The roots
z1; z2; · · · ; zm of the numerator polynomial are theopen-loop zerosof the system. The roots
p1; p2; · · · ; pn of the denominator polynomial are theopen-loop poles. The constantk is the
gain.

The closed-loop poles are those values ofs for which 1+ L.s/ = 0, or, equivalently,

.s− p1/.s− p2/ · · · .s− pn/+ k.s− z1/.s− z2/ · · · .s− zm/ = 0: (2.66)

Under the assumption thatm≤ n there are preciselyn closed-loop poles. Theroot loci are the
loci of the closed-loop poles ask varies from 0 to+∞.

Computer calculations based on subroutines for the calculation of the roots of a polynomial
are commonly used to provide accurate plots of the root loci. The graphical rules that follow
provide useful insight into the general properties of root loci.

Summary 2.7.1 (Basic construction rules for root loci).

1. Fork= 0 the closed-loop poles coincide with the open-loop polesp1, p2, · · · , pn.

2. If k→∞ thenmof the closed-loop poles approach the (finite) open-loop zerosz1, z2, · · · ,
zm. The remainingn−m closed-loop poles tend to infinity.

3. There are as many locus branches as there are open-loop poles. Each branch starts for
k= 0 at an open-loop pole location and ends fork=∞ at an open-loop zero (which thus
may be at infinity).

4. If m< n thenn−m branches approach infinity along straight line asymptotes. The direc-
tions of the asymptotes are given by the angles

Þi = 2i + 1
n−m

³ [rad] i = 0;1; · · · ; n−m− 1: (2.67)

Thus, forn−m= 1 we haveÞ = ³, for n−m= 2 we haveÞ = ±³=2, and so on. The
angles are evenly distributed over [0;2³].
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2.8. The Guillemin-Truxal design procedure 89

5. All asymptotes intersect the real axis at a single point at a distances0 from the origin, with

s0 = .sum of open-loop poles)− (sum of open-loop zeros)
n−m

: (2.68)

6. As we consider real-rational functions only the loci are symmetrical about the real axis.
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Figure 2.28: Examples of root loci:
(a) L.s/ = k

s.s+2/ , (b) L.s/ = k.s+2/
s.s+1/ , (c) L.s/ = k

s.s+1/.s+2/

7. Those sections of the real axis located to the left of an odd total number of open-loop poles
and zeros on this axis belong to a locus.

8. There may exist points where a locus breaks away from the real axis and points where
a locus arrives on the real axis. Breakaway points occur only if the part of the real axis
located between two open-loop poles belongs to a locus. Arrival points occur only if the
part of the real axis located between two open-loop zeros belongs to a locus.

�

Figure 2.28 illustrates several typical root loci plots.
The root locus method has received much attention in the literature subsequent to Evans’

pioneering work. Its theoretical background has been studied by F¨ollinger (1958), Berman and
Stanton (1963), Krall (1961), Krall (1963), Krall (1970), and Krall and Fornaro (1967). The
application of the root locus method in control design is described in almost any basic control
engineering book — see for instance Dorf (1992), Franklin, Powell, and Emami-Naeini (1986),
Franklin, Powell, and Emami-Naeini (1991), and Van de Vegte (1990).

Exercise 2.7.2 (Root loci).Check for each of the root locus diagrams of Fig. 2.28 which of the
rules (a)–(h) of Summary 2.7.1 applies. �

2.8 The Guillemin-Truxal design procedure

2.8.1 Introduction

A network-theory oriented approach to the synthesis of feedback control systems was proposed by
Truxal (1955). The idea is simple. Instead of designing a compensator on the basis of an analysis
of the open-loop transfer function the closed-loop transfer functionH is directly chosen such that
it satisfies a number of favorable properties. Next, the compensator that realizes this behavior is
computed. Generally an approximation is necessary to arrive at a practical compensator of low
order.
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90 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

2.8.2 Procedure

Let H be the chosen closed-loop transfer function. For unit feedback systems as in Fig. 2.29 with
plant and compensator transfer functionsP andC, respectively, we have

H = PC
1+ PC

: (2.69)

Solving for the compensator transfer functionC we obtain

r y
C P

Figure 2.29: Unit feedback system

C= 1
P

H
1− H

: (2.70)

The determination of the desiredH is not simple. SometimesH may be selected on the basis of
a preliminary analysis of the behavior of a closed-loop system with a low-order compensator.

A classical approach is to consider the steady-state errors in selecting the closed-loop system.
Suppose that the closed-loop system is desired to be of typek (see§ 2.2, p. 60). Then the loop
gainL needs to be of the form

L.s/ = N.s/
skD.s/

; (2.71)

with N andD polynomials that have no roots at 0. It follows that

H.s/ = L.s/
1+ L.s/

= N.s/
skD.s/+ N.s/

= bk−1sk−1+ bk−2sk−2+ · · · + b0

sn+ bn−1sn−1+ · · · + b0
: (2.72)

Conversely, choosing the numerator and denominator coefficients this way ensures the system to
be of typek.

This still leaves considerable freedom to achieve other goals. Suppose that we select the
closed-loop transfer function as

H.s/ = b0

sn+ bn−1sn−1+ · · · + b0
; (2.73)

which implies a zero steady-state error for step inputs.

Exercise 2.8.1 (Zero steady-state error).Prove this. �

One way to choose the coefficientsb0, b1, · · · , bn−1 is to place the closed-loop poles evenly
distributed on the left half of a circle with center at the origin and radius!0. This yields closed-
loop responses with a desired degree of damping. The resulting polynomials are known asBut-
terworth polynomials. For the normalized case!0 = 1 the reference step responses are given in
Fig. 2.30(a). Table 2.3 shows the coefficients for increasing orders. For general!0 the polyno-
mials follow by substitutings := s=!0.
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2.8. The Guillemin-Truxal design procedure 91

Table 2.3: Normalized denominator polynomials for Butterworth pole pat-
terns

Order Denominator

1 s+ 1

2 s2+ 1:4s+ 1

3 s3+ 2:0s2+ 2:0s+ 1

4 s4+ 2:6s3+ 3:4s2+ 2:6s+ 1

5 s5+ 3:24s4+ 5:24s3+ 5:24s2+ 3:24s+ 1

6 s6+ 3:86s5+ 7:46s4+ 9:14s3+ 7:46s2+ 3:86s+ 1

7 s7+ 4:49s6+ 10:1s5+ 14:6s4+ 14:6s3+ 10:1s2+ 4:49s+ 1

8 s8+ 5:13s7+ 13:14s6+ 21:85s5+ 25:69s4+ 21:85s3+ 13:14s2+ 5:13s+ 1

Another popular choice is to choose the coefficients such that the integral of the time multi-
plied absolute error∫ ∞

0
t|e.t/| dt (2.74)

is minimal, with e the error for a step input (Graham and Lathrop 1953). The resulting step
responses and the corresponding so-calledITAE standard formsare shown in Fig. 2.30(b) and
Table 2.4, respectively. The ITAE step responses have a shorter rise time and less overshoot than
the corresponding Butterworth responses.
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Figure 2.30: Step responses for Butterworth (left) and ITAE (right) denomi-
nator polynomials

2.8.3 Example

We consider the Guillemin-Truxal design procedure for the cruise control system of Exam-
ple 2.3.3 (p. 67). The plant has the first-order transfer function

P.s/ =
1
T

s+ 1
�

; (2.75)
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Table 2.4: Normalized denominator polynomials for ITAE criterion

Order Denominator

1 s+ 1

2 s2+ 1:4s+ 1

3 s3+ 1:75s2+ 2:15s+ 1

4 s4+ 2:1s3+ 3:4s2+ 2:7s+ 1

5 s5+ 2:8s4+ 5:0s3+ 5:5s2+ 3:4s+ 1

6 s6+ 3:25s5+ 6:60s4+ 8:60s3+ 7:45s2+ 3:95s+ 1

7 s7+ 4:475s6+ 10:42s5+ 15:08s4+ 15:54s3+ 10:64s2+ 4:58s+ 1

8 s8+ 5:20s7+ 12:80s6+ 21:60s5+ 25:75s4+ 22:20s3+ 13:30s2+ 5:15s+ 1

with T = � = 10 [s]. We specify the desired closed-loop transfer function

H.s/ = !2
0

s2+ 1:4!0+ !2
0

: (2.76)

The denominator is a second-order ITAE polynomial. The numerator has been chosen for a zero
position error, that is, type 1 control. It is easy to find that the required compensator transfer
function is

C.s/ = 1
P.s/

H.s/
1− H.s/

= !
2
0T.s+ 1

�
/

s.s+ 1:4s/
: (2.77)

The integrating action is patent. As seen in Example 2.3.3 (p. 67) the largest obtainable bandwidth
with pure integral control is about 1=

√
200≈ 0:07 [rad/s]. For the Guillemin-Truxal design we

aim for a closed-loop bandwidth!0 = 1=
√

2≈ 0:7 [rad/s].
Figure 2.31 shows the resulting sensitivity function and the closed-loop step response. It

confirms that the desired bandwidth has been obtained. Inspection of (2.75) and (2.77) shows
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Figure 2.31: Sensitivity function and closed-loop step response of a
Guillemin-Truxal design for the cruise control system

that in the closed loop the plant pole at−1=� is canceled by a compensator zero at the same
location. This does not bode well for the design, even though the sensitivity function and the
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2.9. Quantitative feedback theory (QFT) 93

closed-loop step response of Fig. 2.31 look quite attractive. The canceling pole at−1=� is also
a closed-loop pole. It causes a slow response (with the open-loop time constant�) to nonzero
initial conditions of the plant and slow transients (with the same time constant) in the plant input.

This cancelation phenomenon is typical for na¨ıve applications of the Guillemin-Truxal
method. Inspection of (2.70) shows that cancelation may be avoided by letting the closed-loop
transfer functionH have a zero at the location of the offending pole. This constrains the choice
of H, and illustrates what is meant by the comment that the selection of the closed-loop transfer
function is not simple.

2.9 Quantitative feedback theory (QFT)

2.9.1 Introduction

Quantitative feedback theory (QFT) is a term coined by Horowitz (1982) (see also Horowitz
and Sidi (1972)). A useful account is given by Lunze (1989). The method is deeply rooted in
classical control. It aims at satisfying quantatitive bounds that are imposed on the variations in
the closed-loop transfer function as a result of specified variations of the loop gain. The design
method relies on the graphical representation of the loop gain in the Nichols chart.

2.9.2 Effect of parameter variations

Nichols plots may be used to study the effect of parameter variations and other uncertainties in
the plant transfer function on a closed-loop system.

In particular, it may be checked whether the closed-loop system remains stable. By the
Nyquist criterion, closed-loop stability is retained as long as the loop gain does not cross the
point−1 under perturbation. In the Nichols chart, the critical point that is to be avoided is the
point (−180◦, 0 dB), located at the heart of the chart.

The effect of the perturbations on the closed-loop transfer function may be assessed by study-
ing the width of the track that is swept out by the perturbations among the M-loci.

Example 2.9.1 (Uncertain second-order system).As an example we consider the plant with
transfer function

P.s/ = g
s2.1+ s�/

: (2.78)

Nominally g = 1 and� = 0. Under perturbation the gaing varies between 0.5 and 2. The
parasitic time constant may independently vary from 0 to 0.2 [s]. We assume that a preliminary
study has led to a tentative design in the form of a lead compensator with transfer function

C.s/ = k+ Tds
1+ T0s

; (2.79)

with k= 1, Td =
√

2 [s] andT0 = 0:1 [s]. The nominal system has closed-loop poles−0:7652±
j0:7715 and−8:4697. The closed-loop bandwidth is 1 [rad/s]. Figure 2.32 shows the nominal
and perturbed complementary sensitivity function and closed-loop step response. Figure 2.33
shows the Nichols plot of the nominal loop gainL0 = P0C, with P0.s/ = 1=s2. The figure
also shows with the uncertainty regions caused by the parameter variations at a number of fixed
frequencies. These diagrams are constructed by calculating the loop gainL.j!/ with ! fixed as
a function of the uncertain parametersg and� along the edges of the uncertainty regions. The
corners of the uncertainty regions, as marked in the plot for!= 10, correspond to extreme values
of the parameters as follows:
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Figure 2.32: Nominal and perturbed complementary sensitivity functions
and step responses for the nominal design

A: � = 0, g= 0:5
B: � = 0:2, g= 0:5,
C: � = 0:2, g= 2,
D: � = 0, g= 2.

Inspection shows that no perturbation makes the Nichols plot cross over the center of the chart.
This means that the closed-loop system remains stable under all perturbations. �

2.9.3 Stability and performance robustness

Robust stabilityof the closed-loop system is guaranteed if perturbations do not cause the Nichols
plot of the loop gain to cross over the center of the chart.

In the QFT approach, destabilization caused byunmodeled perturbationsis prevented by
specifying aforbidden regionabout the origin for the loop gain as in Fig. 2.33. The forbidden
region is a region enclosed by anM-locus, for instance the 6 dB locus. If the Nichols plot of
L never enters the forbidden region, not even under perturbation, then the modulus margin is
always greater than 6 dB. Besides providing stability robustness, the guaranteed distance ofL
from the critical point prevents ringing.

In the QFT approach, in the simplest situationperformance robustnessis specified in the form
of bounds on the variation of the magnitude of the closed-loop frequency response functionH.
Typically, for each frequency! the maximally allowable variation1.!/ of |H.j!/|, called the
tolerance band,is specified. SinceH = T F, with T the complementary sensitivity function and
F the prefilter transfer function, it follows after taking logarithms that

log|H| = log|T| + log|F|: (2.80)
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For simplicity we suppress the angular frequency!. Inspection of (2.80) shows that ifF is
not subject to uncertainty then robust performance is obtained if and only if for each frequency
log|T| varies by at most1 on the uncertainty region. Whether this condition is satisfied may be
verified graphically by checking in the Nichols chart whether the uncertainty region fits between
two M-loci whose values differ by less than1.

In the next subsection we discuss how to design the feedback loop such thatT satisfies the
stability and performance robustness conditions.

Example 2.9.2 (Performance robustness of the design example).Inspection of the plots of
Fig. 2.33 reveals that the perturbations sweep out a very narrow band of variations of|T| at
frequencies less than 0.2, a band with a width of about 5 dB at frequency 1, a band with a width
of about 10 dB between the frequencies 2 and 10, while the width of the band further increases
for higher frequencies. This is borne out by Fig. 2.32. �

2.9.4 QFT design of robust feedback systems

A feedback system design may easily fail to satisfy the performance robustness specifications.
This often may be remedied by re-shaping the loop gainL.

Changing the compensator frequency responseC.j!/ for some frequency! amounts toshift-
ing the loop gainL.j!/ at that same frequency in the Nichols plot. By visual inspection the shape
of the Nichols plot ofL may be adjusted by suitable shifts at the various frequencies so that the
plot fits the tolerance bounds onT.

Part of the technique is to preparetemplatesof the uncertainty regions at a number of fre-
quencies (usually not many more than five), and shifting these around in the Nichols chart. The
translations needed to shift the Nichols plot to make it fit the tolerance requirements are achieved
by a frequency dependent correction of the compensator frequency responseC. Note that chang-
ing the loop gain by changing the compensator frequency response function does not affect the
shapes of the templates.

The procedure is best explained by an example.

Example 2.9.3 (QFT design).We continue the second-order design problem of the previous
examples, and begin by specifying the tolerance band1 for a number of critical frequencies as
in Table 2.5. The desired bandwidth is 1 rad/s.

Table 2.5: Tolerance band specifications.
frequency tolerance band1

0.2 0.5 dB
1 2 dB
2 5 dB
5 10 dB
10 18 dB

Determination of the performance boundaries.The first step of the procedure is to trace for
each selected critical frequency the locus of thenominalpoints such that the tolerance band
is satisfied with the tightest fit. This locus is called theperformance boundary.Points on
the performance boundary may for instance be obtained by fixing the nominal point at a
certain phase, and shifting the template up or down until thelowestposition is found where
the tolerance band condition is satisfied.
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Figure 2.34: Performance and robustness boundaries

Determination of the robustness boundaries.Next, by shifting the template around the forbid-
den region so that it touches it but does not enter it therobustness boundaryis traced for
each critical frequency.

A feedback design satisfies the performance bounds and robustness bounds if for each critical
frequency the corresponding value of the loop gain is on or above the performance boundary
and to the right of or on the robustness boundary. If it is on the boundaries then the bounds
are satisfied tightly. Figure 2.34 shows the performance boundaries thus obtained for the critical
frequencies 1, 2 and 5 rad/s to the right in the Nichols chart. The performance boundary for the
frequency .1 rad/s is above the portion that is shown and that for 10 rad/s below it. The robustness
boundaries are shown for all five critical frequencies to the right of the center of the chart.

Inspection shows that the nominal design satisfies the specifications for the critical frequen-
cies! = 2, 5 and 10 rad/s, but not for! = 1 rad/s, and also for! = 0:2 it may be shown that the
specifications are not satisfied.

Loop gain shaping.The crucial step in the design is to shape the loop gain such that

1. at each critical frequency! the corresponding loop gainL.j!/ is on or above the
corresponding performance boundary;

2. at each critical frequency! the corresponding loop gainL.j!/ is to the right of the
corresponding stability robustness boundary.

This target should be achieved with a compensator transfer function of least complexity
and without overdesign (that is, the loop gain should beon the boundaries rather than
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Figure 2.35: Redesign of the loop gain

above or to the right). This stage of the design requires experience and intuition, and is the
least satisfactory from a methodical point of view.

In the problem at hand a design may be found in the following straightforward manner. The
vertical line (a) in Fig. 2.35 is the Nichols plot of the nominal plant transfer functionP.s/= 1=s2.
Obviously phase lead is needed. This is provided with a compensator with transfer function

C.s/ = 1+ sT1: (2.81)

The curves markedT1 = 1, T1 = 3 andT1 = 9 represent the corresponding loop gainsL = PC.
The loop gains forT1 = 3 andT1 = 9 satisfy the requirements; the latter with wide margins. We
chooseT1 = 3.

To reduce the high-frequency compensator gain we modify its transfer function to

C.s/ = 1+ sT1

1+ sT2
: (2.82)

The resulting loop gain forT2 = 0:02 is also included in Fig. 2.35. It very nearly satisfies the
requirements1. Figure 2.36 gives plots of the resulting nominal and perturbed step responses and
complementary sensitivity functions. The robustness improvement is evident. �

Exercise 2.9.4 (Performance and robustness boundaries).Traditional QFT relies on shifting
paper templates around on Nichols charts to determine the performance and robustness bounds
such as in Fig. 2.34. Think of ways to do this using routines from the MATLAB Control Toolbox.
Practice these ideas by re-creating Fig. 2.35. �

1The requirements may be completely satisfied by adding a few dB to the loop gain.
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Figure 2.36: Nominal and perturbed complementary sensitivity functions
and step responses of the revised design

2.9.5 Prefilter design

Once the feedback compensaor has been selected the QFT design needs to be completed with the
design of the prefilter.

Example 2.9.5 (Prefilter design).We continue the design example, and complete it as a 21
2-

degree-of-freedom design as proposed in§ 1.8 (p. 47). Figure 2.37 shows the block diagram.
The choice of the numerator polynomialF provides half a degree of freedom and the rational

z

r

e
u P

C0

F0

Y
X

F
X

Figure 2.37: 212-degree-of-freedom feedback system

transfer functionF0 of the rational prefilter constitutes another degree of freedom. The closed-
loop transfer function (from the reference inputr to the controlled outputz) is

H = N F
Dcl

F0: (2.83)
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100 Chapter 2. Classical Control System Design

P= N=D is the plant transfer function andDcl = DX+ NY the closed-loop characteristic poly-
nomial.

In the problem at handN.s/ = 1 and D.s/ = s2. The compensatorY.s/ = 3s+ 1,
X.s/ = 0:02s+ 1 constructed in Example 2.9.3 (p. 96) results in the closed-loop characteris-
tic polynomial

Dcl.s/ = 0:02s3+ s2+ 3s+ 1: (2.84)

Its roots are−0:3815,−2:7995, and−46:8190. Completing the design amounts to choosing the
correct polynomialF and transfer functionF0 to provide the necessary compensation in

H.s/ = F.s/
0:02.s+ 0:3815/.s+ 2:7995/.s+ 46:8190/

F0.s/: (2.85)

The pole at−0:3815 slows the response down, so we cancel it by selecting the polynomialF
— whose degree can be at most 1 — asF.s/ = s=0:3815+ 1. To reduce the bandwidth to the
desired 1 rad/s and to obtain a critically damped closed-loop step response we let

F0.s/ = !2
0

s2+ 2�0!0s+ !2
0

; (2.86)

with !0 = 1 rad/s and� = 1
2

√
2.

Figure 2.38 displays the ensuing nominal and perturbed step responses and closed-loop trans-
fer functions. Comparison with Fig. 2.33 makes it clear that the robustness has been drastically
improved. �
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Figure 2.38: Nominal and perturbed step responses and closed-loop transfer
functions of the final QFT design
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2.10. Concluding remarks 101

2.9.6 Concluding remark

The QFT method has been extended to open-loop unstable plants and non-minimum phase plants,
and also to MIMO and nonlinear plants. Horowitz (1982) provides references and a review.
Recently a MATLAB toolbox for QFT design has appeared2.

2.10 Concluding remarks

This chapter deals with approaches to classical compensator design. The focus is on compensa-
tion by shaping the open-loop frequency response.

The design goals in terms of shaping the loop gain are extensively considered in the classical
control literature. The classical design techniques cope with them in anad hocand qualitative
manner. It requires profound experience to handle the classical techniques, but if this experience
is available then for single-input single-output systems it is not easy to obtain the quality of
classical design results by the analytical control design methods that form the subject of the later
chapters of this book.

If the design problem has a much more complex structure, for instance with multi-input multi-
output plants or when complicated uncertainty descriptions and performance requirements apply,
then the analytical techniques are the only reliable tools. Even in this case a designer needs
considerable expertise and experience with classical techniques to appreciate and understand the
design issues involved.

2Quantitative Feedback Theory Toolbox, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA, 1995 release.
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3

LQ, LQG and H2 Control System Design

Overview– LQ and LQG design methods convert control system design
problems to an optimization problem with quadratic time-domain per-
formance criteria. Disturbances and measurement noise are modeled as
stochastic processes.

TheH2 formulation of the same method eliminates the stochastic el-
ement. It permits a frequency domain view and allows the introduction
of frequency dependent weighting functions.

MIMO problems can be handled almost as easily as SISO problems.

3.1 Introduction

The application of optimal control theory to the practical design of multivariable control sys-
tems attracted much attention during the period 1960–1980. This theory considers linear finite-
dimensional systems represented in state space form, with quadratic performance criteria. The
system may be affected by disturbances and measurement noise represented as stochastic pro-
cesses, in particular, by Gaussian white noise. The theoretical results obtained for this class of
design methods are known under the general name ofLQG theory. Standard references are An-
derson and Moore (1971), Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) and Anderson and Moore (1990). The
deterministic part is calledLQ theory.

In the period since 1980 the theory has been further refined under the name ofH2 theory
(Doyle, Glover, Khargonekar, and Francis 1989), in the wake of the attention for the so-called
H∞ control theory.

In the present chapter we present a short overview of a number of results of LQG andH2

theory with an eye to using them for control system design. LQ theory is basic to the whole
chapter, and is dealt with at some length in Section 3.2 (p. 104). Besides presenting the solution
to the LQ problem we discuss its properties, the choice of the weighting matrices, and how to
obtain systems with a prescribed degree of stability. Using the notion of return difference and
the associated return difference equality we discuss the asymptotic properties and the guaranteed

103
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104 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

gain and phase margins associated with the LQ solution. The section concludes with a subsection
on the numerical solution of Riccati equations.

Section 3.3 (p. 115) deals with the LQG problem. The LQ paradigm leads to state feedback.
By using optimal observers — Kalman filters — compensators based on output feedback may be
designed. For well-behaved plants — specifically, plants that have no right-half plane zeros —
the favorable properties of the LQ solution may asymptotically be recovered by assuming very
small measurement noise. This is known asloop transfer recovery.

In Section 3.4 (p. 124) it is demonstrated that LQG optimization amounts to minimization
of theH2-norm of the closed-loop system. This interpretation removes the stochastic ingredient
from the LQG framework, and reduces the role of the intensity matrices that describe the white
noise processes in the LQG problem to that of design parameters. TheH2 interpretation naturally
leads toH2 optimization with frequency dependent weighting functions. These permit a great
deal of extra flexibility and makeH2 theory a tool for shaping closed-loop system functions. A
useful application is the design of feedback systems with integral control.

Multi-input multi-output systems are handled almost (but not quite) effortlessly in the LQG
andH2 framework. In Section 3.6 (p. 133) we present both a SISO and a MIMO design example.

In Section 3.7 (p. 139) a number of proofs for this chapter are collected.

3.2 LQ theory

3.2.1 Introduction

In this section we describe the LQ paradigm. The acronym refers to Linear systems with
Quadratic performance criteria. Consider a linear time-invariant system represented in state space
form as

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/;
z.t/ = Dx.t/;

t ≥ 0: (3.1)

For eacht ≥ 0 the statex.t/ is ann-dimensional vector, the inputu.t/ a k-dimensional vector,
and the outputz.t/ anm-dimensional vector.

We wish to control the system from any initial statex.0/ such that the outputz is reduced to
a very small value as quickly as possible without making the inputu unduly large. To this end
we introduce the performance index

J =
∫ ∞

0
[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt: (3.2)

Q andRare symmetric weighting matrices, that is,Q= QT andR= RT. Often it is adequate to
let the two matrices simply be diagonal.

The two termszT.t/Qz.t/ and uT.t/Ru.t/ are quadratic forms in the components of the
output z and the inputu, respectively. The first term in the integral criterion (3.2) measures
the accumulated deviation of the output from zero. The second term measures the accumulated
amplitude of the control input. It is most sensible to choose the weighting matricesQ andRsuch
that the two terms are nonnegative, that is, to takeQ andRnonnegative-definite1. If the matrices
are diagonal then this means that their diagonal entries should be nonnegative.

The problem of controlling the system such that the performance index (3.2) is minimal along
all possible trajectories of the system is theoptimal linear regulator problem.

1An n× n symmetric matrixR is nonnegative-definite ifxT Rx≥ 0 for everyn-dimensional vectorx. R is positive-
definite if xT Rx> 0 for all nonzerox.
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3.2. LQ theory 105

3.2.2 Solution of the LQ problem

There is a wealth of literature on the linear regulator problem. The reason why it attracted so
much attention is that its solution may be represented infeedbackform. An optimal trajectory is
generated by choosing the input fort ≥ 0 as

u.t/ = −Fx.t/: (3.3)

This solution requires that the statex.t/ be fully accessible for measurement at all times. We
return to this unreasonable assumption in§ 3.3 (p. 115). Thek× n state feedback gain matrix F
is given by

F = R−1BT X: (3.4)

The symmetricn×n matrix X is the nonnegative-definite solution of thealgebraic matrix Riccati
equation(ARE)

AT X+ X A+ DT QD− X BR−1BT X = 0: (3.5)

The proof is sketched in§ 3.7 (p. 139), the appendix to this chapter. The solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation is discussed in§ 3.2.9 (p. 114).

We summarize a number of well-known important facts about the solution of the LQ problem.
An outline of the proof is given in§ 3.7.1 (p. 142).

Summary 3.2.1 (Properties of the solution of the optimal linear regulator problem).
Assumptions:

• The system (3.1) is stabilizable2 and detectable3. Sufficient for stabilizability is that the
system is controllable. Sufficient for detectability is that it is observable.

• The weighting matricesQ andR are positive-definite.

The following facts are well documented (see for instance Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) and
Anderson and Moore (1990)).

1. The algebraic Riccati equation (ARE)

AT X+ X A+ DT QD− X BR−1BT X = 0 (3.6)

has a unique nonnegative-definite symmetric solutionX. If the systemẋ.t/ = Ax.t/,
z.t/ = Dx.t/ is observable thenX is positive-definite. There are finitely many other solu-
tions of the ARE.

2. The minimal value of the performance index (3.2) isJmin = xT.0/Xx.0/.

3. The minimal value of the performance index is achieved by the feedback control law

u.t/ = −Fx.t/; t ≥ 0; (3.7)

with F = R−1BT X.

2That is, there exists a state feedbacku.t/=−Fx.t/ such that the closed-loop systemẋ.t/= .A− BF/x.t/ is stable.
3That is, there exists a matrixK such that the systeṁe.t/= .A− K D/e.t/ is stable.
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106 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

4. The closed-loop system

ẋ.t/ = .A− BF/x.t/; t ≥ 0; (3.8)

is stable, that is, all the eigenvalues of the matrixA− BF have strictly negative real parts.
�

The reasons for the assumptions may be explained as follows. If the system is not stabilizable
then obviously it cannot be stabilized. If it is not detectable then there exist state feedback con-
trollers that do not stabilize the system but hide the instability from the output—hence, stability
of the optimal solution is not guaranteed.Rneeds to be positive-definite to prevent infinite input
amplitudes. IfQ is not positive-definite then there may be unstable closed-loop modes that have
no effect on the performance index.

Exercise 3.2.2 (Cruise control system).The linearized dynamics of the vehicle of Exam-
ple 1.2.1 (p. 3) may be described by the equationẋ.t/ = −ax.t/+ au.t/; wherea = 1=� is a
positive constant. Without loss of generality we may takea= 1.

Consider finding the linear state feedback that minimizes the criterion∫ ∞
0

[x2.t/+ ²u2.t/] dt (3.9)

with ² a positive constant. Determine the ARE, find its positive solution, and compute the opti-
mal state feedback gain.

Compute the closed-loop pole of the resulting optimal feedback system and check that the
closed-loop system is always stable. How does the closed-loop pole vary with²? Explain.

Plot the closed-loop response of the statex.t/ and inputu.t/ to the initial statex.0/ = 1 in
dependence on². Explain the way the closed-loop responses vary with². �

3.2.3 Choice of the weighting matrices

The choice of the weighting matricesQ and R is a trade-off between control performance (Q
large) and low input energy (R large). Increasing bothQ and R by the same factor leaves the
optimal solution invariant. Thus, only relative values are relevant. TheQ and R parameters
generally need to be tuned until satisfactory behavior is obtained, or until the designer is satisfied
with the result.

An initial guess is to choose bothQ andR diagonal

Q=


Q1 0 0 · · · 0
0 Q2 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 · · · · · · 0 Qm

 ; R=


R1 0 0 · · · 0
0 R2 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 · · · · · · 0 Rk

 ; (3.10)

whereQ andR have positive diagonal entries such that√
Qi = 1

zmax
i

; i = 1;2; · · · ;m;
√

Ri = 1
umax

i

; i = 1;2; · · · ; k: (3.11)

The numberzmax
i denotes the maximally acceptable deviation value for theith component of the

outputz. The other quantityumax
i has a similar meaning for theith component of the inputu.

Starting with this initial guess the values of the diagonal entries ofQ andR may be adjusted
by systematic trial and error.
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3.2. LQ theory 107

3.2.4 Prescribed degree of stability

By including a time-dependent weighting function in the performance index that grows expo-
nentially with time we may force the optimal solutions to decay faster than the corresponding
exponential rate. The modified performance index is

JÞ =
∫ ∞

0
e2Þt[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt; (3.12)

with Þ a real number. Define

xÞ.t/ = x.t/eÞt; uÞ.t/ = u.t/eÞt; t ≥ 0: (3.13)

These signals satisfy

ẋÞ.t/ = .A+ Þ I /xÞ.t/+ BuÞ.t/ (3.14)

and

JÞ =
∫ ∞

0
[zT
Þ.t/QzÞ.t/+ uT

Þ.t/RuÞ.t/] dt: (3.15)

Consequently, the minimizinguÞ is

uÞ.t/ = −R−1BT XÞxÞ.t/; (3.16)

or

u.t/ = −FÞx.t/; (3.17)

with FÞ = R−1BT XÞ. XÞ is the positive-definite solution of the modified algebraic Riccati equa-
tion

.AT + Þ I /XÞ + XÞ.A+ Þ I /+ DT QD− XÞBR−1BT XÞ = 0: (3.18)

The stabilizing property of the optimal solution of the modified problem implies that

Re ½i.A+ Þ I − BFÞ/ < 0; i = 1;2; · · · ; n; (3.19)

with ½i .A+ Þ I − BFÞ/ denoting theith eigenvalue. Application of the control law (3.17) to the
system (3.1) creates a closed-loop system matrixĀÞ = A− BFÞ. It follows from (3.19) that its
eigenvalues satisfy

Re ½i. ĀÞ/ < −Þ: (3.20)

Thus, choosingÞ positive results in an optimal closed-loop system with aprescribed degree of
stability.

Exercise 3.2.3 (Cruise control system).Modify the criterion (3.9) to∫ ∞
0

e2Þt[x2.t/+ ²u2.t/] dt; (3.21)

with Þ a positive constant. Rework Exercise 3.2.2 (p. 106) while explaining and interpreting the
effect ofÞ. �
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(sI−A)−1B (sI−A)−1B

F F

− −

u ux xv

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: State feedback

3.2.5 Return difference equality and inequality

Figure 3.1(a) shows the feedback connection of the systemẋ= Ax+ Buwith the state feedback
controlleru= −Fx. If the loop is broken as in Fig. 3.1(b) then the loop gain is

L.s/ = F.sI− A/−1B: (3.22)

The quantity

J.s/ = I + L.s/ (3.23)

is known as thereturn difference J.s/u is the difference between the signalu in Fig. 3.1(b) and
the “returned” signalv = −L.s/u.

Several properties of the closed-loop system may be related to the return difference. Consider

detJ.s/ = det[I + L.s/] = det[I + F.sI− A/−1B]: (3.24)

Using the well-known matrix equality det. I + MN/ = det. I + NM/ we obtain

detJ.s/ = det[I + .sI− A/−1BF]

= det.sI− A/−1 det.sI− A+ BF/

= det.sI− A+ BF/
det.sI− A/

= �cl.s/
�ol.s/

: (3.25)

The quantities�ol.s/= det.sI− A/ and�cl.s/= det.sI− A+ BF/ are the open- and the closed-
loop characteristic polynomial, respectively. We found the same result in§ 1.3 (p. 11) in the form
�cl.s/ = �ol.s/det[I + L.s/].

Suppose that the gain matrixF is optimal as in Summary 3.2.1. It is proved in§ 3.7.2 (p. 143)
by manipulation of the algebraic Riccati equation (3.6) that the corresponding return difference
satisfies the equality

JT.−s/RJ.s/= R+GT.−s/QG.s/: (3.26)

G.s/ = D.sI− A/−1B is theopen-loop transfer matrixof the system (3.1).
The relation (3.26) is known as thereturn difference equalityor as theKalman-Jakubovǐc-

Popov (KJP) equality, after its discoverers. In Subsection 3.2.6 (p. 109) we use the return
difference equality to study the root loci of the optimal closed-loop poles.

By settings= j!, with ! ∈ R, we obtain thereturn difference inequality4

JT.−j!/RJ.j!/ ≥ R for all ! ∈ R: (3.27)

In Subsection 3.2.7 (p. 112) we apply the return difference inequality to establish a well-known
robustness property of the optimal state feedback system.

4If P and Q are symmetric matrices of the same dimensions thenP≥ Q means thatxT Px≥ xT Qx for every real
n-dimensional vectorx.
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3.2. LQ theory 109

3.2.6 Asymptotic performance weighting

For simplicity we first consider the case that (3.1) is a SISO system. To reflect this in the notation
we rewrite the system equations (3.1) in the form

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ bu.t/;

z.t/ = dx.t/;
(3.28)

with b a column vector andd a row vector. Similarly, we represent the optimal state feedback
controller as

u.t/ = − f x.t/; (3.29)

with f a row vector. The open-loop transfer functionG.s/ = d.sI − A/−1b, the loop gain
L.s/ = f .sI− A/−1b and the return differenceJ.s/ = 1+ L.s/ now all are scalar functions.
Without loss of generality we consider the performance index

J =
∫ ∞

0
[z2.t/+ ²u2.t/] dt; (3.30)

with ² a positive number. This amounts to settingQ= 1 andR= ².
Under these assumptions the return difference equality (3.26) reduces to

J.−s/J.s/= 1+ 1
²

G.s/G.−s/: (3.31)

From (3.27) we have

J.s/ = �cl.s/
�ol.s/

; (3.32)

with �cl the closed-loop characteristic polynomial and�ol the open-loop characteristic polyno-
mial. We furthermore write

G.s/ = k .s/
�ol.s/

: (3.33)

The constantk is chosen such that the polynomial is monic5. From (3.31–3.33) we now obtain

�cl.−s/�cl.s/ = �ol.−s/�ol.s/+ k2

²
 .−s/ .s/: (3.34)

The left-hand side�cl.−s/�cl.s/ of this relation defines a polynomial whose roots consists of
the closed-loop poles (the roots of�cl.s/) together with theirmirror imageswith respect to the
imaginary axis (the roots of�cl.−s//. It is easy to separate the two sets of poles, because by
stability the closed-loop poles are always in the left-half complex plane.

From the right-hand side of (3.34) we may determine the following facts about the loci of the
closed-loop poles as the weight² on the input varies.

Infinite weight on the input term.If ²→∞ then the closed-loop poles and their mirror images
approach the roots of�ol.s/�ol.−s/. This means that the closed-loop poles approach

5That is, the coefficient of the term of highest degree is 1.
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110 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

• those open-loop poles that lie in the left-half complex plane (the “stable” open-loop
poles), and

• the mirror images of those open-loop poles that lie in the right-half complex plane
(the “unstable” open-loop poles).

If the open-loop system is stable to begin with then the closed-loop poles approach the
open-loop poles as the input is more and more heavily penalized. In fact, in the limit
²→∞ all entries of the gainF become zero—optimal control in this case amounts to no
control at all.

If the open-loop system is unstable then in the limit²→∞ the least control effort is used
that is needed to stabilize the system but no effort is spent on regulating the output.

Vanishing weight on the input term.As ² ↓ 0 the closed-loop poles the open-loop zeros (the
roots of ) come into play. Suppose thatq− open-loop zeros lie in the left-half complex
plane or on the imaginary axis, andq+ zeros in the right-half plane.

• If ² ↓ 0 thenq− closed-loop poles approach theq− left-half plane open-loop zeros.

• A further q+ closed-loop poles approach the mirror images in the left-half plane of
theq+ right-half plane open-loop zeros.

• The remainingn− q− − q+ closed-loop poles approach infinity according to a But-
terworth pattern of ordern− q− − q+ (see§ 2.7, p. 88).

Just how small or large² should be chosen depends on the desired or achievable bandwidth.
We first estimate the radius of the Butterworth pole configuration that is created as² decreases.
Taking leading terms only, the right-hand side of (3.34) reduces to

.−s/nsn+ k2

²
.−s/qsq; (3.35)

with q the degree of , and, hence, the number of open-loop zeros. From this the 2.n− q/ roots
that go to infinity as² ↓ 0 may be estimated as the roots of

s2.n−q/ + .−1/n−q k2

²
= 0: (3.36)

Then− q left-half plane roots are approximations of the closed-loop poles. They form a Butter-
worth pattern of ordern− q and radius

!c =
(

k2

²

) 1
2.n−q/

: (3.37)

If the plant has no right-half plane zeros then this radius is an estimate of the closed-loop band-
width. The smaller² is the more accurate the estimate is. The bandwidth we refer to is the
bandwidth of the closed-loop system withz as output.

If the plant has right-half plane open-loop zeros then the bandwidth is limited to the magnitude
of the right-half plane zero that is closest to the origin. This agrees with the limits of performance
established in§ 1.7 (p. 40).

Exercise 3.2.4 (Closed-loop frequency response characteristics).Verify these statements by
considering the SISO configuration of Fig. 3.2. LetL.s/ = f .sI− A/−1b andG.s/ = d.sI−
A/−1b.
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( )sI A b− −1

f

d
−

u
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x
z

Figure 3.2: State feedback with reference inputr and outputz

1. Prove that

u= 1
1+ L.s/

r; z= G.s/
1+ L.s/︸ ︷︷ ︸

H.s/

r: (3.38)

It follows that the closed-loop transfer functionH is

H.s/ = k .s/
�cl.s/

: (3.39)

2. Assume that the open-loop transfer functionG has no right-half plane zeros. Prove that as
² ↓ 0 the closed-loop transfer function behaves as

H.s/ ≈ k
Bn−q.s=!c/

: (3.40)

Bk denotes a Butterworth polynomial of orderk (see Table 2.3, p. 91). Hence, the closed-
loop bandwidth is!c.

3. Next assume that the open-loop transfer function has a single (real) right-half plane zero
�. Prove that asymptotically the closed-loop transfer function behaves as

H.s/ ≈ s− �
s+ �

k
Bn−q.s=!c/

: (3.41)

Argue that this means that asymptotically the bandwidth is� (that is, the frequency re-
sponse functionH.j!/=H.0/− 1,! ∈ R, is small over the frequency range [0; �]).

�

For the MIMO case the situation is more complex. The results may be summarized as follows.
Let R= ²R0, with ² a positive number, andR0 a fixed positive-definite symmetric matrix. We
study the root loci of the closed-loop poles as a function of².

• As ²→∞ the closed-loop poles approach those open-loop poles that lie in the left-half
plane and the mirror images in the left-half plane of the right-half plane open-loop poles.

• If ² ↓ 0 then those closed-loop poles that remain finite approach the left-half plane zeros
of detGT.−s/QG.s/.

If the open-loop transfer matrixG.s/ = D.sI− A/−1B is square then we define the zeros
of detG.s/ as the open-loop zeros. In this case the closed-loop poles approach the left-
half plane open-loop zeros and the left-half plane mirror images of the right-half plane
open-loop zeros.
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112 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

The closed-loop poles that do not remain finite as² ↓ 0 go to infinity according to several
Butterworth patterns of different orders and different radii. The number of patterns and
their radii depend on the open-loop plant (Kwakernaak 1976).

Understanding the asymptotic behavior of the closed-loop poles provides insight into the proper-
ties of the closed-loop systems. We note some further facts:

• As ² ↓ 0 the gain matrixF approaches∞, that is, some or all of its entries go to infinity.

• Assume that the open-loop transfer matrixD.sI− A/−1B is square, and that all its zeros
are in the left-half plane. Then as we saw the closed-loop bandwidth inreases without
bound as² ↓ 0. Correspondingly, the solutionX of the Riccati equation approaches the
zero matrix.

( )sI A B− −1

F

−

u xv

Figure 3.3: Loop gain for state feedback

3.2.7 Guaranteed gain and phase margins

If the state feedback loop is opened at the plant input as in Fig. 3.3 then the loop gain isL.s/ =
F.sI− A/−1B. For the single-input case discussed in Subsection 3.2.6 (see Eqn. (3.31)) the
return difference inequality (3.27) takes the form

|1+ L.j!/| ≥ 1; ! ∈ R: (3.42)

This inequality implies that the Nyquist plot of the loop gain stays outside the circle with center
at−1 and radius 1. Figure 3.4 shows two possible behaviors of the Nyquist plot.

ReRe

Im Im

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Examples of Nyquist plots of optimal loop gains.
(a): Open-loop stable plant. (b): Open-loop unstable plant with one right-half plane pole.

= unit circle

Inspection shows that the modulus margin of the closed-loop system is 1. The gain margin is
infinite and the phase margin is at least 60◦. More precisely, for open-loop stable systems the gain
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3.2. LQ theory 113

may vary between 0 and∞ without destabilizing the system. For open-loop unstable systems it
may vary between12 and∞.

Exercise 3.2.5 (Phase margin).Prove that the phase margin is at least 60◦. �

The guaranteed stability margins are very favorable. Some caution in interpreting these results
is needed, however. The margins only apply to perturbations at the point where the loop is broken,
that is, at the plant input. The closed-loop system may well be very sensitive to perturbations at
any other point.

The SISO results may be generalized to the multi-input case. Suppose that the loop gain
satisfies the return difference inequality (3.27). Assume that the loop gainL.s/ is perturbed to
W.s/L.s/, with W a stable transfer matrix. It is proved in Subsection 3.7.3 (p. 144) of§ 3.7, the
appendix to this chapter, that the closed-loopremainsstable provided

RW.j!/+WT.−j!/R> R; ! ∈ R: (3.43)

If both R andW are diagonal then this reduces to

W.j!/+WT.−j!/ > I; ! ∈ R: (3.44)

This shows that if theith diagonal entryWi of W is real then it may have any value in the interval
. 1

2;∞/ without destabilizing the closed-loop system. If theith diagonal entry isWi.j!/ = ej�

then the closed-loop system remains stable as long as the angle� is less than³3 , that is, 60◦.
Thus, the SISO results applies to each input channel separately.

3.2.8 Cross term in the performance index

In the optimal regulator problem for the stabilizable and detectable system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/;
z.t/ = Dx.t/;

t ≥ 0; (3.45)

we may consider the generalized quadratic performance index

J =
∫ ∞

0

[
zT.t/ uT.t/

][Q S
ST R

][
z.t/
u.t/

]
dt: (3.46)

We assume that[
Q S
ST R

]
(3.47)

is positive-definite. Definev.t/ = u.t/+ R−1STz.t/. Then minimization ofJ is equivalent to
minimizing

J =
∫ ∞

0
[zT.t/.Q− SR−1ST/z.t/+ vT.t/Rv.t/] dt (3.48)

for the system

ẋ.t/ = .A− BR−1ST D/x.t/+ Bv.t/: (3.49)
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114 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

The condition that (3.47) be positive-definite is equivalent to the condition that bothR andQ−
SR−1ST be positive-definite (see Exercise 3.2.7, p. 114). Thus we satisfy the conditions of
Summary 3.2.1. The Riccati equation now is

AT X+ X A+ DT QD− .X B+ DTS/R−1.BT X+ ST D/ = 0: (3.50)

The optimal input for the system (3.45) isu.t/ = −Fx.t/, with

F = R−1.BT X+ ST D/: (3.51)

Exercise 3.2.6 (LQ problem for system with direct feedthrough).The system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/;
z.t/ = Dx.t/+ Eu.t/;

t ≥ 0; (3.52)

has what is called “direct feedthrough” because of the term withu in the outputz. Show that the
problem of minimizing

J =
∫ ∞

0
[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt (3.53)

for this system may be converted into the cross term problem of this subsection. �

Exercise 3.2.7 (Positive-definiteness and Schur complement).Prove that the condition that
the matrix (3.47) be positive-definite is equivalent to either of the following two conditions:

1. Both R and Q− SR−1ST are positive-definite.Q− SR−1ST is called theSchur comple-
mentof R. Hint:[

Q S
ST R

]
=
[

I SR−1

0 I

][
Q− SR−1ST 0

0 R

][
I 0

R−1ST I

]
: (3.54)

2. Both Q and R− STQ−1Sare positive-definite.R− ST Q−1S is the Schur complement of
Q.

�

3.2.9 Solution of the ARE

There are several algorithms for the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (3.6) or (3.50).
For all but the simplest problem recourse needs to be taken to numerical computer calculation.
Equation (3.50) is the most general form of the Riccati equation. By redefiningDT QD asQ and
DTSasS the ARE (3.50) reduces to

AT X+ X A+ Q− .X B+ S/R−1.BT X+ ST/ = 0: (3.55)

The most dependable solution method relies on theHamiltonian matrix

H =
[

A− BR−1ST −BR−1BT

−Q+ SR−1ST −.A− BR−1ST/T

]
(3.56)

associated with the LQ problem. Under the assumptions of Summary 3.2.1 (p. 105) or§ 3.2.7
(p. 112) the Hamiltonian matrixH has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. If½ is an eigenvalue
of the 2n× 2n matrix H then−½ is also an eigenvalue. Hence,H has exactlyn eigenvalues
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3.3. LQG Theory 115

with negative real part. Let the columns of the real 2n× n matrix E form a basis for then-
dimensional space spanned by the eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors ofH corresponding
to the eigenvalues with strictly negative real parts. Partition

E=
[

E1

E2

]
; (3.57)

with E1 andE2 both square. It is proved in§ 3.7.4 (p. 145) that

X = E2E−1
1 (3.58)

is the desired solution of the algebraic Riccati equation.
E may efficiently be computed by Schur decomposition (Golub and Van Loan 1983)

H = UTUH (3.59)

of the Hamiltonian matrixH . U is unitary, that is,UUH = UHU = I . I is a unit matrix and
the superscript H denotes the complex-conjugate transpose.T is upper triangular, that is, all
entries below the main diagonal ofT are zero. The diagonal entries ofT are the eigenvalues of
H . The diagonal entries ofT may be arranged in any order. In particular, they may be ordered
such that the eigenvalues with negative real part precede those with positive real parts. Partition
U = [U1 U2], whereU1 andU2 both haven columns. Then the columns ofU1 span the same
subspace as the eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of
H with negative real parts. Hence, we may takeE= U1.

This is the algorithm implemented in most numerical routines for the solution of algebraic
Riccati equations. An up-to-date account of the numerical aspects of the solution of the ARE
may be found in Sima (1996).

Exercise 3.2.8 (“Cruise control system”).Use the method of this subsection to solve the ARE
that arises in Exercise 3.2.2 (p. 106). �

3.2.10 Concluding remarks

The LQ paradigm would appear to be useless as a design methodology because full state feedback
is almost never feasible. Normally it simply is too costly to install the instrumentation needed to
measure all the state variables. Sometimes it is actually impossible to measure some of the state
variables.

In Section 3.3 (p. 115) we see how instead of using state feedback control systems may be
designed based on feedback of selected output variables only. The idea is to reconstruct the state
as accurately as possible using an observer or Kalman filter. By basing feedback onestimatesof
the state several of the favorable properties of state feedback may be retained or closely recovered.

3.3 LQG Theory

3.3.1 Introduction

In this section we review what is known as LQG theory. LQG stands for Linear Quadratic Guas-
sian. By including Gaussian white noise in the LQ paradigm linear optimal feedback systems
based onoutput feedbackrather than state feedback may be found.
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116 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

We consider the system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+Gv.t/
y.t/ = Cx.t/+w.t/
z.t/ = Dx.t/

 t ∈ R: (3.60)

Themeasured output yis available for feedback. As in§ 2.3 (p. 64) the outputz is thecontrolled
output.The noise signalv models theplant disturbancesandw themeasurement noise.

The signalsv andw are vector-valued Gaussian white noise processes with

Ev.t/vT.s/ = VŽ.t− s/
Ev.t/wT.s/ = 0
Ew.t/wT.s/ = WŽ.t− s/

 t; s∈ R: (3.61)

V andW are nonnegative-definite symmetric constant matrices, called theintensity matricesof
the two white noise processes. We do not go into the theory of stochastic processes in general
and that of white noise in particular, but refer to texts such as Wong (1983) and Bagchi (1993).
The initial statex.0/ is assumed to be a random vector.

The various assumptions define the statex.t/, t ∈ R, and the controlled outputz.t/, t ∈ R, as
random processes. As a result, also the quadratic error expression

zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/; t ≥ 0; (3.62)

is a random process. The problem of controlling the system such that the integrated expected
value∫ T

0
E[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt (3.63)

is minimal is thestochastic linear regulator problem. The time interval [0; T] at this point is
taken to be finite but eventually we consider the case thatT→∞. At any timet the entire past
measurement signaly.s/, s≤ t, is assumed to be available for feedback. Figure 3.5 clarifies the
situation.

y

w

v

zu

Plant

Controller

+ +

Figure 3.5: LQG feedback

3.3.2 Observers

Consider the observed system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/;
y.t/ = Cx.t/;

t ∈ R: (3.64)
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3.3. LQG Theory 117

This is the system (3.60) but without the state noisev and the measurement noisew. The state
x of the system (3.64) is not directly accessible because only the outputy is measured. We may
reconstruct the state with arbitrary precision by connecting anobserverof the form

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ Bu.t/+ K[y.t/−Cx̂]; t ∈ R: (3.65)

The signalx̂ is meant to be an estimate of the statex.t/. It satisfies the state differential equation
of the system (3.64) with an additional input termK[y.t/−Cx̂.t/] on the right-hand side.K is the
observer gain matrix. It needs to be suitably chosen. Theobservation error y.t/−Cx̂.t/ is the
difference between the actual measured outputy.t/ and the output̂y.t/ = Cx̂.t/ as reconstructed
from the estimated statêx.t/. The extra input termK[y.t/− Cx̂.t/] on the right-hand side of
(3.65) provides a correction that is active as soon as the observation error is nonzero. Figure 3.6

y

K

zu Plant

Observer

Plant
model

+

−

Figure 3.6: Structure of an observer

shows the structure of the observer. Define

e.t/ = x̂.t/− x.t/ (3.66)

as thestate estimation error. Differentiation ofe yields after substitution of (3.65) and (3.64)
that the error satisfies the differential equation

ė.t/ = .A− KC/e.t/; t ∈ R: (3.67)

If the system (3.64) is detectable then there always exists a gain matrixK such that the error
system (3.67) is stable. If the error system is stable thene.t/→ 0 ast→∞ for any initial error
e.0/. Hence,

x̂.t/
t→∞−→ x.t/; (3.68)

so that the estimated state converges to the actual state.

3.3.3 The Kalman filter

Suppose that we connect the observer

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ Bu.t/+ K[y.t/−Cx̂.t/]; t ∈ R: (3.69)

to the noisy system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+Gv.t/;
y.t/ = Cx.t/+w.t/; t ∈ R: (3.70)
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118 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

Differentiation ofe.t/ = x̂.t/− x.t/ leads to the error differential equation

ė.t/ = .A− KC/e.t/−Gv.t/+ Kw.t/; t ∈ R: (3.71)

Owing to the two noise terms on the right-hand side the error now no longer converges to zero,
even if the error system is stable. Suppose that the error system is stable. It is proved in§ 3.7.7
(p. 149) that ast→∞ theerror covariance matrix

Ee.t/eT.t/ (3.72)

converges to a constant steady-state valueY that satisfies the linear matrix equation

.A− KC/Y+ Y.A− KC/T +GVGT+ KW KT = 0: (3.73)

This type of matrix equation is known as aLyapunov equation. It is made plausible in Subsec-
tion 3.7.5 that as a function of the gain matrixK the steady-state error covariance matrixY is
minimal if K is chosen as

K = YCTW−1: (3.74)

“Minimal” means here that if̄Y is the steady-state error covariance matrix corresponding to any
other observer gain̄K then Ȳ ≥ Y. This inequality is to be taken in the sense thatȲ− Y is
nonnegative-definite.

A consequence of this result is that the gain (3.74) minimizes the steady-state mean square
state reconstruction error limt→∞ EeT.t/e.t/. As a matter of fact, the gain minimizes the
weighted mean square construction error limt→∞ EeT.t/Wee.t/ for any nonnegative-definite
weighting matrixWe.

Substitution of the optimal gain matrix (3.74) into the Lyapunov equation (3.73) yields

AY+ Y AT+GVGT− YCTW−1CY= 0: (3.75)

This is another matrix Riccati equation. The observer

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ Bu.t/+ K[y.t/−Cx̂]; t ∈ R; (3.76)

with the gain chosen as in (3.74) and the covariance matrixY the nonnegative-definite solution
of the Riccati equation (3.75) is the famousKalman filter(Kalman and Bucy 1961).

We review several properties of the Kalman filter. They are the duals of the properties listed
in Summary 3.2.1 (p. 105) for the Riccati equation associated with the regulator problem6 .

Summary 3.3.1 (Properties of the Kalman filter).
Assumptions:

• The system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+Gv.t/;
y.t/ = Cx.t/;

t ∈ R; (3.77)

is stabilizable and detectable.
6The optimal regulator and the Kalman filter are dual in the following sense. Given the regulator problem of§ 3.2

(p. 104), replaceA with AT, B with CT, D with GT, Q with V, andR with W. Then the regulator Riccati equation (3.6)
becomes the observer Riccati equation (3.75), its solutionX becomesY, the state feedback gainF is the transpose of
the observer gainK, and the closed-loop system matrixA− BF is the transpose of the error system matrixA− KC. By
matching substitutions the observer problem may be transposed to a regulator problem.
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3.3. LQG Theory 119

• The noise intensity matricesV andW are positive-definite.

The following facts follow from Summary 3.2.1 (p. 105) by duality:

1. The algebraic Riccati equation

AY+ Y AT +GVGT− YCTW−1CY= 0 (3.78)

has a unique nonnegative-definite symmetric solutionY. If the system (3.77) is control-
lable rather than just stabilizable thenY is positive-definite.

2. The minimal value of the steady-state weighted mean square state reconstruction error
lim t→∞ EeT.t/Wee.t/ is7 tr YWe.

3. The minimal value of the mean square reconstruction error is achieved by the observer
gain matrixK = YCTW−1.

4. The error system

ė.t/ = .A− KC/e.t/; t ∈ R; (3.79)

is stable, that is, all the eigenvalues of the matrixA− KC have strictly negative real parts.
As a consequence also the observer

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ Bu.t/+ K[y.t/−Cx̂.t/]; t ∈ R; (3.80)

is stable.

�

The reasons for the assumptions may be explained as follows. If the system (3.77) is not
detectable then no observer with a stable error system exists. If the system is not stabilizable
(with v as input) then there exist observers that are not stable but are immune to the state noise
v. Hence, stability of the error system is not guaranteed.W needs to be positive-definite to
prevent the Kalman filter from having infinite gain. IfV is not positive-definite then there may
be unstable modes that are not excited by the state noise and, hence, are not stabilized in the error
system.

Exercise 3.3.2 (Asymptotic results).The asymptotic results for the regulator problem may be
“dualized” to the Kalman filter.

1. Define the “observer return difference”

Jf .s/ = I +C.sI− A/−1K: (3.81)

Prove that

detJf .s/ = � f .s/

�ol.s/
; (3.82)

where�ol.s/= det.sI− A/ is the system characteristic polynomial and� f .s/ = det.sI−
A+ KC/ the observer characteristic polynomial.

7The quantity trM =∑m
i=1 Mii is called thetraceof them×m matrix M with entriesMij , i; j = 1;2; · · · ;m.
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2. Prove that the return differenceJf of the Kalman filter satisfies

Jf .s/W JT
f .−s/ = W+ M.s/V MT.−s/; (3.83)

whereM is the open-loop transfer matrixM.s/ = C.sI− A/−1G.

3. Consider the SISO case withV = 1 andW= ¦. Jf andM are now scalar functions. Prove
that

� f .s/� f .−s/ = �ol.s/�ol.−s/[1+ 1
¦

M.s/M.−s/]: (3.84)

4. Write

M.s/ = g
�.s/
�ol.s/

; (3.85)

with � a monic polynomial andg a constant.

• Prove that as¦→∞ the optimal observer poles approach the open-loop poles that
lie in the left-half plane and the mirror images of the open-loop poles that lie in the
right-half plane.

• Prove that as¦ ↓ 0 the optimal observer poles that do not go to∞ approach the
open-loop zeros that lie in the left-half plane and the mirror images of the open-loop
zeros that lie in the right-half plane.

• Establish the asymptotic pattern of the optimal observer poles that approach∞ as
¦ ↓ 0.

�

3.3.4 Kalman filter with cross correlated noises

A useful generalization of the Kalman filter follows by assuming cross correlation of the white
noise processesv andw. Suppose that

E

[
v.t/
w.t/

][
vT.s/ wT.s/

] = [ V U
UT W

]
Ž.t− s/; t; s∈ R: (3.86)

Assume that[
V U

UT W

]
(3.87)

is positive-definite, and, as before, that the systemẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+Gv.t/, y.t/ = Cx.t/ is stabi-
lizable and detectable. Then the optimal observer gain is

K = .YCT+GU/W−1; (3.88)

where the steady-state error covariance matrixY is the positive-definite solution of the Riccati
equation

AY+ Y AT+GVGT− .YCT+GU/W−1.CY+UTGT/ = 0: (3.89)

Exercise 3.3.3 (Cross correlated noises).Prove this result. �
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3.3.5 Solution of the stochastic linear regulator problem

The stochastic linear regulator problem consists of minimizing∫ T

0
E[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt (3.90)

for the system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+Gv.t/
y.t/ = Cx.t/+w.t/
z.t/ = Dx.t/

 t ∈ R: (3.91)

We successively consider the situation of no state noise, state feedback, and output feedback.

No state noise. From§ 3.2 (p. 139) we know that if the disturbancev is absent and the state
x.t/may be directly and accurately accessed for measurement, then forT→∞ the performance
index is minimized by the state feedback law

u.t/ = −Fx.t/; (3.92)

with the feedback gainF as in Summary 3.2.1 (p. 105).

State feedback. If the white noise disturbancev is present then the state and input cannot be
driven to 0, and the integrated generalized square error (3.90) does not converge to a finite number
asT→∞. It is proved in Subsection 3.7.6 (p. 148) that the state feedback law (3.92) minimizes
therateat which (3.90) approaches∞, that is, it minimizes

lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
E[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt: (3.93)

This limit equals thesteady-state mean square errorindexsteady-state mean square error

lim
t→∞ E[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/]: (3.94)

Hence, the state feedback law minimizes the steady-state mean square error.

Output feedback. We next consider the situation that the statecannotbe accessed for mea-
surement. The state may be optimally estimated, however, with the help of the Kalman filter.
Then the solution of the stochastic linear regulator problem withoutput feedback(rather than
state feedback) is to replace the statex.t/ in the state feedback law (3.92) with theestimated
statex̂.t/. Thus, the optimal controler is given by

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ Bu.t/+ K[y.t/−Cx̂.t/];
u.t/ = −Fx̂.t/;

t ∈ R: (3.95)

The controller minimizes the steady-state mean square error (3.94) under output feedback. The
feedback gainF and the observer gainK follow from Summaries 3.2.1 (p. 105) and 3.3.1 (p. 118),
respectively. Figure 3.7 shows the arrangement of the closed-loop system.

Using the estimated state as if it were the actual state is known ascertainty equivalence.
It divorces state estimation and control input selection. This idea is often referred to as the
separation principle.
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− y

zu
Plant

ObserverF

Figure 3.7: Observer based feedback control

The closed-loop system that results from interconnecting the plant (3.91) with the compen-
sator (3.95) is stable — under the assumptions of Summaries 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, of course. This is
most easily recognized as follows. Substitution ofu.t/ = −Fx̂.t/ into ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+
Gv.t/ yields with the further substitution̂x.t/ = x.t/+ e.t/

ẋ.t/ = .A− BF/x.t/− BFe.t/+Gv.t/: (3.96)

Together with (3.71) we thus have[
ẋ.t/
ė.t/

]
=
[

A− BF −BF
0 A− KC

][
x.t/
e.t/

]
+
[

Gv.t/
−Gv.t/+ Kw.t/

]
: (3.97)

The eigenvalues of this system are the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system. Inspection shows
that these eigenvalues consist of the eigenvalues ofA− BF (theregulator poles) together with the
eigenvalues ofA− KC (theobserver poles). If the plant (3.91) has ordern then the compensator
also has ordern. Hence, there are 2n closed-loop poles.

Exercise 3.3.4 (Closed-loop eigenvalues).

1. Prove that the eigenvalues of (3.97) are the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system.

2. Show (most easily by a counterexample) that the fact that the observer and the closed-loop
system are stable does not mean that the compensator (3.95) by itself is stable.

�

Exercise 3.3.5 (Compensator transfer function).The configuration of Fig. 3.7 may be re-
arranged as in Fig. 3.8. Show that the equivalent compensatorCe has the transfer matrix
Ce.s/ = F.sI− A+ BF+ KC/−1K: �

Ce P
− y

z
u

Figure 3.8: Equivalent unit feedback configuration

3.3.6 Asymptotic analysis and loop transfer recovery

In this subsection we study the effect of decreasing the intensityW of the measurement noise.
Suppose thatW = ¦W0, with W0 a fixed symmetric positive-definite weighting matrix and¦ a
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3.3. LQG Theory 123

positive number. We investigate the asymptotic behavior of the closed-loop system as¦ ↓ 0.
Before doing this we need to introduce two assumptions:

• The disturbancev is additive to the plant inputu, that is,G= B. This allows the tightest
control of the disturbances.

• The open-loop plant transfer matrixC.sI− A/−1B is square, and its zeros all have negative
real parts.

Breaking the loop at the plant input as in Fig. 3.9 we obtain the loop gain

L¦.s/ = Ce.s/P.s/ = F.sI− A+ BF+ K¦C/
−1K¦C.sI− A/−1B: (3.98)

(Compare Exercise 3.3.5, p. 122.) To emphasize the dependence on¦ the observer gain and the

− y

zu
Plant

ObserverF
x̂

Figure 3.9: Breaking the loop

loop gain are each provided with a subscript. As¦ ↓ 0 the gainK¦ approaches∞. At the same
time the error covariance matrixY¦ approaches the zero matrix. This is the dual of the conclusion
of Subsection 3.2.6 (p. 109) that the state feedback gainF goes to∞ and the solutionX of the
Riccati equation approaches the zero matrix as the weight on the input decreases.

The fact thatY¦ ↓ 0 indicates that in the limit the observer reconstructs the state with complete
accuracy. It is proved in§ 3.7.7 (p. 149) that as¦ ↓ 0 the loop gainL¦ approaches the expression

L0.s/ = F.sI− A/−1B: (3.99)

The asymptotic loop gainL0 is precisely the loop gain for full state feedback. Accordingly, the
guaranteed gain and phase margins of Subsection§ 3.2.7 (p. 112) are recouped. This is called
loop transfer recovery(LTR).

The term loop transfer recovery appears to have been coined by Doyle and Stein (1981).
Extensive treatments may be found in Anderson and Moore (1990) and Saberi, Chen, and Sannuti
(1993). We use the method in the design examples of§ 3.6 (p. 127).

Exercise 3.3.6 (Dual loop transfer recovery).Dual loop recovery provides an alternative ap-
proach to loop recovery. Dual loop recovery results when the loop is broken at the plantoutput
y rather than at the input (Kwakernaak and Sivan 1972,§ 5.6). In this case it is necessary to
assume thatD = C, that is, the controlled output is measured. Again we needC.sI− A/−1B to
be square with left-half plane zeros only. We letR= ²R0 and consider the asymptotic behavior
for ² ↓ 0.

1. Make it plausible that the loop gain approaches

L0.s/ = C.sI− A/−1K: (3.100)
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124 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

2. Show that the corresponding return differenceJ0.s/= I + L0.s/ satisfies the return differ-
ence inequality

J0.j!/W JT
0 .−j!/ ≥ W; ! ∈ R: (3.101)

3. Show that gain and phase margins apply that agree with those found in Subsection 3.2.7
(p. 112).

�

3.4 H2 optimization

3.4.1 Introduction

In this section we define the LQG problem as a special case of a larger class of problems, which
lately has become known asH2 optimization. Most importantly, this approach allows to remove
the stochastic ingredient of the LQG formulation. In many applications it is difficult to establish
the precise stochastic properties of disturbances and noise signals. Very often in the application
of the LQG problem to control system design the noise intensitiesV and W play the role of
design parametersrather than that they model reality.

The stochastic element is eliminated by recognizing that the performance index for the LQG
problem may be represented as asystem norm—theH2-norm. To introduce this point of view,
consider the stable system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bv.t/;
y.t/ = Cx.t/;

t ∈ R: (3.102)

The system has the transfer matrixH.s/ = C.sI− A/−1B. Suppose that the signalv is white
noise with covariance functionEv.t/vT.s/ = VŽ.t− s/. Then the outputy of the system is a
stationary stochastic process with spectral density matrix

Sy. f / = H.j2³ f /V HT.−j2³ f /; f ∈ R: (3.103)

As a result, the mean square output is

EyT.t/y.t/ = tr
∫ ∞
−∞

Sy. f / d f = tr
∫ ∞
−∞

H.j2³ f /V H∼.j2³ f / d f: (3.104)

Here we introduce the notationH∼.s/ = HT.−s/. The quantity

‖H‖2 =
√

tr
∫ ∞
−∞

H.j2³ f /H∼.j2³ f / d f (3.105)

is called theH2-normof the system. If the white noisev has intensityV = I then the mean square
outputEyT.t/y.t/ equals precisely the square of theH2-norm of the system.

H2 refers to the space of square integrable functions on the imaginary axis whose inverse
Fourier transform is zero for negative time.

Exercise 3.4.1 (Lyapunov equation).Prove that theH2-norm of the stable system (3.102) is
given by‖H‖22 = tr CYCT, where the matrixY is the unique symmetric solution of the Lyapunov
equationAY+ Y AT+ BBT = 0. �
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3.4. H2 optimization 125

3.4.2 H2 optimization

In this subsection we rewrite the time domain LQG problem into an equivalent frequency domain
H2 optimization problem. While the LQG problem requires state space realizations, theH2-
optimization problem is in terms of transfer matrices. To simplify the expressions to come we
assume thatQ= I andR= I , that is, the LQG performance index is

lim
t→∞ E[zT.t/z.t/+ uT.t/u.t/]: (3.106)

This assumption causes no loss of generality because by scaling and transforming the variables
z andu the performance index may always be brought into this form.

For the open-loop system

ẋ = Ax+ Bu+Gv; (3.107)

z = Dx; (3.108)

y = Cx+w (3.109)

we have in terms of transfer matrices

z = D.sI− A/−1G︸ ︷︷ ︸
P11.s/

v+ D.sI− A/−1B︸ ︷︷ ︸
P12.s/

u; (3.110)

y = C.sI− A/−1G︸ ︷︷ ︸
P21.s/

v+C.sI− A/−1B︸ ︷︷ ︸
P22.s/

u+w: (3.111)

Interconnecting the system as in Fig. 3.10 with a compensatorCe we have the signal balance

Ce P
−

+

+
y

z

u v

w

Figure 3.10: Feedback system with stochastic inputs and outputs

u= −Cey= −Ce.P21v+ P22u+w/, so that

u = −. I +CeP22/
−1CeP21︸ ︷︷ ︸

H21.s/

v−. I +CeP22/
−1Ce︸ ︷︷ ︸

H22.s/

w: (3.112)

Fromz= P11v+ P12u we obtain

z = P11− P12. I +CeP22/
−1CeP21︸ ︷︷ ︸

H11.s/

v−P12. I +CeP/−1Ce︸ ︷︷ ︸
H12.s/

w: (3.113)

A more compact notation is[
z
u

]
=
[

H11.s/ H12.s/
H21.s/ H22.s/

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H.s/

[
v

w

]
: (3.114)
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From this we find for the steady-state mean square error

lim
t→∞ E

(
zT.t/z.t/+ uT.t/u.t/

) = lim
t→∞ E

([z.t/
u.t/

]T [
z.t/
u.t/

])
(3.115)

= tr
∫ ∞
−∞

H.j2³ f /H∼.j2³ f / d f (3.116)

= ‖H‖22: (3.117)

Hence, solving the LQG problem amounts to minimizing theH2 norm of the closed-loop system
of Fig. 3.10 with.v; w/ as input and.z; u/ as output.

The configuration of Fig. 3.10 is a special case of the configuration of Fig. 3.11. In the latter
diagramw is theexternal input(v andw in Fig. 3.10). The signalz is theerror signal,which
ideally should be zero (z and u in Fig. 3.10). Furthermore,u is thecontrol input,and y the
observed output.The blockG is thegeneralized plant, andK the compensator. Note that the
sign reversion at the compensator input in Fig. 3.10 has been absorbed into the compensatorK.

y

z

u

w

G

Ce

Figure 3.11: The standardH2 problem

Exercise 3.4.2 (Generalized plant for the LQG problem).Show that for the LQG problem the
generalized plant in state space form may be represented as

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ [G 0
][v.t/
w.t/

]
+ Bu.t/; (3.118)z.t/

u.t/
y.t/

 =
D

0
C

 x.t/+
0 0

0 0
0 I

[v.t/
w.t/

]
+
0

I
0

u.t/: (3.119)

�

3.4.3 The standardH2 problem and its solution

The standardH2 optimization problem is the problem of choosing the compensatorK in the
block diagram of Fig. 3.11 such that it

1. stabilizes the closed-loop system, and

2. minimizes theH2-norm of the closed-loop system (withw as input andz as output).

We represent the generalized plantG of Fig. 3.11 in state space form as

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/+ B2u.t/; (3.120)

z.t/ = C1x.t/+ D11w.t/+ D12u.t/; (3.121)

y.t/ = C2x.t/+ D21w.t/+ D22u.t/: (3.122)
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3.5. Feedback system design byH2 optimization 127

The H2 problem may be solved by reducing it to an LQG problem. This is done in§ 3.7.8
(p. 149). The derivation necessitates the introduction of some assumptions, which are listed in
the summary that follows. They are natural assumptions for LQG problems.

Summary 3.4.3 (Solution of theH2 problem). Consider the standardH2 optimization problem
for the generalized plant

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/+ B2u.t/; (3.123)

z.t/ = C1x.t/ + D12u.t/; (3.124)

y.t/ = C2x.t/+ D21w.t/+ D22u.t/: (3.125)

Assumptions:

• The systeṁx.t/ = Ax.t/+ B2u.t/, z.t/ = C1x.t/ is stabilizable and detectable.

• The systeṁx.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/, y.t/ = C2x.t/ is stabilizable and detectable.

• The matrix
[ A−sI B1

C2 D21

]
has full row rank for everys= j!, andD21 has full row rank.

• The matrix
[ A−sI B2

C1 D12

]
has full column rank for everys= j!, andD12 has full column rank.

Under these assumptions the optimal output feedback controller is

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ B2u.t/+ K[y.t/−C2x̂.t/− D22u.t/] (3.126)

u.t/ = −Fx̂.t/: (3.127)

The observer and state feedback gain matrices are

F = .DT
12D12/

−1.BT
2 X+ DT

12C1/; K = .YCT
2 + B1DT

21/.D21DT
21/
−1: (3.128)

The symmetric matricesX andY are the unique positive-definite solutions of the algebraic Ric-
cati equations

AT X+ X A+CT
1 C1− .X B2+CT

1 D12/.DT
12D12/

−1.BT
2 X+ DT

12C1/ = 0;

AY+ AYT+ B1BT
1 − .YCT

2 + B1DT
21/.D21DT

21/
−1.C2Y+ D21BT

1 / = 0:
(3.129)

�

The condition thatD12 has full column rank means that there is “direct feedthrough” from
the inputu to the error signalz. Likewise, the condition thatD21 has full row rank means that the
noisew is directly fed through to the observed outputy.

TheH2 optimization problem and its solution are discussed at length in Saberi, Sannuti, and
Chen (1995). In§§ 3.5 (p. 127) and 3.6 (p. 133) we discuss the application ofH2 optimization to
control system design.

3.5 Feedback system design byH2 optimization

3.5.1 Introduction

In this section we review how LQG andH2 optimization may be used to design SISO and MIMO
linear beedback systems.
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128 Chapter 3. LQ, LQG andH2 Control System Design

3.5.2 Parameter selection for the LQG problem

We discuss how to select the design parameters for the LQG problem without a cross term in the
performance index and without cross correlation between the noises. The LQG problem consists
of the minimization of

lim
t→∞ E[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] (3.130)

for the system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+Gv.t/
z.t/ = Dx.t/
y.t/ = Cx.t/+w.t/

 t ∈ R: (3.131)

Important design parameters are the weighting matricesQ and R and the intensitiesV andW.
In the absence of specific information about the nature of the disturbances also the noise input
matrix G may be viewed as a design parameter. Finally there usually is some freedom in the
selection of the control outputz; this means that also the matrixD may be considered a design
parameter.

We discuss some rules of thumb for selecting the design parameters. They are based on the
assumption that we operate in the asymptotic domain where the weighting matricesR (the weight
on the input) andW (the measurement noise intensity) are small.

1. First the parametersD, Q and R for the regulator part are selected. These quantities
determine the dominant characteristics of the closed-loop system.

(a) D determines the controlled outputz. Often the controlled outputz is also the mea-
sured outputy. The case wherez is not y is calledinferential control. There may be
compelling engineering reasons for selectingz different fromy.

(b) In the SISO caseQ may be chosen equal to 1.
In the MIMO caseQ is best chosen to be diagonal according to the rules of§ 3.2.3
(p. 106).

(c) In the SISO caseR is a scalar design parameter. It is adjusted by trial and error until
the desired bandwidth is achieved (see also§ 3.2.6, p. 109)).

In the MIMO case one may letR= ²R0, where the fixed matrixR0 is selected
according to the rules of§ 3.2.3 (p. 106) and² is selected to achieve the desired
bandwidth.

2. Next, the design parameters for theobserver partare determined. They are chosen to
achieve loop transfer recovery, as described in§ 3.3.6 (p. 122).

(a) To take advantage of loop transfer recovery we need to takeG = B. LTR is only
effective if the open-loop transfer functionP.s/ = C.sI− A/−1B has no right-half
plane zeros, or only has right-half plane zeros whose magnitudes are sufficiently
much greater than the desired bandwidth.

(b) In the SISO case we letV = 1.
In the MIMO case we may selectV to be diagonal by the “dual” of the rules of
§ 3.2.3 (p. 106). This amounts to choosing each diagonal entry ofV proportional
to the inverse of the square root of the amplitude of the largest disturbance that may
occur at the corresponding input channel.
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3.5. Feedback system design byH2 optimization 129

(c) In the SISO caseW is a scalar parameter that is chosen small enough to achieve
loop transfer recovery. Asymptotically the finite observer poles are the zeros of
detC.sI− A/−1B. These closed-loop poles correspond to canceling pole-zero pairs
between the plant and the compensator. The far-away observer poles determine the
bandwidth of the compensator and the high-frequency roll-off frequency for the com-
plementary sensitivity. The magnitude of the dominant observer poles should be per-
haps a decade larger than the magnitude of the dominant regulator poles.
In the MIMO case we letW= ¦W0. W0 is chosen diagonally with each diagonal en-
try proportional to the inverse of the square root of the largest expected measurement
error at the corresponding output channel. The scalar¦ is chosen small enough to
achieve LTR.

3.5.3 H2 Interpretation

In this subsection we discuss the interpretation of the LQG problem as anH2 optimization prob-
lem.

If we chooseG= B to take advantage of loop transfer recovery then the open-loop equations
(3.110–3.111) may be rewritten as

z = R.s/.u+ v/; (3.132)

y = P.s/.u+ v/+w; (3.133)

where

P.s/ = C.sI− A/−1B; R.s/ = D.sI− A/−1B: (3.134)

The corresponding block diagram is represented in Fig. 3.12. IfP is invertible then by block

Ce P

R

−
+

+

+++

y

z
u

v

w

Figure 3.12: Block diagram for loop recovery design

diagram substitution Fig. 3.12 may be redrawn as in Fig. 3.13, whereW0 = RP−1. In the case of
non-inferential controlW0 = I .

We consider the frequency domain interpretation of the arrangement of Fig. 3.13. By setting
up two appropriate signal balances it is easy to find that

z = W0SPv−W0Tw; (3.135)

u = −T′v−Uw: (3.136)

Here

S= . I + PCe/
−1; T = . I + PCe/

−1PCe; (3.137)

T′ = . I +CeP/−1CeP; U = Ce. I + PCe/
−1: (3.138)
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Ce P Wo−
+

+

+++

y

u

v

w

z

Figure 3.13: Equivalent block diagram

S is the sensitivity matrix,T the complementary sensitivity matrix, andU the input sensitivity
matrix. T′ is the complementary sensitivity function if the loop is broken at the plant input rather
than at the plant output. In the SISO caseT′ = T.

Exercise 3.5.1 (Transfer matrices).Derive (3.135–3.138). �

From (3.135–3.136) we find for the performance index

‖H‖22 = tr
∫ ∞
−∞
.W0SPP∼S∼W∼0 +W0TT∼W∼0 + T′T′∼ +UU∼/ d f: (3.139)

The argument j2³ f is omitted from each term in the integrand. Inspection reveals that the per-
formance index involves a trade-off of the sensitivityS, the complementary sensitivitiesT and
T′, and the input sensitivityU. The importance given to each of the system functions depends on
W0 andP, which act as frequency dependent weighting functions.

The weighting functions in (3.139) arise from the LQG problem and are not very flexible.
For more freedom we generalize the block diagram of Fig. 3.13 to that of Fig. 3.14.V1 andV2

are shaping filters andW1 andW2 weighting filters that may be used to modify the design. It is
not difficult to establish that

z1 = W1SPV1v−W1TV2w; (3.140)

z2 = −W2T′V1v−W2UV2w: (3.141)

As a result, the performance index now takes the form

‖H‖22 = tr
∫ ∞
−∞
.W1SPV1V∼1 P∼S∼W∼1 +W1TV2V∼2 T∼W∼1

+W2T′V1V′∼1 T′∼W∼2 +W2UV2V∼2 U∼W∼2 / d f: (3.142)

In the next subsections some applications of this generalized problem are discussed.

3.5.4 Design for integral control

There are various ways to obtain integrating action in the LQG framework. We discuss a solu-
tion that follows logically from the frequency domain interpretation (3.142). For simplicity we
only consider the SISO case. For the MIMO case the idea may be carried through similarly by
introducing integrating action in each input channel as for the SISO case.

Integral control aims at suppressing constant disturbances, which requires makingS.0/= 0.
If the system has no natural integrating action then integrating action needs to be introduced in
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Ce P

W2

W1 z1

z2

V1

V2

−

+

++

+

y

u

v

w

Figure 3.14: Generalized configuration

the compensator. Inspection of (3.142) shows that takingV1.0/ =∞ forcesS.0/ to be zero —
otherwise the integral cannot be finite. Hence, we takeV1 as a rational function with a pole at 0.
In particular, we let

V1.s/ = s+ Þ
s
: (3.143)

V1 may be seen as a filter that shapes the frequency distribution of the disturbance. The positive
constantÞ models the width of the band over which the low-frequency disturbance extends.

Further inspection of (3.142) reveals that the functionV1 also enters the third term of the
integrand. In the SISO case the factorT′ in this term reduces toT. If S.0/ = 0 then by com-
plementarityT.0/ = 1. This means that this third term is infinite at frequency 0,unless W2 has
a factors that cancels the corresponding factors in the numerator ofV1. This has a clear inter-
pretation: If the closed-loop system is to suppress constant disturbances then we need to allow
constant inputs — hence we needW2.0/ = 0.

More in particular we could take

W2.s/ = s
s+ ÞW2o.s/; (3.144)

whereW2o remains to be chosen but usually is taken constant. This choice ofW2 reduces the
weight on the input over the frequency band where the disturbances are large. This allows the
gain to be large in this frequency band.

A practical disadvantage of chooosingV1 as in (3.143) is that it makes the open-loop system
unstabilizable, because of the integrator outside the loop. This violates one of the assumptions of
§ 3.4.3 (p. 126) required for the solution of theH2 problem. The difficulty may be circumvented
by a suitable partitioning of the state space and the algebraic Riccati equations (Kwakernaak and
Sivan 1972). We prefer to eliminate the problem by the block diagram substitutions (a)→ (b)
→ (c) of Fig. 3.15. The end result is that an extra factors+Þ

s is included in both the plant transfer
function and the weighting function for the input. The extra factor in the weighting function on
the input cancels against the factorss+Þ that we include according to (3.144).W2o remains.

Additionally an extra factor s
s+Þ is included in the compensator. If the modified problem leads

to an optimal compensatorC0 then the optimal compensator for the original problem is

C.s/ = s+ Þ
s

C0.s/: (3.145)
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Figure 3.15: Block diagram substitutions for integral control (a)→(b)→(c)

This compensator explicitly includes integrating action.
Note that by the block diagram substitutions this method of obtaining integral control comes

down to including an integrator in the plant. After doing the design for the modified plant the
extra factor is moved over to the compensator. This way of ensuring integrating action is called
the integrator in the loopmethod. We apply it in the example of§ 3.6.3 (p. 135). The method is
explained in greater generality in§ 6.7 (p. 285) in the context ofH∞ optimization.

3.5.5 High-frequency roll-off

Solving the LQG problems leads to compensators with a strictly proper transfer matrix. This
means that the high-frequency roll-off of the compensator and of the input sensitivity is 1
decade/decade (20 dB/decade). Correspondingly the high-frequency roll-off of the complemen-
tary sensitivity is at least 1 decade/decade.

Exercise 3.5.2 (High-frequency roll-off). Prove that LQG optimal compensators are strictly
proper. Check for the SISO case what the resulting roll-off is for the input sensitivity function and
the complementary sensitivity function, dependent on the high-frequency roll-off of the plant.

For some applications it may be desirable to have a steeper high-frequency roll-off. Inspection
of (3.142) shows that extra roll-off may be imposed by letting the weighting functionW2 increase
with frequency. Consider the SISO case and suppose thatV2.s/ = 1. Let

W2.s/ = ².1+ rs/; (3.146)

with r a positive constant. Then by inspecting the fourth term in the integrand of (3.142) we
conclude that the integral can only converge if at high frequencies the input sensitivityU, and,
hence, also the compensator transfer functionCe, rolls off at at least 2 decades/decade.
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The difficulty that there is no state space realization for the blockW2 with the transfer function
(3.146) may be avoided by the block diagram substitution of Fig. 3.16. If the modified problem

W1 z1

z2

V2

−

+

++

+

y

u

v

w

W2 V1

Ce P

z2

+

+

v

v

W2
−1W2

V1

Ce

Co

P

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16: Block diagram substitution for high-frequency roll-off

is solved by the compensatorC0 then the optimal compensator for the original problem is

Ce.s/ = C0.s/
W2.s/

= C0.s/
².1+ rs/

: (3.147)

The extra roll-off is apparent. Even more roll-off may be obtained by lettingW2.s/ = O.sm/ as
|s| →∞, with m≥ 2.

For a more general exposition of the block diagram substitution method see§ 6.7 (p. 285).

3.6 Examples and applications

3.6.1 Introduction

In this section we present two design applications ofH2 theory: A simple SISO system and a not
very complicated MIMO system.

3.6.2 LQG design of a double integrator plant

We consider the double integrator plant

P.s/ = 1
s2
: (3.148)
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The design target is a closed-loop system with a bandwidth of 1 rad/s. Because the plant has a
natural double integration there is no need to design for integral control and we expect excel-
lent low-frequency characteristics. The plant has no right-half zeros that impair the achievable
performance. Neither do the poles.

In state space form the system may be represented as

ẋ=
[
0 1
0 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

x+
[
0
1

]
︸︷︷︸

B

u; y= [1 0
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

x: (3.149)

Completing the system equations we have

ẋ = Ax+ Bu+Gv; (3.150)

y = Cx+w; (3.151)

z = Dx: (3.152)

We choose the controlled variablez equal to the measured variabley. so thatD = C. To profit
from loop transfer recovery we letG= B. In the SISO case we may chooseQ= V = 1 without
loss of generality. Finally we writeR= ² andW= ¦, with the constants² and¦ to be determined.

We first consider the regulator design. In the notation of§ 3.2.6 (p. 109) we havek = 1,
 .s/ = 1 and�ol.s/ = s2. It follows from (3.34) that the closed-loop characteristic polynomial
�cl for state feedback satisfies

�cl.−s/�cl.s/ = �ol.−s/�ol.s/+ k2

²
 .−s/ .s/ = s4+ 1

²
: (3.153)

The roots of the polynomial on the right-hand side are1
2

√
2.±1± j/=²

1
4 . To determine the

closed-loop poles we select those two roots that have negative real parts. They are given by

1
2

√
2.−1± j/=²

1
4 : (3.154)

Figure 3.17 shows the loci of the closed-loop poles as² varies. As the magnitude of the closed-

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0
-2

-1

0

1

2

Re

Im

1/ρ

1/ρ

Figure 3.17: Loci of the closed-loop poles

loop pole pair is 1=²
1
4 the desired bandwidth of 1 rad/s is achieved for² = 1.

We next turn to the observer design. By Exercise 3.3.2(c) (p. 119) the observer characteristic
polynomial� f satisfies

� f .−s/� f .s/ = �ol.s/�ol.−s/[1+ 1
¦

M.s/M.−s/] = s4+ 1
¦4
; (3.155)
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whereM.s/ = C.sI− A/−1G= 1=s2 and�ol.s/ = s2. This expression is completely similar to
that for the regulator characteristic polynomial, and we conclude that the observer characteristic
values are

1
2

√
2.−1± j/=¦

1
4 : (3.156)

By the rule of thumb of§ 3.5.2 (p. 128) we choose the magnitude 1=¦
1
4 of the observer pole pair

10 times greater than the bandwidth, that is, 10 rad/s. It follows that¦ = 0:0001.
By numerical computation8 it is found that the optimal compensator transfer function is

Ce.s/ = 155:6.s+ 0:6428/
s2+ 15:56s+ 121:0

: (3.157)

This is a lead compensator.
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Figure 3.18: Sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity function for
theH2 design

Figure 3.18 shows the magnitude plots of the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity func-
tions for ¦ = :01, ¦ = :0001 and¦ = :000001. The smaller¦ is the better loop transfer is
recovered. Since the high-frequency roll-off of the complementary sensitivity of 40 dB/decade
sets in at the angular frequency 1=¦

1
4 it is advantageous not to choose¦ too small. Taking¦

large, though, results in extra peaking at crossover. The value¦ = :0001 seems a reasonable
compromise. Figure 3.19 gives the closed-loop step response. The value¦ = :000001 gives the
best response but that for¦ = :0001 is very close.

3.6.3 A MIMO system

As a second example we consider the two-input two-output plant with transfer matrix (Kwaker-
naak 1986)

P.s/ =
 1

s2
1

s+ 2
0 1

s+ 2

 : (3.158)

8This may be done very conveniently with MATLAB using the Control Toolbox (Control Toolbox 1990).
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Figure 3.19: Closed-loop step response for theH2 design

Figure 3.20 shows the block diagram. The plant is triangularly coupled. It is easy to see that it
may be represented in state space form as

ẋ=
0 1 0

0 0 0
0 0 −2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

x+
0 0

1 0
0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

u; y=
[
1 0 1
0 0 1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

x: (3.159)

The first two components of the state represent the block 1=s2 in Fig. 3.20, and the third the block
1=.s+ 2/.

s+2

u1

u2 y2

y1
+

+

1

1

s2

Figure 3.20: MIMO system

The plant has no right-half plane poles or zeros, so that there are no fundamental limitations
to its performance.

Exercise 3.6.1 (Poles and zeros).What are the open-loop poles and zeros?Hint: For the defi-
nition of the zeros see§ 3.2.6 (p. 109). �

We aim at a closed-loop bandwidth of 1 rad/s on both channels, with good low- and high-
frequency characteristics.

We complete the system description to

ẋ = Ax+ Bu+Gv; (3.160)

y = Cx+w; (3.161)

z = Dx: (3.162)

To take advantage of loop transfer recovery we letG= B. As the controlled outputz is available
for feedback we haveD=C. Assuming that the inputs and outputs are properly scaled we choose

Q= I; R= ² I; V = I; W= ¦ I; (3.163)
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with the positive scalars² and¦ to be determined. First we consider the design of the regulator

-4 -3 -2 -1 0
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-1

0Im
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1

2

1/ρ
1/ρ

1/ρ

Figure 3.21: Loci of the regulator poles

part, which determines the dominant characteristics. By numerical solution of the appropriate
algebraic Riccati equation for a range of values of² we obtain the loci of closed-loop poles of
Fig. 3.21. As² decreases the closed-loop poles move away from the double open-loop pole at
0 and the open-loop pole at−2. For² = 0:8 the closed-loop poles are−2:5424 and−:7162±
j :7034. The latter pole pair is dominant with magnitude 1:0038, which is the correct value for a
closed-loop bandwidth of 1 rad/s.

Next we consider the loci of the optimal observer poles as a function of¦. Like in the double
integrator example, they are identical to those of the regulator poles.

Exercise 3.6.2 (Identical loci).Check that this is a consequence of choosingQ= V = I , R=
² I , W= ¦ I , D = C andG= B. �

Again following the rule that the dominant observer poles have magnitude 10 times that of
the dominant regulator poles we let¦ = 5× 10−5. This results in the optimal observer poles
−200:01 and−7:076± j 7:067. The latter pole pair has magnitude 10. Using standard software
theH2 solution may now be found. Figure 3.22 shows the magnitudes of the four entries of the
resulting 2× 2 sensitivity matrixS.

The attenuation of disturbances that enter the system at the first output correponds to the
entriesS11 and S21 and is quite adequate, thanks to the double integrator in the corresponding
input channel. The attenuation of disturbances that affect the second output (represented byS12

andS22) is disappointing, however. The reason is that the low-frequency disturbances generated
by the double integrator completely dominate the disturbances generated in in the other channel.

We improve the performance of the second channel by introducing integrating action. Ap-
plication of the integrator-in-the-loop method of§ 3.5.4 (p. 130) amounts to including an extra
block

s+ Þ
s

(3.164)

in the second channel, as indicated in Fig. 3.23. After completion of the design the extra block
is absorbed into the compensator. Representing the extra block by the state space realization
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Figure 3.22: Magnitudes of the entries of the sensitivity matrixS
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Figure 3.23: Expanded plant for integrating action in the second channel
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ẋ4 = u′2, u2 = Þx4+ u′2 we obtain the modified plant

ẋ=


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 −2 Þ

0 0 0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

x+


0 0
1 0
0 1
0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

u; y=
[
1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

x: (3.165)

The inputu now has the componentsu1 andu′2, andx has the componentsx1, x2, x3, andx4.
Again we letD= C, G= B, Q= V= I , R= ² I andW= ¦ I , with ² and¦ to be determined.

We chooseÞ = 1 so that the low-frequency disturbance at the second input channel extends up
to the desired bandwidth. Figure 3.24 shows the loci of the regulator poles with² as parameter.

-4 -3 -2 -1 0
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-1

0Im

1/ρ

1/ρ

1/ρ

Re

1

2

Figure 3.24: Loci of the regulator poles of the extended system

Three of the loci move out to∞ from the open-loop poles 0, 0, and−2. The fourth moves out
from the open-loop pole at 0 to the open-loop zero at−Þ = −1. For² = 0:5 the regulator poles
are−2:7200,−0:8141± j 0:7394 and−0:6079. The latter pole turns out to be nondominant.
The pole pair−0:8141± j 0:7394, which has magnitude 1.0998, determines the bandwidth.

The loci of the optimal observer poles are again identical to those for the regulator poles.
For ¦ = 5× 10−5 the observer poles are−200:01,−7:076± j 7:067 and−1. The latter pole is
nondominant and the pole pair−7:076± j 7:067 has magnitude 10.

Figure 3.25 shows the magnitudes of the four entries of the sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity matricesSandT that follow for² = :5 and¦ = 5× 10−5. The results are now much
more acceptable.

Note that the off-diagonal entries ofS andT are small (though less so in the crossover re-
gion). This means that the feedback compensator to an extent achieves decoupling. This is a
consequence of the high feedback gain at low frequencies. Infinite gain at all frequencies with
unit feedback would make the closed-loop transfer matrix equal to the unit matrix, and, hence,
completely decouple the system. The decoupling effect is also visible in Fig. 3.26, which shows
the entriessi j , i; j = 1;2 of the closed-loop response to unit steps on the two inputs.

3.7 Appendix: Proofs

In this appendix we provide sketches of several of the proofs for this chapter.
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Figure 3.25: Magnitudes of the entries of the sensitivity matrixS and the
complementary sensitivity matrixT
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Figure 3.26: Entries of the closed-loop unit step response matrix
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3.7.1 Outline of the solution of the regulator problem
We consider the problem of minimizing∫ ∞

0
[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt (3.166)

for the stabilizable and detectable system

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/; z.t/ = Dx.t/: (3.167)

Lyapunov equation. We first study how to compute the quantity∫ t1

0
xT.s/Q.s/x.s/ dt+ xT.t1/X1x.t1/ (3.168)

for solutions of the time-varying state differential equationẋ.t/ = A.t/x.t/. Q.t/ is a time-dependent
nonnegative-definite symmetric matrix andX1 is a nonnegative-definite symmetric matrix. Substitution of
x.s/= 8.s;0/x.0/, with8 the state transition matrix of the system, yields∫ t1

0
xT.s/Q.s/x.s/ ds+ xT.t1/X1x.t1/

= xT.0/

(∫ t1

0
8T.s;0/Q.s/8.s;0/ ds+8T.t1;0/X18.t1;0/

)
x.0/:

(3.169)

Define the time-dependent matrix

X.t/=
∫ t1

t
8T.s; t/Q.s/8.s; t/ ds+8T.t1; t/X18.t1; t/: (3.170)

Then ∫ t1

0
xT.s/Q.s/x.s/ ds+ xT.t1/X1x.t1/ = xT.0/X.0/x.0/: (3.171)

Differentiation ofX.t/ with respect tot using @

@t8.s; t/= 8.s; t/A.t/ shows thatX.t/ satisfies the matrix
differential equation and terminal condition

−Ẋ.t/= AT.t/X.t/+ X.t/A.t/+ Q.t/; X.t1/ = X1: (3.172)

This equation is aLyapunov matrix differential equation. If A is constant and stable andR is constant then
ast1→∞ the matrixX.t/ approaches a constant nonnegative-definite matrixX̄ that is independent ofX1

and is the unique solution of thealgebraic Lyapunov equation

0= AT X̄+ X̄ A+ Q: (3.173)

Solution of the regulator problem. We consider how to determine the time-dependent gainF.t/
such that the state feedbacku.t/ = −F.t/x.t/, 0≤ t ≤ t1, minimizes the performance criterion∫ t1

0
[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt+ xT.t1/X1x.t1/

=
∫ t1

0
xT.t/

(
DTQD+ FT.t/RF.t/

)
x.t/ dt+ xT.t1/X1x.t1/

(3.174)

for the systeṁx.t/= Ax.t/+ Bu.t/= [ A− BF.t/]x.t/. X1 is a nonnegative-definite symmetric matrix. It
follows that∫ ∞

0
[zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt+ xT.t1/X1x.t1/ = xT.0/X.0/x.0/; (3.175)
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whereX.t/ is the solution of

−Ẋ.t/= [ A− BF.t/]TX.t/+ X.t/[ A− BF.t/]+ DTQD+ FT.t/RF.t/; (3.176)

X.t1/ = X1. Completion of the square on the right-hand side (with respect toF.t/ results in

−Ẋ.t/ = [F.t/− R−1BT X.t/]TR[F.t/− R−1BT X.t/]

+ AT X.t/+ X.t/A+ DT QD− X.t/BR−1BT X.t/; X.t1/ = X1: (3.177)

Tracing the solutionX.t/ backwards fromt1 to 0 we see that at each timet the least increase ofX.t/ results
if the gainF.t/ is selected as

F.t/= −R−1BT X.t/: (3.178)

Correspondingly, (3.177) reduces to thematrix differential Riccati equation

−Ẋ.t/= AT X.t/+ X.t/A+ DT QD− X.t/BR−1BT X.t/; X.t1/ = X1: (3.179)

If the system is stabilizable then the minimum of the performance criterion on the left-hand side of (3.174)
is a nonincreasing function of the terminal timet1. Because it is bounded from below (by 0) the criterion has
a well-defined limit ast1→∞. Hence, alsoX.t/ has a well-defined limit ast1→∞. Because of the time
independence of the system this limitX̄ is independent oft. The limit is obviously nonnegative-definite,
and satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation

0= AT X̄+ X̄ A+ DT QD− X̄BR−1BT X̄: (3.180)

Correspondingly the optimal feedback gain is time-invariant and equal to

F = −R−1BT X̄: (3.181)

The left-hand side of (3.174) can only converge to a finite limit ifz.t/ = Dx.t/→ 0 as t → ∞. By
detectability this implies thatx.t/→ 0, that is, the closed-loop system is stable. If the system is observable
then X̄ is positive-definite; otherwise there exist nonzero initial states such thatz.t/= Dx.t/= 0 for t ≥ 0.

3.7.2 Kalman-Jakubovǐc-Popov equality

The Kalman-Jakuboviˇc-Popov equality is a generalization of the return difference equality that we use in
§ 3.2.5 (p. 108). The KJP equality establishes the connection between factorizations and algebraic Riccati
equations.

Summary 3.7.1 (Kalman-Jakubovǐc-Popov equality). Consider the linear time-invariant systemẋ.t/ =
Ax.t/+ Bu.t/, y.t/ = Cx.t/+ Du.t/, with transfer matrixG.s/ = C.sI− A/−1B+ D, and letQ and R
be given symmetric constant matrices. Suppose that the algebraic matrix Riccati equation

0= AT X+ X A+CTQC− .X B+CTQD/.DTQD+ R/−1.BT X+ DTQC/ (3.182)

has a symmetric solutionX. Then

R+G∼.s/QG.s/= J∼.s/LJ.s/: (3.183)

The constant symmetric matrixL and the rational matrix functionJ are given by

L = R+ DT QD; J.s/ = I + F.sI− A/−1B; (3.184)

with F = L−1.BT X+ DTQC/. The zeros of the numerator of detJ are the eigenvalues of the matrix
A− BF. �
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We use the notationG∼.s/ = GT.−s/.
The KJP equality arises in the study of the regulator problem for the systemẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/,

y.t/= Cx.t/+ Du.t/, with the criterion∫ ∞
0

[yT.t/Qy.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/] dt: (3.185)

The equation (3.182) is the algebraic Riccati equation associated with this problem, andu.t/ = −Fx.t/ is
the corresponding optimal state feedback law.

The KJP equality is best known for the caseD = 0 (see for instance Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972)). It
then reduces to thereturn difference equality

J∼.s/RJ.s/= R+G∼.s/QG.s/: (3.186)

Kalman-Jakuboviˇc-Popov equality.The proof starts from the algebraic Riccati equation

0= AT X+ X A+CTQC− .X B+CTQD/L−1.BT X+ DTQC/; (3.187)

with L = R+ DTQD. From the relationF = L−1.BT X+ DT QC/ we haveBT X+ DT QC= LF, so that
the Riccati equation may be written as

0= AT X+ X A+CTQC− FTLF: (3.188)

This in turn we rewrite as

0= −.−sI− AT/X− X.sI− A/+CTQC− FTLF: (3.189)

Premultiplication byBT.−sI− AT/−1 and postmultiplication by.sI− A/−1B results in

0=− BT X.sI− A/−1B− BT.−sI− AT/−1X B

+ BT.−sI− AT/−1.CTQC− FTLF/.sI− A/−1B:
(3.190)

SubstitutingBT X = LF− DTQC we find

0= .DTQC− LF/.sI− A/−1B+ BT.−sI− AT/−1.CTQD− FTL/

+ BT.−sI− AT/−1.CTQC− FTLF/.sI− A/−1B: (3.191)

Expansion of this expression, substitution ofC.sI− A/−1B= G.s/− D and F.sI− A/−1B= J.s/− I
and simplification lead to the desired result

R+G∼.s/QG.s/= J∼.s/LJ.s/: (3.192)

3.7.3 Robustness under state feedback
We consider an open-loop stable system with loop gain matrixL that satisfies the return difference inequality

. I + L/∼R. I + L/ ≥ R on the imaginary axis. (3.193)

We prove that if the loop gain is perturbed toW L, with W stable rational, then the closed-loop system
remains stable as long as

RW+W∼R> R on the imaginary axis. (3.194)

The proof follows Anderson and Moore (1990). First consider the case thatR= I . It follows from the
return difference inequality thatL∼ + L+ L∼L ≥ 0 on the imaginary axis, or

L−1+ .L−1/∼ + I ≥ 0 on the imaginary axis. (3.195)
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The perturbed system is stable ifI +W L has no zeros in the right-half complex plane. Equivalently, the
perturbed system is stable if for 0≤ " ≤ 1 no zeros of

I + [.1− "/I + "W]L (3.196)

cross the imaginary axis. Hence, the perturbed system is stable if only if

L−1+ .1− "/I + "W= M" (3.197)

is nonsingular on the imaginary axis for all 0≤ " ≤ 1. Substitution ofL−1 = M" − .1− "/I − "W into
(3.195) yields

M" + M∼" ≥ 2.1− "/I + ".W+W∼/ = .2− "/I + ".W+W∼ − I /: (3.198)

Inspection shows that if

W+W∼ > I (3.199)

on the imaginary axis thenM" + M∼" > 0 on the imaginary axis for all 0≤ " ≤ 1, which means thatM" is
nonsingular on the imaginary axis. Hence, ifW+W∼ > I on the imaginary axis then the perturbed system
is stable.

Exercise 3.7.2 (The caseR 6= I ). Show that the case thatR is not necessarily the unit matrix may be
reduced to the previous case by factoringR— for instance by Choleski factorization — asR= RT

0 R0. Work
this out to prove that the closed-loop system remains stable under perturbation satisfyingRW+W∼R> R
on the imaginary axis. �

3.7.4 Riccati equations and the Hamiltonian matrix

We consider the algebraic Riccati equation

AT X+ X A+ Q− .X B+ S/R−1.BT X+ ST/ = 0 (3.200)

and the associated Hamiltonian matrix

H =
[

A− BR−1ST −BR−1BT

−Q+ SR−1ST −.A− BR−1ST/T

]
: (3.201)

Summary 3.7.3 (Riccati equation and the Hamiltonian matrix). 1. If ½ is an eigenvalue ofH then
also−½ is an eigenvalue ofH .

2. Given a solutionX of the Riccati equation, defineF = R−1.BT X+ ST/. Then

H
[

I
X

]
=
[

I
X

]
.A− BF/: (3.202)

3. If ½ is an eigenvalue ofA− BF corresponding to the eigenvectorx then½ is also an eigenvalue of
H , corresponding to the eigenvector[

I
X

]
x: (3.203)

Hence, if then× n matrix A− BF hasn eigenvalues with negative real parts — such as in the
solution of the LQ problem of Summary 3.2.1 (p. 105) — then the eigenvalues ofH consist of these
n eigenvalues ofA− BF and their negatives.
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4. Assume thatH has no eigenvalues with zero real part. Then there is a similarity transformationU
that bringsH into upper triangular formT such that

H = UTU−1 = U

[
T11 T12

0 T22

]
U; (3.204)

where the eigenvalues of then× n diagonal blockT11 all have negative real parts and those ofT22

have positive real parts. Write

U =
[
U11 U12

U21 U22

]
; (3.205)

where each of the subblocks has dimensionsn× n. Then there is a solutionX of the Riccati equa-
tion such that the eigenvalues ofA− BF all have strictly negative real part, if and only ifU11 is
nonsingular. In that case

X = U21U
−1
11 (3.206)

is the unique solution of the Riccati equation such that the eigenvalues ofA− BF all have strictly
negative real part. For the LQ problem of Summary 3.2.1 (p. 105)U11 is nonsingular.

�

For the transformation under 4 there are several possibilities. One is to bringH into Jordan normal
form. For numerical computation it is to great advantage to use the Schur transformation.

Riccati equation and the Hamiltonian matrix (sketch).

1. The Hamiltonian matrix is of the form

H =
[

A Q
R −AT

]
; (3.207)

with all blocks square, andQ andR symmetric. We have for the characteristic polynomial ofH

det.½ I −H / = det

[
½ I − A −Q
−R ½ I + AT

]
.1/= det

[−½ I + A Q
R −½ I − AT

]
.2/= .−1/n det

[
R −½ I − AT

−½ I + A Q

]
.3/= det

[−½ I − AT R
Q −½ I + A

]
.4/= det

[−½ I + A Q
R −½ I − AT

]
.5/= det

[−½ I + A −Q
−R −½ I − AT

]
(3.208)

In step (1) we multiply the matrix by−1. In step (2) we interchange the first and second rows of
blocks and in step (3) the firt and second columns of blocks. In step (4) we transpose the matrix. In
step (5) we multiply the second row and the second column of blocks by−1.

Inspection shows that the characteristic polynomial does not change if½ is replaced with½. Hence,
if ½ is an eigenvalue, so is−½.

2. Using the Riccati equation we obtain from (3.201)

H
[

I
X

]
=

[
A− BF

−Q+ SR−1ST− .A− BR−1ST/T X

]
(3.209)

=
[

A− BF
X A− X BF

]
=
[

I
X

]
.A− BF/: (3.210)

3. If .A− BF/x= ½x then

H

[
I
X

]
x=

[
I
X

]
.A− BF/x= ½

[
I
X

]
x: (3.211)
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4. FromH U = UT we obtain

H
[
U11

U21

]
=
[
U11

U21

]
T11: (3.212)

After multiplying on the right byU11 it follows that

H
[

I
U21U−1

11

]
=
[

I
U21U−1

11

]
U11T11U

−1
11 : (3.213)

We identify X = U21U−1
11 and A− BF= U11T11U−1

11 . For the LQ problem the nonsingularity ofU11

follows by the existence ofX such thatA− BF is stable.

3.7.5 The Kalman filter
In this subsection we outline the derivation of the Kalman filter.

Linear system driven by white noise Consider the stable linear systemẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ v.t/, driven
by white noise with intensityV, that is,Ev.t/vT.s/ = VŽ.t− s/. The state of the system

x.t/ =
∫ t

−∞
eA.t−s/ v.s/ ds; t ∈ R; (3.214)

is a stationary stochastic process with covariance matrix

Y = Ex.t/xT.t/=
∫ t

−∞

∫ t

−∞
eA.t−s1 /

(
Ev.s1/v

T.s2/
)
eAT .t−s2 / ds1ds2

=
∫ t

−∞
eA.t−s/ V eAT.t−s/ ds=

∫ ∞
0

eA− V eAT− d−: (3.215)

It follows that

AY+ Y AT =
∫ ∞

0

(
AeA− V eAT−+eA− V eAT− AT

)
d−

=
∫ ∞

0

d
d−

(
eA− V eAT−

)
d− = eA− V eAT−

∣∣∣∞
0
= −V: (3.216)

Hence, the covariance matrixY is the unique solution of the Lyapunov equation

AY+ Y AT+ V = 0: (3.217)

Observer error covariance matrix. We consider the systeṁx.t/ = Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+ v.t/, y.t/ =
Cx.t/+w.t/, wherev is white noise with intensityV andw white noise with intensityW. The estimation
errore.t/= x̂.t/− x.t/ of the observer

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ Bu.t/+ K[y.t/−Cx̂.t/] (3.218)

satisfies the differential equation

ė.t/ = .A− KC/e.t/−Gv.t/+ Kw.t/: (3.219)

The noise process−Gv.t/+ Kw.t/ is white noise with intensityGTVG+ KTW K. Hence, if the error
system is stable then the error covariance matrixY = Ee.t/eT.t/ is the unique solution of the Lyapunov
equation

.A− KC/Y+Y.A− KC/T+GTVG+ KTW K= 0: (3.220)
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The Kalman filter. We discuss how to choose the observer gainK to minimize the error covariance
matrixY. To this end we complete the square (inK) and rewrite the Lyapunov equation (3.220) as

.K − YCTW−1/W.K − YCTW−1/T + AY+Y AT+GVGT − YCTW−1CY= 0: (3.221)

Suppose that there exists a gainK that stabilizes the error system and minimizes the error variance matrixY.
Then changing the gain toK + "K̃, with " a small scalar and̃K an arbitrary matrix of the same dimensions
asK, should only affectY quadratically in". Inspection of (3.221) shows that this implies

K = YCTW−1: (3.222)

With this gain the observer reduces to the Kalman filter. The minimal error variance matrixY satisfies the
Riccati equation

AY+ Y AT+GVGT− YCTW−1CY= 0: (3.223)

3.7.6 Minimization of the steady-state mean square error under state feed-
back

We consider the problem of choosing the gainF of the state feedback lawu.t/ = −Fx.t/ to minimize the
steady state mean square error

E
(
zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/

)
(3.224)

for the systeṁx.t/= Ax.t/+ Bu.t/+ v.t/. The white noisev has intensityV.
If the feedback law stabilizes the systemẋ.t/ = .A− BF/x.t/+ v.t/ then the steady-state covariance

matrixY of the state is given by

Y= Ex.t/xT.t/ =
∫ ∞

0
e.A−BF/s V e.A−BF/T s ds: (3.225)

Hence we have for the steady-state mean square error

E
(
zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/

)= E
(
xT.t/DTQDx.t/+ xT.t/FTRFx.t/

)
= E tr

(
x.t/xT.t/DTQD+ x.t/xT.t/FT RF

)= tr Y
(
DTQD+ FT RF

)
: (3.226)

We rewrite this in the form

E
(
zT.t/Qz.t/+ uT.t/Ru.t/

)= tr Y
(
DT QD+ FT RF

)
= tr

∫ ∞
0

e.A−BF/s V e.A−BF/Ts ds
(
DT QD+ FT RF

)
= tr V

∫ ∞
0

e.A−BF/Ts
(
DT QD+ FT RF

)
e.A−BF/s ds︸ ︷︷ ︸

X

= tr V X: (3.227)

X is the solution of the Lyapunov equation

.A− BF/TX+ X.A− BF/+ DT QD+ FT RF= 0: (3.228)

X and, hence, trV X, is minimized by choosingF = R−1BT X, with X the solution of the Riccati equation
AT X+ X A+ DT QD− X BR−1BT X = 0.
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3.7.7 Loop transfer recovery
We study an LQG optimal system with measurement noise intensityW= ¦W0 as¦ ↓ 0 under the assump-
tions thatG = B and that the plant transfer matrixG.s/ = C.sI− A/−1B is square with stable inverse
G−1.s/.

Under the assumptionG= B we have in the absence of any measurement noisew

y= C.sI− A/−1B.u+ v/ = G.s/.u+ v/: (3.229)

Because by assumptionG−1 is stable the input noisevmay be recovered with arbitrary precision by approx-
imating the inverse relation

v = G−1.s/y− u (3.230)

with sufficient accuracy. From the noisev and the known inputu the statex may in turn be reconstructed
with arbitrary precision. Hence, we expect that as¦ decreases to 0 the covarianceY¦ of the estimation error
decreases to the zero matrix.

Under the assumptionG= B the Riccati equation for the optimal observer is

AY¦ + Y¦AT + BV BT−Y¦C
TW−1CY¦ = 0: (3.231)

We rewrite this as

AY¦ + Y¦AT + BV BT− ¦K¦W0KT
¦ = 0; (3.232)

with K¦ = Y¦CTW−1 the gain. Inspection shows that ifY¦ ↓ 0 then necessarilyK¦ →∞. In fact we may
write

K¦ ≈ 1√
¦

BU¦ as¦ ↓ 0; (3.233)

whereU¦ is a square nonsingular matrix (which may depend on¦) such thatU¦W0UT
¦ = V.

We study the asymptotic behavior of the loop gain

L¦ .s/ = F.sI− A+ BF+ K¦C/
−1K¦C.sI− A/−1B

≈ F.sI− A+ BF+ 1√
¦

BU¦C/
−1 1√

¦
BU¦C.sI− A/−1B

≈ F.sI− A+ 1√
¦

BU¦C/−1 1√
¦

BU¦C.sI− A/−1B

= F.sI− A/−1

(
I + 1√

¦
BU¦C.sI− A/−1

)−1 1√
¦

BU¦C.sI− A/−1B

.1/= F.sI− A/−1B
1√
¦

U¦

(
I + 1√

¦
C.sI− A/−1BU¦

)−1

C.sI− A/−1B

= F.sI− A/−1BU¦
(
I
√
¦ +C.sI− A/−1BU¦

)−1
C.sI− A/−1B: (3.234)

In step (1) we use the well-known matrix identity. I + AB/−1A = A. I + BA/−1. Inspection of the final
equality shows that

L¦ .s/
¦↓0−→ F.sI− A/−1B; (3.235)

which is the loop gain under full state feedback.

3.7.8 Solution of theH2 optimization problem
We solve the standardH2 optimization problem of§ 3.4.3 (p. 126) as if it is an LQG problem, that is, we
set out to minimize the steady-state value of

EzT.t/z.t/ (3.236)

under the assumption thatw is a white noise input with intensity matrixI .
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State feedback. We first consider the solution with state feedback. For this it is enough to study the
equations

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/+ B2u.t/; (3.237)

z.t/ = C1x.t/+ D11w.t/+ D12u.t/: (3.238)

If D11 6= 0 then the outputz has a white noise component that may well make the mean square output
(3.236) infinite. We therefore assume thatD11= 0. Under this assumption we have

z.t/ = C1x.t/+ D12u.t/ =
[
I D12

][C1x.t/
u.t/

]
= [ I D12

][z0.t/
u.t/

]
; (3.239)

wherez0.t/ = C1x.t/. As a result,

EzT.t/z.t/ = E
[
zT

0.t/ uT.t/
][ I

DT
12

][
I D12

][ z0

u.t/

]
= E

[
zT

0.t/ uT.t/
][ I D12

DT
12 DT

12D12

][
z0

u.t/

]
: (3.240)

This defines a linear regulator problem with a cross term in the output and input. It has a solution if the
systemẋ.t/= Ax.t/+ B2u.t/, z0.t/ = C1x.t/ is stabilizable and detectable, and the weighting matrix[

I D12

DT
12 DT

12D12

]
(3.241)

is positive-definite. A necessary and sufficient condition for the latter is thatDT
12D12 be nonsingular. The

solution to the regulator problem is a state feedback law of the form

u.t/ = −Fx.t/: (3.242)

The gain matrixF may easily be found from the results of§ 3.2.8 (p. 113) and is given in Summary 3.4.3
(p. 118).

Output feedback. If the state is not available for feedback then it needs to be estimated with a Kalman
filter. To this end we consider the equations

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/+ B2u.t/; (3.243)

y.t/ = C2x.t/+ D21w.t/+ D22u.t/: (3.244)

The second equation may be put into the standard form for the Kalman filter if we considery.t/− D22u.t/
as the observed variable rather thany.t/. If we denote the observation noise asv.t/= D21w.t/ then

ẋ.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/+ B2u.t/; (3.245)

y.t/− D22u.t/ = C2x.t/+ v.t/ (3.246)

defines a stochastic system with cross correlated noise terms. We have

E

[
w.t/
v.t/

][
wT.s/ vT.s/

] = E

[
I

D21

]
w.t/wT.s/

[
I DT

21

]
(3.247)

=
[

I DT
21

D21 D21DT
21

]
Ž.t− s/: (3.248)

Suppose that the systeṁx.t/ = Ax.t/+ B1w.t/, y.t/ = C2x.t/ is stabilizable and detectable, and the
intensity matrix[

I DT
21

D21 D21DT
21

]
(3.249)
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is positive-definite. A necessary and sufficient condition for the latter is thatD21DT
21 be nonsingular. Then

there exists a well-defined Kalman filter of the form

˙̂x.t/ = Ax̂.t/+ B2u.t/+ K[y.t/−C2x̂.t/− D22u.t/]: (3.250)

The gain matrixK may be solved from the formulas of§ 3.3.4 (p. 120). Once the Kalman filter (3.250) is
in place the optimal input for the output feedback problem is obtained as

u.t/ = −Fx̂.t/: (3.251)

F is the same state feedback gain as in (3.242).
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A

Matrices

This appendix lists several matrix definitions, formulae and results that are used in the lecture
notes.

In what follows capital letters denote matrices, lower case letters denote column or row vec-
tors or scalars. The element in theith row and jth column of a matrixA is denoted byAij .
Whenever sumsA+ B and productsABetcetera are used then it is assumed that the dimensions
of the matrices are compatible.

A.1 Basic matrix results

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

A column vectorv ∈ Cn is aneigenvectorof a square matrixA∈ Cn×n if v 6= 0 andAv = ½v for
some½ ∈ C. In that case½ is referred to as aneigenvalueof A. Often½i .A/ is used to denote
the ith eigenvalue ofA (which assumes an ordering of the eigenvalues, an ordering that should
be clear from the context in which it is used). The eigenvalues are the zeros of thecharacteristic
polynomial

�A.½/ = det.½ In− A/; .½ ∈ C; /

whereIn denotes then× n identitymatrix orunit matrix.
An eigenvalue decompositionof a square matrixA is a decomposition ofA of the form

A= V DV−1; whereV andD are square andD is diagonal.

In this case the diagonal entries ofD are the eigenvalues ofA and the columns ofV are the
corresponding eigenvectors. Not every square matrixA has an eigenvalue decomposition.

The eigenvalues of a squareA and ofT AT−1 are the same for any nonsingularT. In particular
�A = �T AT−1.

Rank, trace, determinant, singular and nonsingular matrices

The trace, tr.A/ of a square matrixA ∈ Cn×n is defined as tr.A/ =∑n
i=1 Aii . It may be shown

that

tr.A/ =
n∑

i=1

½i .A/:

317
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Therank of a (possibly nonsquare) matrixA is the maximal number of linearly independent
rows (or, equivalently, columns) inA. It also equals the rank of the square matrixAH A which in
turn equals the number of nonzero eigenvalues ofAH A.

Thedeterminantof a square matrixA ∈ Cn×n is usually defined (but not calculated) recur-
sively by

det.A/ =
{ ∑n

j=1.−1/ j+1A1 j det.Aminor
1 j / if n> 1

A if n= 1
:

Here Aminor
i j is the .n− 1/× .n− 1/-matrix obtained fromA by removing itsith row and jth

column. The determinant of a matrix equals the product of its eigenvalues, det.A/=∏n
i=1½i .A/.

A square matrix issingular if det.A/ = 0 and isregular or nonsingularif det.A/ 6= 0. For
square matricesA andB of the same dimension we have

det.AB/ = det.A/det.B/:

Symmetric, Hermitian and positive definite matrices, the transpose and unitary matrices

A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is (real) symmetricif AT = A. Here AT is the transposeof A is defined
elementwise as.AT/i j = Aji ; .i; j = 1; : : : ; n/.

A matrix A ∈ Cn×n is Hermitian if AH = A. HereAH is thecomplex conjugate transposeof
A defined as.AH/i j = Aji .i; j = 1; : : : ; n/. Overbarsx+ jy of a complex numberx+ jy denote
the complex conjugate:x+ jy= x− jy.

Every real-symmetric and Hermitian matrixA has an eigenvalue decompositionA= V DV−1

and they have the special property that the matrixV may be chosenunitary which is that the
columns ofV have unit length and are mutually orthogonal:VHV = I .

A symmetric or Hermitian matrixA is said to benonnegative definiteor positive semi-definite
if xH Ax≥ 0 for all column vectorsx. We denote this by

A≥ 0:

A symmetric or Hermitian matrixA is said to bepositive definiteif xH Ax> 0 for all nonzero
column vectorsx. We denote this by

A> 0:

For Hermitian matricesA andB the inequalityA≥ B is defined to mean thatA− B≥ 0.

Lemma A.1.1. Let A∈ Cn×n be a Hermitian matrix. Then

1. All eigenvalues of A are real valued,

2. A≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ½i .A/ ≥ 0 .∀ i = 1; : : : ; n/;

3. A> 0 ⇐⇒ ½i .A/ > 0 .∀ i = 1; : : : ; n/;

4. If T is nonsingular then A≥ 0 if and only TH AT≥ 0.

�
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A.2 Three matrix lemmas

Lemma A.2.1. Suppose A and BH are matrices of the same dimension n×m. Then for any
½ ∈ C there holds

det.½ In− AB/ = ½n−mdet.½ Im− BA/: (A.1)

Proof. One the one hand we have[
½ Im B
A In

][
Im − 1

½
B

0 In

]
=
[
½ Im 0
A In− 1

½
AB

]
and on the other hand[

½ Im B
A In

][
Im 0
−A In

]
=
[
½ Im− BA B

0 In

]
:

Taking determinants of both of these equations shows that

½mdet. In− 1
½

AB/ = det
[
½ Im B
A In

]
= det.½ Im− BA/:

So thenonzeroeigenvalues ofAB and BA are the same. This gives the two very useful
identities:

1. det. In− AB/ = det. Im− BA/,

2. tr.AB/ =∑i ½i .AB/ =∑i ½i .BA/ = tr.BA/.

Lemma A.2.2 (Sherman-Morrison-Woodburry & rank-one update).

.A+UVH/−1 = A−1− A−1U. I + VH A−1VH/A−1

This formula is used mostly if U= u and V= v are column vectors. Then UVH = uvH has rank
one, and it shows that a rank-one update of A corresponds to a rank-one update of its inverse,

.A+ uvH/−1 = A−1− 1
1+ vH A−1u

.A−1u/.vH A−1/︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank-one

:

�

Lemma A.2.3 (Schur complement).Suppose a Hermitian matrix A is partitioned as

A=
[

P Q
QH R

]
with P and R square. Then

A> 0 ⇐⇒ P is invertible, P> 0 and R− QH P−1Q> 0:

The matrix R− QH P−1Q is referred to as theSchur complementof P (in A). �
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certainty equivalence, 121
characteristic polynomial, 14, 317
classical control theory, 59
closed-loop

characteristic polynomial, 15
system matrix, 107
transfer matrix, 33

complementary
sensitivity function, 23
sensitivity matrix, 33

complex conjugate transpose, 318
constant disturbance rejection, 65
crossover region, 32

delay
margin, 21
time, 81

derivative time, 66

determinant, 317

eigenvalue, 317
decomposition, 317

eigenvector, 317
error covariance matrix, 118
error signal, 5

feedback equation, 6
forward compensator, 5
Freudenberg-looze equality, 40
FVE, 81

gain, 88
at a frequency, 69
crossover frequency, 80
margin, 21, 80

generalized Nyquist criterion, 19
generalized plant, 126
Guillemin-Truxal, 89

H2-norm, 124
H2-optimization, 125
Hermitian, 318
high-gain, 6

inferential control, 128
input sensitivity function, 30
input sensitivity matrix, 33
integral control, 66
integrating action, 64
integrator in the loop, 132
intensity matrix, 116
internal model principle, 65
internal stability, 13
ITAE, 91

Kalman-Jakuboviˇc-Popov equality, 108
Kalman filter, 118
KJP

equality, 108
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332 Index

inequality, 108

lag compensation, 84
leading coefficient, 16
lead compensation, 82
linearity improvement, 8
linear regulator problem

stochastic, 116
loop

gain, 18
gain matrix, 18
IO map, 6, 10
shaping, 34, 82
transfer matrix, 15
transfer recovery, 123

LQ, 104
LQG, 115
LTR, 123
Lyapunov equation, 118
Lyapunov matrix differential equation, 142

margin
delay-, 21
gain-, 21, 80
modulus-, 21
phase, 80
phase-, 21

matrix, 317
closed loop system-, 107
complementary sensitivity-, 33
detereminant, 317
error covariance-, 118
Hamiltonian, 114
Hermitian, 318
input sensitivity-, 33
intensity-, 116
loop transfer-, 15
nonnegative definite-, 318
nonsingular, 317
observer gain-, 117
positive definite-, 318
positive semi-definite-, 318
proper rational-, 18
rank, 317
sensitivity-, 33
singular, 317
state feedback gain-, 105
symmetric, 318
system-, 14

trace, 317
unitary, 318

M-circle, 76
measurement noise, 31
MIMO, 11, 33
minimum phase, 37
modulus margin, 21
monic, 109

N-circle, 76
Nichols

chart, 77
plot, 77

nominal, 32
nonnegative definite, 318
nonsingular matrix, 317
notch filter, 84
Nyquist

plot, 18, 74
stability criterion, 18

observer, 117
gain matrix, 117
poles, 122

open-loop
characteristic polynomial, 15
pole, 88
stability, 20
zero, 88

optimal linear regulator problem, 104
overshoot, 81

parasitic effect, 32
parity interlacing property, 20
phase

crossover frequency, 80
margin, 21, 80
minimum-, 37
shift, 69

PI control, 66
PID control, 66
plant capacity, 30
pole

assignment, 16
placement, 16

pole-zero excess, 74
polynomial

characteristic-, 14
monic, 109
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position error constant, 62
positive

definite, 318
definite matrix, 318

positive semi definite, 318
proper, 18

rational function, 15
strictly-, 16

proportional
control, 66
feedback, 7

pure integral control, 66

QFT, 93
quantitative feedback theory, 93

rank, 317
regulator

poles, 122
system, 2

relative degree, 74
reset time, 66
resonance

frequency, 80
peak, 80

return compensator, 5
return difference, 108

equality, 108, 144
inequality, 108

rise time, 81
robustness, 7
roll-off, 32, 87

LQG, 132
root loci, 88

Schur complement, 114, 319
sensitivity

complementary-, 23
function, 23
input-, 30
matrix, 33
matrix, complementary-, 33
matrix, input-, 33

separation principle, 121
servo system, 2
settling time, 81
shaping

loop, 82
Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury, 319

single-degree-of-freedom, 12
singular matrix, 317
SISO, 11
stability, 11

asymptotic-, 12
BIBO-, 13
internal-, 13
Nyquist (generalized), 19
Nyquist criterion, 18
open-loop, 20

standardH2 problem, 126
state

estimation error, 117
feedback gain matrix, 105

steady-state, 60
error, 60

step function
unit, 60

strictly proper, 16
Sylvester equation, 16
symmetric, 318
system matrix, 14

trace, 119, 317
tracking system, 2
two-degrees-of-freedom, 11
typek system, 61

unit
feedback, 5
step function, 60

unitary, 318

velocity constant, 63
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